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THE AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING D-16
IT LOOKS EXPENSIVE BUT IT'S NOT!

THIS NEW RADIO CONSOLE from
Audioarts combines the benefits of a
ROUTER and an AUDIO CONSOLE into one
COST-EFFECTIVE digital package, letting
you route any input to any fader or to any
monitor feed, with all sources clearly
shown in bright LED dot matrix displays
right above the faders and monitor level
controls.

A COMPACT TABLETOP DESIGN, the D-16
has the features you need: both analog
and digital PROGRAM and AUDITION
stereo outputs, 2 MONO analog outputs,
14 input faders plus 2 caller faders, 4 mic
preamps, control room and studio
monitoring, built-in cue and headphone
amps (with concealed headphone jack)
-even four internally generated mix -
minus outputs!

WITH 24 -BIT A>D and D>A inputs and
outputs and sample rate converters on
every AES digital input, the D-16 will work
with virtually any digital source gear you
have. It can run your source machines too
(up to eight of them)-all opto-isolated.
Its DSP DIGI-AL METERING simultaneously
displays VU columns and peak hold
fullscale digital so you can be assured of
pristine performance. Its powerful caller
tools generate mix -minuses automati-
cally, and you can program any of its four
MXM outputs to be pre or post fader.

And with Wheatstone's extensive
digital background and reputation you
can be assured that the D-16 is a great
console!

10-4

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING
252-638-7000 / www.audioarts.net / sales@wheatstone.com copyright 0 2004 by WHEATSIONE CORPORATION
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Dielectric CENTRAL
TOWER

You'll find
"Dielectric
quality"
all over
this tower.

Literally

"From base to beacon" -
that's the scope of products and services

we provide at Dielectric. It's also the

primary reason why we are the world

leader in Digital Broadcast Technology.

We have the capability to do the job, the

resources to do it right, and the experience

to complete it on -time and on -budget. Put

Dielectric to work on your next project and

experience excellence from base to

beacon...and everywhere in between.

1-866-DELECTRIC  www.dielectric.com

FLASH KLINE
TOWERS
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Currents Online in
Highlights of news items from beradio.com from the past month

FCC Okays Use of Separate Antennas for IBOC
FM stations may file for an STA to commence IBOC
operations using dual -antenna systems that meet the
NAB -recommended criteria.

Orban Announces Spring MBL Tour Dates
Orban/CRL has announced the dates and cities for its Mobile
Broadcast Laboratory USA Tour for the second quarter of 2004.

New EAS Event Codes Take Effect in June
The FCC has adopted new civil emergency, weather and natural
disaster event codes.View the complete list of the codes.

Sam Donaldson, Michael Powell Face Off
at NAB2004
Sam Donaldson will interview FCC Chairman Michael Powell for the
FCC Chairman's Breakfast on Tuesday April 20.

Arbitron Inks Deal with Mediaguide
Arbitron will use Mediaguide's broadcast monitoring technology to
verify whether radio commercials were broadcast as indicated.

Clear Channel Imposes Indecency Standards
Clear Channel has announced that it is undertaking a new
Responsible Broadcasting Initiative.

NAB Crystal Awards Finalists Announced
The winners will be announced at a luncheon on April 20
at NAB2004.

Site Features In
Demo Room

Step into the Demo Room for online demonstrations of the
newest products for radio.

IBOC Update E -newsletter

Download the Radio
magazine FASTtrack and

Exhibits Directory for
NAB2004 to your PDA.

Follow the link at

This twice -monthly e-mail newsletter follows the latest news and
technology developments for HD Radio. Subscribe today.

NAB Insider E -newsletter
Get ready for NAB2004 with our exclusive e -newsletter full of
product introductions, session previews and news from the
convention.

Subscribing is Quick and Easy
To receive Radio magazine or any of our e -newsletters, follow
the subscription links at www.beradio.com.

www.beradio.

KM010011

View an
online

product
demo

whenever
you see

this logo.
www.beradio.com
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TielindAe
TECHNOLOGY

AUDIO CODEC

Introducing the all new iMix
iMix G3 features a brand new super charged DSP
platform that combines studio mixing power and
new POTS/ISDN,GSM and data codec capabili-
ties never before offered in a 16 x 9" sized remote
mixer at such a Icw price.

The world's first :5kHz stereo POTS audio codec
can deliver live stereo remotes or stereo studio
links over dual POTS lines. A new Dual Mono
feature also enahles the use of one 15kHz POTS
channel for main program and the second 15khz
POTS channel for a range of on -board IFB
including produzlion engineering talkback and
live on -air callers. You can even send your
broadcast program to two locations.

A miniature expension slot accepts a range of new
hardware modules to suit individual remote
applications such as GSM to landline for wireless
remotes. Sterec Mono ISDN. Stereo or Dual
Mono POTS !AL's new IFB and front panel
controlled live on -air caller facilities.

The on -board six input digital mixer can be easily
configured for non -technical users or as a fully
featured studio mixer including on -off channel
buttons, cue. intercom. telephone caller control.
LAN/RS232 interfaces and one button control of
local and remote control relay inputs "and" ouputs.
You can even adjust your remote talent's audio
input levels from the studio to ensure their levels
are always perfect.

An optional Digital Router software kit will allow
any of the six audio inputs to be routed to any
audio output, giving you the tools to create a
powerful and f exible studio environment in the
field. iMix G3 .uill also connect to your existing
Comrex* or Mt_sicam* POTS codecs

Call Tieline or your favorite dealer
for a free demonstration.

'Compatible with Comrex Matnx. Blue. Vector and Musicam liberty POI)
Comrex and Musicam are registered trademark,. ci each respective orporat,,

Call: 800 750 7950
www.tieline.com



Viewpoint

One bad apple

the eve NAB2004, I am making the final
1)1( para s for my week-long stay in Las
\ (1;as to us on our industry's biggest
event. the staff of Radio magazine, the
work involved in preparing for a four -day
convention starts in January. We devote
space in the March and April issues to the
convention.We compile a weekly e-mail
newsletter for several weeks leading up
to the convention. The NAB conven-
tion fills our days as we review new
product announcements, exhibitor
news and session highlights.

But once the April issue is sent to the
printer, we're still not finished. Our
pre -convention work is done, but
now we have to focus on our activ-
ities during the convention and make
plans for the convention review after
it's all done.This is a lot of effort for
four days of the year.

So, now I look ahead to what this
year's convention will bring. In prep-
aration, I try to determine what the big
item of discussion on the conven-
tion floor will be.

Will it be IBOC? Perhaps. The FCC
is allowing the use of separate anten-
nas with an STA. Several manufactur-

ers have provided peeks into their new
products. Several sessions are devoted to
the technology. It doesn't take any special
insight to know that IBOC will once again
be an important topic. However, this is a
familiartopic and I don't expect a great deal
of new discussion.

Will it be RBDS? Also a strong candidate.
The recent explosion of RBDS installations
is generating interest in the 10 -year -old
technology. RBDS provides information
thatsatellite radio listeners have learned to
expect. Meanwhile, some consumers are
confused by the technology, thinking that
it is digital radio. Regardless, transmitting
RBDS today is an analog step that can be
adapted for IBOC tomorrow, so it will also
be heard regularly in discussions.

Unfortunately for us, the big topics this

Send comments to:

year will likely not focus directly on technology. Consoli-
dation will return as a frequent topic for aisle banter,but it
won't be the star.

The big topic this yearwill be indecencythanks to the FCC
and the consumer media that keep feeding this monster. It's
amazing how a littleskin during a primetime broadcast can
become a point of obsession for so many bureaucrats. Is
this by any chance an election year? Because decency is
tempered by opinion, there is no easy answer here, which
is why the debate will rage on and on.

I am pleased that Congress plans to increase the fines for
airing indecent material. Not only will the licensees have
to pay more, the performers will also be held financially
responsible. AFTRA opposes this action, stating that it will
limit free speech. AFTRA also states that on -air personalities
are forced into airing indecent material because of pro-
gramming decisions. Sorry! don't buy that. No one writes
the script that forces a show host to say certain words. In
the end,an individual's own sense of decency should take
over before airing a potentially offensive bit. Likewise, we
shouldn't expect to hear children's programming on an
adult -oriented morning show.

The debate over decency standards cannot be resolved
through legislation or FCC rules.There is too much opinion
involved. Parents that are concerned about their children
being exposed to indecent material need to take positive
action. Supervise the children's access to questionable
material. Teach the children what is decent. While out of
place in the family -oriented telecast, the incident during the
Super Bowl was tame compared to what is readily available
online or on cable.

While the decency issue goes on, there is a technology
angle to be considered. Now that stations are walking on
eggshells to ensure that their programs are clean, the lowly
profanity delay has risen to a renewed level of importance.
So while the chit-chat turns to rhetoric, watch the rejuvenat-
ed interest in the technology of delaying an audio stream.

I guess there is a technology angle after all.

Chriss Scherer, editor
cscherer@jprimediabusiness.com

I

E-mail: radio@primediabusiness. corn
Fax: 913-967-1905
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GET IN ON THE ACTION
Delivering the sound of the finish line to listeners around
the world is as simple as pressing a button. The Com-
rex Matrix, equipped with our optioial GSM Module,
combines an integrated mobile phone and an advanced
Comrex codec to deliver broadcast quality 7kHz cud'
over standard cellular connections (15kHz over POTS).

The results? Your listeners hear the sweat pouring off the
winner - the sound of a skin -of -the -teeth victory with detail
that's unprecedented.

Grab your audience by their ears and give them the full expe-
rience - not just a story.

Doing a remote? Put Comrex on the line.

Toll Free: 800-237-1776  www.conerex.com  e-mail: info@comrex.com
19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01432 USA  Tel: 978-784-1776  Fax: 978-784-1717



RF Engineering

Concerning combiners
By John Battison, P.E., technical editor, RF

ntil the dvent of FM, combiners were
rarely required. After FM was introduced,
t IR? neeck for a method of feeding two or
more FM frequencies into a single FM
-tintenna developed. AM operation had
already made it obvious that antenna -
originated signals from an adjacent station
could feed back into the final stage of a
transmitter and produce internal cross
modulation. Unfortunately, much shorter
wavelength of FM transmissions requires
critical spacing in terms of electrical de-
grees when establishing a filter system.

Input coax Output coax

Cylindrical

Input ,cva

Variable length
tuning probe

Side Views

Rectangular

Figure 1. The general layout and connections for a
typical combiner.

In the old days, there were few diplexed
radio stations. As vertical real estate be-
came more valuable, and stations started
locating two or more AM
transmitters on the same
tower, i.e. multiplexing.

The components used for
AM multiplexing are induc-
tors and capacitors, which are
finite in size and power han-
dling ability and susceptible
to external influences when
operated at higher frequen-
cies. The lower frequency of
AM operation means that
lumped components can be

used, and adjustment is less critical than for the FM band.
Hand capacity has less effect, and adjustment is simpler,
although it must be just as precise.

Evolution of terms and usage
As FM operation increased, stations needed a method of

combining two FM outputs into a single FM antenna. The
shorter wavelength of FM means that spacing between
individual components must be measured in terms of
wavelength or electrical degrees. In some cases, coaxial
cable is not suitable because the electrical length required
is less than the distance between the units.To overcome
this problem multiple cavity units were developed using
common interior walls.The actual connection between
each cavity is a hole in the common wall. This obviates
the need for coaxial cable connections with possible
electrical length and space problems.

The combiner bears no physical resemblance to the LC
combinations found in AM filters. In fact, most combiners
look like metal tanks with coaxial cables attached. Combin-
ers form an unusual tuned circuit consisting of a cavity with
one or more loops or probes connected to the coaxial
cable. A cavity may be circular or rectangular. When the
cavity is excited by the desired RF frequency a tuning rod
system or probe is adjusted to tune the cavity to resonance.

A cavity resonator can oscillate in many different modes.
The major mode is obtained by adjustment of the fine-
tuning probe as the cavity is tuned to resonance. The
mechanism of a cavity resonator can be compared to an
LC circuit using small values of inductive and capacitive
reactance with the internal surfaces of the cavity acting as
the LC units.

Although cross -coupled bandpass filters have replaced
notch filters, it is important to know how a notch filter
functions. Its purpose is to prevent an undesired signal
from passing. It has a similar effect to a series -resonant LC
circuit that is used in AM diplexing. Notice that the notch

Input coax

Coupling loop

Reject
Cavity

Inter -cavity rises

Band -puss cavities onant sections)

r

Figure 2. An integrated notch filter and bandpass
filter design.

10 April 2004 www.beradio.com



The Digital System that's Easiest to Use

8:16 Love's Devine
Seal

:18/4:25/SF HIT HM4231 8:15:47
From "Seal IV" CD

Forever and for Always
Shania Twain

:00/4:00/F HIT HM4231 8:18:13

111 Instrumental
:00/2:00/F BED DA0876 8:22:27

KICKS 96 Jingle
Q: Kicks 9-ty 6

:00/0:07/C JIN DA1111 8:22:57

Unwell
Matchbox Twenty

:11/3:44/F HIT HM2653 8:23:05

IIIBurger King
CI: 99 cents again!

:00/0:60/C COM DA0213 8:26:49
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Bed
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Back
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Set E
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Alert
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Winner
Bed

:59 7

Next
Hot Key
Set G

Spots

Make your stations sound better
Announcers tell us, "I'm doing my best shows
ever!" after they get Scott Studios' SS32.
Stations sound smoother and tighter, with all the
songs, spots and sweepers digitally on hard
drives, played instantly with a finger on the
touchscreen. SS32 was designed by announcers so
it's the most intuitive, most user-friendly and most
popular digital air studio.
In fact, more U.S. radio stations have Scott Studios'
systems than the second and third ranked
vendors combined!

Simple and paper -free
Your scheduled spots, songs, promos and live
scripts appear in your air studios automatically
from traffic, music and copy computers. Six Start
buttons at the left play your program log. Your
announcers can rearrange events by touching any
"cart" label, then touching any other log location
for an instant move. Or touch the Log button to
edit any part of the schedule.

24/7 Technical Support: 888 -SCOTT -411
(972) 620-2211 FAX: (972) 620-8811

8 8 8 4 3 8 7 2 6 8

1 -888 -GET -SCOTT

Color coded labels
Scheduled events have legible labels with titles,
artists, years, trivia, intros, lengths, endings,
advertiser names, outcues and announcer initials.
They are color coded by category. The pie chart at
the bottom of the screen counts down intros and
endings at 60, 45, 30, and each of the last 15
seconds.

Instant Play cuts at any time
On the right, 30 sets of Hot Keys (each with up to
30 keys and rotating up to 100 cuts) start anything
on the spur of the moment. Instant Play buttons
gracefully fade out with a second touch. Hot Keys
show lengths, count down as they play and can be
reprogrammed in a second or two.
SS32 has several screen layouts and graphic styles
so each user can tailor their own display. By
adding a second touchscreen, you get twice as
many simultaneous functions from the one SS32.

Saabs,
13375 Stemmons Freeway

Dallas, TX 75234 USA



Every Song and Spot at Your Fingertips
8:154 Respect 1967

Aretha Franklin
:11/3:30/F HIT HM9834 8:15
The Queen of Soul21)4

Home Depot
Q: Better at Home

:00/0:30/F COM DA2214 8:22

McDonald's
Q: Prices may vary

:00/0:06/F COM DA2215 8:22

Walgreen's
Q: Sale Ends Saturday

:00/2:45/C COM DA1234 8:23

Cool 105 Fast Jingle
Ca: Cool 105

:00/0:30/F JIll 044315 8:2:7

Auto

ill igh
Pre'Next

IMF-- k--
view Hour Stack

1.2.3
Len Barry
L7/74o N7/10

A Beautiful Mor
The Rascals
L78 N712

A Hard Day's NI
Beatles
L723a N79

A Lover's Quest
Clyde McPhatte
L6/295a N713

A Thousand Sta
Kathy Young
1.72' N7

A World W'out L
Peter & Gordon
1.7410a N712

Action
Freddy Cannon
L7/58 N7/1

Afternoon Delig
Starland Vocal
1.731 N7117

Ain't No Woman
Four Tops
L761 N714
Ain't That Pecul
Marvin Gaye
L 7/52a N7/12

409
Beach Boys
1.7/15a N781

A Day In the
Beatles
L7611aN71

A Little Bit Me,
Moans
L7 7 N713
A Summer Song
Chad & Jeremy
L 7/28p

A Town W'out Pi
Gene Pitney

Abraham, Marti
Dion
L719 N7
After Midnight
Eric Clapton
1.7512mN79

Ain't No Mounts
Diana Ross
L737 N712
Ain't Nothing Li
Marvin/Tammi
L7412nN713

Ain't That A Sha
Fats Domino
L7/23 N716

96 Tears
? & Mysterians
L 2 N7/9

A Groovy Kind of
Mindbenders
L742a N712

A Little Bit o' So
The Jarmels
L75 N713

A Teenager in Lo
Dion & Belmonts
L7/43a N7/11

A Whiter Shade
Procol Harum
L71 7

Act Naturally
Beatles
1.7 2a N714

After the Gold R
Neil Young
1.757. N718

Ain't No Sunshin
Bill Withers
L7111 N712

Ain't She Sweet
Beatles
L6/271

Alone Again, Nat
Gilbert O'Sulliva
1.7/110a N7/15

ABC' AOPQRSTUVW*Y*

The world's fastest requests
When you touch the Songs button in the
lower right corner of the main SS32 screen (on
the previous page), you activate this Wall of
Carts touchscreen with all your songs online!
Whatever's on the air, plus the next five
events, are always visible at the left. Touch the
tune you want and it plays instantly. Or you
can Stack several songs to be added to your
playlist wherever you want.
You can jump immediately to the title, artist,
length, year or category you want by
touching the desired display's button, then
first few letters of the song name on the
alphabet at the bottom of the screen. Songs
are displayed any five ways you want.
Each song shows the date and hour it last
played, along with when it's scheduled to
play next.

Songs and other recordings can be restricted
to appropriate days and dayparts.
Unauthorized selections don't even show up
on the Cart Wall. You can prohibit changes or
require a password for changes on a shift-by-
shift basis.
A total of ten user -defined Cart Walls are
provided for songs, spots, jingles, sound
effects, comedy bits, promos and other
categories. They can play immediately or be
added to the log.

Hear it before you air it
With Scott's SS32 digital audio, the same song,
spot and any recording can be on the air and
auditioned in all your studios at the same
time. Simply touch Preview and any label to
listen to the start or end of that song or spot in
your cue speaker.



Experience is the Best Teacher...
Scott Studios has the Most Experience

It's a fact: More stations pick Scott
Studios' air studio systems than the second
and third ranked vendors combined.
Of the 25 largest broadcasters, 24 use Scott
digital audio systems, including Infinity,
Cox, ABC/Disney, Entercom, Citadel, Radio
One, Cumulus, Univision, Emmis, Spanish,
Journal and more.

KPWR (FM), Los Angeles, and Big Boy won
Marconi Awards for Major Market Station
and Air Personality of the Year. Emmis uses
SS32 at KPWR (FM) and KZLA (FM), Los
Angeles: WKQK (FM) 0-101. Chicago;
KSHE (FM), St. Louis; and 11 more.

Dozens of
Infinity/
C B S
stations
use Scott
Studios'
systems,
including
legendary
5 0 k w
KMOX
(AM), St.
Louis; KILT -AM -FM, Houston and clusters
in Phoenix, Denver. Cleveland. Austin and
Kansas City.

Brcther
J o n
Rivers,
long-time
host of
"Fower-
line ' and
"20: The
Count -dc wn

Magazine" uses his Scott SS32 daily on his
nationwide K -Love morning show.. Jon is
shown with his wife and co -host Sheri
Rivers and recording artist Jaci Velesquez.

Here's Cox's WMMO FM air studio, using
Computer Concepts' Maestro and EpiCenter for
all digital audio. Cox stations use Maestro almost
exclusively.

Citadel is a 200
station chain that
standardizes on
Scott systems.
SS32 is shown
here in use at at
WTRX, Flint,
Mich gan.

II.

0 1.1:7
1 '

Spanish Broadcast uses Scott SS32 in New
York. Los Angeles, Chicago, and Miami. where
WCMQ-FM's Barbie Simons and Susy Leman
are pictured.

Radio Oneuses 62
Scott and
Computer
Concepts'
systems in
all of its 22major
markets.
This SS32 is
on -the -air at
WHHH (FM),
Indianapolis.



Live copy on screen
Your studio can be paperless! Live tags, promos,
contest copy, music trivia, winner and request
lists can be read or edited on your Scott SS32
screen. Copy can have security codes to prevent
unauthorized changes.
Copy can also come in from news, copy or office
computers.

Fingertip log editing
Another paper -free feature of SS32 is the ability
to edit anything on available logs. Touch any
event, then clear (delete) or copy and where you
want it to go. There's also a swap function and
manual insert (by keyboard).

Ain't No Mountain...IF Michael McDonald
.09 1 39 1, HIT 09191376 9 34 43

1511 ...High Enough

First Cut is the Deepest
Sheryl Crow

IS 3:42 If NIT 41244331 9.31332

Swap Make
9,1194 Inserti

Man.,

1226 Wits Plioio Finishing 1 ni
1223 N1181011 S2 Breaktasl 1:N
1222 World's Easiest Contest 0.18

1225 'mole 006
Pepsi -Cola

0: EL Get Stuff
:00.100 C COM 000076 940.21

Home Depot
Q: Make It Happen at Home

000.300 COM 1301114 9.41.27

CiCi's Pizza
0: Only S2.99

.00 100 C COM CM.2653 1441:27

Blockbuster Video
0. Through Saturday

C - 60 C COM 0091165 9.4327

1216 Pepsi Cola

12.31 Diamond Shamrock

12:31 CI -Cis Pun

12:38 Blockbuster Video

1239 Jingle

I00
0 30

030
100

0.89

giN
:41

-
Fast phones
Every time a jock answers the phone, it's auto -
recorded. No need to start, stop or make labels
(unless you want to).
Editing and airing great phones is as quick as a
flash! Scott Studios visual waveform editing
lets you "rock reels" and "scrub" audio to hear
and see edit points dearly. Pick out the best parts
of phone calls for pacing and interest.

Recordings can be labeled as any cut number,
category and name. Out -cue and start/end
date/time can be entered. Play new cuts right
away or put them in the log to play later.

11100 9lIhM991100 1190

1.2,43

4MA

ihoFt JIng50
00. CM.JIM TOMS 7.42

0 102

A
A

Ilf,AAmoceeeeeeloeeeee.

It Vetere men.
116109.09 00

04112 45/0 101 134.121417.47
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Cone 6 PA Ptana Lands P1am DM 0"

A7919s Ananats anurmla 7,

Buns Corry Cal Won Doe MA AV

A unata Animas 03

Dog San (Smal Lion Roars 112C **lath
Applause 40194044 392000 17

150 1,1390 gig Strong Snag Meg

Aute Auto Of Auto
Crash Door 09911129. Driving Mg Clg

0440 67 Ado Auto 05

Driving 1City) Driving illtorall Mont 049 6 111

Auto Ado
M"

56

Noon (201) liknot Rars RaLsermit

Au. 06 Auto 71 AutO 01

Manor Cm*. 5tarlar Marts Wank. Knock

Bab, 03 gall 21 407 le
Com 9009 Cr. (Angry) Crws 'Long,

Bab, 13 gift 201 $3

Crum (Softly) latater 000.0
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Watch the Wind Blow By
. Tim McGraw
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2:41 CD: Dancehall Doctors

LIN Simple Life
Carolyn Dawn Johnson
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Hit Country 101 Congratulates
Dave Scott of Dallas, who has
won the CD of his choice from
Best Buy.
Stand by ..YOUR chance to
Win is coming up in minutes,
on Hit Country!
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Scott's Make Good button jumps to missed spots or
songs at a touch. Log changes are password
protected with different restrictions for each shift,
category, function and user. Logs can be viewed or
edited from any computer.
Jocks can see any 15 events to back announce
music sweeps and promote upcoming songs. The
on -air event can show at the top, middle or
bottom of the log.
You get printouts showing everything that airs,
with details when changes are made. You get clear
discrepancy reports. Scott works with all traffic and
billing or music computers for accurate billing and
automatic reconciliation or affidavits.

Total Audio Control
Scott's Live Mode lets announcers assign each
recording to a specific "cart deck" player with its
own console fader. Every event can be started
manually or our Auto -Segue can start the next
event for you.
Logged cuts come automatically into the "on deck"
area at the bottom. By touching that label and
then the desired deck, the jock assigns each cut.

Auto -Segue has a fail-safe to prevent dead air if a
needed event isn't manually loaded in time.
Recordings can be moved to play from any fader.



SS32 Has More Features, Flexibility, Power
Production you already know
You save time because Scott eliminates
dubbing. SS32 uploads spots in seconds
from Adobe Audition, Cool Edit, Vegas,
Sadie, Audicy, WAVE, MPEG II, MP3, Cart
Chunk, apt -X and most other digital

systems. Spots, actualities and
siewir songs can be recorded-and

played-in any Windows PC.
With nobody back at the
studio, SS32 can air wireless
PDA actualities for remotes,
news, sports or weather.

ohs
rwas,'

Perfect timing
Scott Studios' Stretch and Squeeze gives
you exact 30 and 60 second spots for
network spot substitutions-without
voices sounding funny or any pitch shift.

Remotes by Internet
Scott Studios gives you money -making,
public relations and public service oppor-
tunities to run remotes on short notice.
SS32 works with a wireless PDA from
anywhere. With a wireless laptop, you
can adjust SS32 levels, play requests, fine-
tune your log and read live
copy-without a board operator.

Invincible
Scott is radio's leader in reliability and
redundancy. Invincible includes a hot
standby SS32 with hands -free auto -
transfer. It's one reason why so many
stations in New York, Chicago, Los
Angeles, Houston, Dallas and other high
billing markets choose Scott.

Within your budget
You choose: industrial or desktop comput-
ers. SS32 works with any hardware. You
pay only for software features you'll use, so
Scott systems are in your price range.
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The best CD ripper
Save music dubbing time and improve your
audio quality with Scott's TLC CD Ripper. It
transfers five minute songs to hard drive in 15
to 20 seconds with direct digital quality!

Pre -dubbed music
Your startup library can already be on the
hard drive when your SS32 arrives. Ask for
details.

Miciosoli Internet Expo INDS

Website and HD Radio displays
SS32 sends your on -air song title and art-
ist-even ad text or news and weather-to
new digital radios. Your Internet site can also
display album covers and trivia.

Start right
Scott Studios makes it easy for you to hit the
ground running. We send a training techni-
cian to teach Scott School at your station. We
spend a week working closely with your
people. New customers tell us they're
happier and more comfortable with SS32
within the first hour than they ever were
with another digital system after years.

Stay right
You benefit from the best training and toll -free
phone support from our large staff of experi-
enced radio people. 24/7 help is as close as
your phone.

Some features mentioned are options. Every SS32 is tailored to your specifications and budget Features subject to change without notice.



SS32 is Best, Live or Voice Tracked
Power users prefer SS32
Scott's optional second touchscreen lets
announcers respond as fast as they can
think. Every function is at their fingertips
all the time. They can read live copy, edit
phone calls, modify logs and play anything
from the Cart Walls.

Seamless console interface
Most modern consoles can remote start
most SS32 events. SS32 can control many
console functions, simplifying shifts and
helping jocks.

Voice Tracker'Tracker'
Broadcasters repeatedly tell us that our
Voice Tracker is their "secret weapon."
Their stations sound better and save
money. They overcome most problems
they formerly had with announcers.
Every SS32 perfectly plays all recordings
made in any Scott Voice Tracker, whether
built-in to SS32, production, or added to
an Internet computer.
Scott's Voice Tracker works "wet." The
announcer records while hearing song
endings, segues and song beginnings in
headphones. Timing, levels, delivery and
content can be perfect. It shows the time
when a track will air, along with when
each hour will end with logged music.
Scott also offers inexpensive "dry" Show
Recorder software. Your announcer sees
your music schedule but hears only his
own voice while recording. Log and
voice track transfers are automatic.

Voice/Music Synchronizer
You also get Scott Studios' exclusive
Voice/Music Synchronizer. Every Voice
Track can link to any adjacent song. If
there's any reason the song doesn't play, a
generic line by the same announcer
substitutes automatically. He won't talk
about one song but play another.

Segue editor
You can fine-tune timing and levels to
perfection. Both SS32 and Scott's Voice
Tracker give you complete control over
music, announcer, sweeper and jingle
transitions without any re-recording.

Distant City Voice Tracker
Nobody does it better than Scott Studios!
With DSL or faster Internet, heads and tails
of songs are automatically delivered to the
distant city announcer's headphones.
Music libraries don't have to be duplicated
or manually copied. Finished voicers trans-
fer and air with no staff attention.
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Kure 3. Improved response to a bandpass filter with the notch
filter added.

titer is connected from the transmission line to ground. Its
jjb is exactly what its name implies: to remove, or notch out,
die undesired frequency
jecause of the need to observe correct system electrical
agree spacing between cavities, and also sometimes for
gpnvenience, combiners are often constructed as inte-
grated units consisting of two or more cavities.When Ihis
gi done a rectangular iris, or opening, is made in the
gpmmon wall of the cavity
yCavities may be regarded as sections of coaxial cable
uotiose size is determined by the need to obtain the

Figure 4. By adding a feedback circuit, the bandpass is
jpiproved as is the group delay.

4
Optimum impedance of about 77f2 and avoid excessive
lower loss. In a cavity of 48" by 24" the tuning probe may
be 3" to 6" in diameter,depending on the power level.and

xtend as much as 30" into the cavity.

etting better
As bandpass filters became more popular composite

notch filter and bandpass units were developed.The notch
filter is formed as part of the total cavity structure with a

avity opening directly into the first section of bandpass
Iter Any undesired signals that reach this bandpass filter
re taken care of by the notch filters if necessary. Insertion
ss and size increase with added BP sections.
Figure 3 shows a desired bandpass characteristic curve
nd the impact of notch filters at each end. Full bandpass
tilization has become increasingly important as the FM
gnat becomes more complex and broader. A formerly
nconsidered factor is known as group delay. The finite

'me required to pass through a filter increases with dis-
nce from the center frequency. Excessive group delay

will introduce distortion.
To reduce insertion losses, im-

prove bandpass operation and re-
duce size, the cross -coupling shown
in Figure 4 has mainly replaced the
simple bandpass filter. A lower pow-
er feedback coaxial line is connect-
ed between the first and last band-
pass cavities.This provides a paral-
lel transmission path that is tuned to
cancel out unwanted frequencies
at each end of the filter This results
in a bandpass characteristic that
does not introduce excessive group
delay and is similarto the one shown

in figure 2 without using notch filters.
The input and output loops have to

handle the full transmitter power mailer,
low -power loops are also mounted in the
input and output cavities.These form part
of the feedback circuit and are connected
by the small coaxial cable.

E-mail Battison at batcom@bright.net.

Illustrations provided by Shively Labs.
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OFFERING COMPLETE CONCEPT - TO - ON AIR SERV'CES
FOR DIGITAL AM RADIO

WIDEBAND ANTENNA TUNING
UNITS, PHASING AND MATCHING

SYSTEMS TO MEET CUSTOM
REQUIREMENTS

THREE TOWER AM 50kW NDA-D / DA -N
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA SYSTEM

ST PAUL. MN.

NEW "WU" SERIES SUPER
WIDEBAND ANTENNA TUNING

UNITS

DIRECTIONAL ARRAY AN'ENNA
TUNING UNR

GAITHERSBURG. MD

Pliesein (423) 0763141 Fax: (423)17164224
ktl 'kintronic.com

Web Site: www.kintrom.
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FCC Update

New tower notification system
By Harry Martin

e C has adopted a Tower Construction
Notification System that is intended to help
guide broadcasters through the often diffi-
cult process of determining whether the
site selected fora new tower is, in fact, taboo
because of any numberof historic, cultural
or Indian tribal considerations.

The voluntary system facilitates review
of proposed tower sites and alerts new
tower proponents if their proposed con-
struction might be affected by the site's
proximity to sites of historic, cultural or
Indian tribal religious significance.

The new system is not intended to sup-
plant the government -to -government con-
sultation process with federally recog-
nized tribes. That process is mandated by
the National Historic Preservation Act
(NHPA). Nor does the new process alter
the FCC's antenna structure registration
process. Rather,the new process provides
a tool to assist tower companies (and
others, including broadcasters, who find
themselves involved in the tower con-
struction process) in ensuring that their
proposed construction complies with all
applicable federal, state, local and tribal
rules. The FCC reviews proposed tower
construction under the NHPA.

The system allows anyone proposing to
build a tower to submit an electronic
notification to the Commission about the
proposed construction. The Commission
will then provide this information to the
relevant entities on a weekly (by e-mail)
or monthly (by mail) basis. Those entities
may then submit responses back to the
Commission, and the Commission will
forward those responses back to the no -
Wier. Information regarding any proposed
tower construction site nationwide will
be sent to every tribe unlessa tribe asks the
FCC to limit notifications to a specific
geographic area. Each State Historic Pres-
ervation Office will receive notifications
relating to proposed tower construction
at locations in their own state and any
adjacent states.

shou

Despite the fact that the FCC is adding-rather th
cutting-a middleman, the new system (intheory)ii

More for better

help abbreviate the often lengthy historic preservatil
review process. The system streamlines the process,
providing one -stop shopping for tower proponents:Thi#
provide the FCC with the notification, and the Comm
sion then handles the dissemination of that informatidil
to organizations that might be affected by the proposed
construction. This replaces the alternative, hit-and-mi*
system in which would-be tower builders attempt 10
identify and contact all parties that might hold an intereld
in the historic, religious or cultural value of its proposed!
site. The FCC's new clearinghouse method should redued
the time committed to review, and broadcasters may
therefore reduce the time, effort and money invested MI
tower construction project.

Note that this new system is voluntary. You are n
required to submit notification of a proposed tower if y
don't want to. But whether or not you do provide
notification.you will be required to comply with the NH
even if you are not aware of any sites near the propos
tower that might be of any historic or cultural or trib
religioussignificance. Sowhile the new system is not a fr
pass around the statutory obligations relating to the prote
tion of certain culturallysignificant sites, it may help unsu
pecting tower proponents avoid the unpleasant surpri
of learning that their construction cannot proceed
planned because of NHPA-related concerns.

To use the notification system, turn your browser to
http://wireless.fcc.gov/outreach/notification/ and click
on the notify button. You will then be prompted to
provide an FCC registration number (FRN) and associl
ated password, after which you will be required td
provide information about yourself and your proposed
tower construction.

Martin is an attorney with Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, PLC.,
Arlington, VA. E-mail martin@ihhlaw.com. 1

Dateline:
Radio stations in Michigan and Ohio must file

their renewal applications on or before June 1,
2004. Renewals must include the Ownership
Report (Form 323 or 323-E) and the EEO Program
Report (FCC Form 396).

Also on June 1, stations in Illinois and Wisconsin
must begir their pre -filing renewal announcements.

18 April 2004 www.beradio.com



"State of the art technology
in digital consoles and routers
for radio and TV"

BC2000 D Digital Console

 Cost effective and flexible design.

 Multipoint intercommunication and easy multi -studio

management capabilities.

 Flexible inputs and outputs allocated to faders.

 Design adaptable to digital and analog environments

with all basic broadcasting functions built-in.

 Enhanced interconnectivity between engines through

MADI multi -channel links.

 Modular surface control with motorized faders; positions

stored on pages.

The same router used by the BC 2000D

console works as a stand-alone router,

with 2048 inputs and outputs,

summing and processing, with a

scalable cnd modular architecture.

For more information on the BC 2000D Digital Console visit our Web Page

AEQ also offers excellent communications and audio equipment A E Q

Phone: 866-817 9745

Stationary and portable ISDN audio codecs and telephone hybrids. 954-581 7999

Advanced multi -channel talk show system.

Multiplexers, analogue mixing consoles, AD converters, moni:ors and digital

commentary system for large sport events.

Visit us at

Fax: 954-581 7733
e-maiksalesgaeqbroadcast.com

url: www.aeqbroadcast.com

The NAB Show, Las Vegas April 19-22, Booth N1312



TRENDS IN

What better wag
to get connectivitg

from the field or
outside location?

The term codec describes the function of encoding and
decoding audio to pass through a defined data path. In
radio, this term carries a more specific meaning to

include the system used to send and receive audio as well as
the encoding algorithm, interlace and connection schemes.
The first applications of a codec in radio were hardware devices
for Switched 56 and ISDN service. Despite the more generaluse
of the term codec to mean a coding algorithm, such as Layer Ill,
G.722 or Apt -x, in radio we continue to apply it to the entire
transmission system and not just the algorithm. It's easier to
call the cevice a codec instead of a switched or fixed commu-
nications service interface for bidirectional, fixed -bandwidth
transmission links with an audio encoder/decoder to accom-
modate the limitations of the transmission medium.
While the industry will continue to use the terms in their

already -defined uses, for clarity here we'll refer to a codec as

By Chriss Scherer, editor

the complete transmission device and the coding method as an
algorithm or an encoder.

Codec usage in radio has become second nature. When they
were first introduced, codecs were magical devices that were
difficult for non -technical people to understand. Today there are
few challenges remaining when providing a high -quality audio

liga.:  : S  

Resource Guide
A sample of available codecs

While the Resource Guide is far from a complete list,
it should provide enough basic information to help you get started.

The Telos Systems
Zephyr Xstream
ISDN transceiver in-
cludes MPEG AAC
(Advanced Audio

Coding), low -delay AAC-LD, Layer II and Layer III coding
algorithms. An Ethernet port allow; for streaming over IP and also
networked remote control. It i, available in a rack -mount
version, rack -mount version with mixer (MX) or portable version
with mixer (MXP). V.35/x21, Ethernet -only or ISDN-only
options are also available. The mixer version adds a four -
channel stereo mixer. The portable version provides the mixer
as well and also adds a rugged, road -ready portable chassis. The
mic inpLts feature selectable AGC/limiter processing presets
from Omnia.

Also from Teloi Systems:
Zephyr Xport POTi/ISDN codec

216-241-7225
www.telos-systerns. corn

The Comrex Matrix
handles POTS, ISDN
and wireless in one pack-
age. Available in a stu-
dio (rackmount) version
and a portable version, it deliv-
ers 15kHz full -duplex audio on a single, irci telephone line
via an integrated V.34 modem and is compatible with the
Comrex Bluebox, Hotline and Vector codecs. It provides ISDN
operation using ISO/MPEG Layer III or G.722 via an optional
module. Wi-.h the optional GSM module, up to 7kHz of audio can
be transmitted via a wireless provider. The software is flash
upgradeable through a multi -purpose dataport. A rechargeable
NiMH battery kit is available.

Also from Comrex:
The Nexus and Envoy ISDN codecs, and the Bluebox and

Vector POTS codecs.

401111:17,.

BOO -237-1776
www.comrex.corn

20 April 2004 www.beradio.com



"If you can think it, Logitek can do it."

WKDF / WGFX Studio Console Configurations
Two Logitek Audio Engines, with a total of eight 1024. cards (up to 96 analog
inputs and 96 analog outputs), five 108D cards (up to 43 stereo digital inputs
and 40 stereo digital outputs), and retwork cards providing fibre optic
connections between Engines

24 mix -minus buses ava lable per studio
 Supervisor software for complete co-ttrol of fader assignments/router functions
 Custom scripting provided by Logitek to pass audio and control from the Numix

to other studios in the facility that have old analog boa -cis
 vRoute "virtual" router controllers

WKDF: 1 Numix-12 Console w/12 fully assignable fader;, access to 8 stereo buses

WGFX: 1 ROC -5 Console, 1 ROC -10 Console, 1 RTE -3 Router Contro:ler

"The limitations of average consoles and routers just don't apply"
-Cameron Adkins, Citadel Broadcasting, Nashville, Tennessee

Take what you know about the average audio router and console and throw out the normal
limitations. The Logitek Audio Engine not only can accommodate any input or output
standard, analog cr digital, but automatically handles all remote machine control
functions within the engine and routes those functions to whatever room or
control surface at the same time. This is not your father's router!

With Logitek at the heart of this facility, I am most proud of what it has allowed
me to accomplish here. The Logitek system has taken away the boundaries of
the traditional project and allowed me to be a better engineer.

Logitek Electronic Systems, inc.
5622 Edgemoor
Houston, TX 77081 USA 713.664.4470 1.800.231.5870 www.logitekaudio.com © 2003 Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc

Logitek
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connection from one point to another. What was once a
struggle to create the necessary connection has become rou-
tine. If a POTS line or ISDN is available, it's easy. If an Internet
connection is all that's available, it can be donewith a little more
effort. Some stations are even finding success with Wi-Fi and
other less-poven connection methods.

The MDO AudioTX
Communicator runs on
Windows 98 and
above and uses any
standard sound card.
The unit can be used
with a laptop and con-
nects to all major ISDN
audio codecs. The software will automatically detect the codec
on the other end and reconfigure itself. The system can
communicate via IP or over private leased lines. The software
supports a single BRI and communicates via MPEG 2 and MPEG
3 in mono/stereo/joint stereo modes, G.722 and G.711.

Also from MOO: AudioTX Capture ISDN
call recorder, AudioTX POTS

..greanutommostar.

.._..OM.

-J.

+44 121 256 0200
www.audlotx.corn

In any outside broadcast or remote setup, simplic-
ity is the key. The operation of the current codecs is
slighly more involved than placinga telephone call.
Some configuration of the units is necessary, but

even these steps can usually be handled by the least -technical
people. Most codecs provide a way to store common settings for
instant recall. Instead of manuallyentering various numbers and
selecting types of service, the user can select a setting with an
obvious name, su:h as CityAmphitheater, and be done. Once the
unit is connected the user dials a number or enters an address,
which can also be stored in a phonebook for simple recall.

In addition, many units auto negotiate, meaning that they

0

A line of streaming audio
codecs with three mod-
els, all are ISO/MPEG
standards Layer II and
Layer III fully compliant,
with two models also TCP/
IP and UDP add-essable
over the Internet. Orban
Opticodec techrology meets the needs of anybody moving
audio over the In:ernet, and of individuals working in radio and
TV broadcast, and in voice, music and other audio -on -demand
environments. Opticodec reduces the bandwidth required to
transmit audio between the source and remote, studio or other
TCP/IP, UDP or ISDN receiver location.

Also from Orban: Opticodec-PC software codec

0

510-351-3500
www.orban.corn

Digilirlk Xtreme
----"1111.1111111111111.111111111amamim

the NEXTNEXT generation for DUI, 01.111, and nelV systems,..

... The #1 manufacturer of satellite automation systems for Radio introduces

Digilink-Xtreme. the most important advance in Radio automation in more than a decade.

Combining the best of PC computers and the best of professional Broadcast audio hardware,

Arrakis re -invents Satellite automation. ... again !

only $2,495 plus PC

call 970-461-0730 ext 329

madatia==ric. wwwarrakis-systems.corr. (970) 461-0730

22 April 2004 www.beradio.com



content
ContentCheck is an advanced content delay system tailored
for today's anti -obscenity climate.
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Now you can recori, listen and edit your
programs while they are happening,
tailoring the programs to your aucieKe,
market and timeslot. With over 60
minutes of user configurable delay, you
now have the rower to edit even mor3
than 7-20 seconds of content, so you can
remove the whole joke, bit or segmert

from the show and still have the show sound professional. Non-destructive
ediling enables you to keep the show for audit purposes.

&Configurable for either compressed or uncom3ressed operation

&Works with most automation systems

&Over 60 minutes of user configurable delay

&Can also be used for Fogging delayed and non -delayed dayparts

Buying a digital automation system doesn't
have to be complicated and expensive.
Isn't it time to upgrade your old system
to a Propiet?

PROPHET SYSTEMSinnovations
1-877-774-101C

ProphetSales@prophe'sys.com

Be sure to check out our line cf
broadcast software and hardware
accessories. www.prophetsys.com

Visit us at NAB Booth #N3312
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The Maycom Isys Pro is a PC -based, Windows ISDN codec. It runs in combination with an ISDN board
and Maycom's M20 audio board. It can store all live communications instantly onto the PC hard drive
The software can also automatically accept and record audio from reporters in the field or remote studios.
It supports MPEG2 Layer II, G.711 and G.722 protocols. Connections are made by selecting the phone
number desired from the phone book window and clicking the dial button. During a connection, the
main window shows the connection status of the two B -channels and a count -up timer.

+31 4B1 453466
www.magcom. n1

"Still The BEST...

...Back By Popular Demand

 Frequency Agile  DTMF Control of Channel
 2 -Channel Synthesized and Bandwidth
 Built-in Mixer  Rugged Construction
 External Processing Loop  VSWR Protection
 Switchable High Level/Mic Inputs  Full Metering

 Built-in Test Oscillator

408-943-9323
www.tftinc.com e-mail: info@tftinc.com

2243 Ringwood Ave. San Jose, CA 95131 fax: (408) 432-9218
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sense the equipment on the far end
and rr ake the necessary changes in
configuration settings. This elimi-
na:es the additional effort inset up.

Many functions and overall oper-
ation are now universal between
c Ddecs as well. Non -technical us-
e rs have accepted the technology
a :Id have become familiar with the
c Dicept. Like other technology
introductions, initial use may be
awkward, but in time becomes sim-
ple to use. In many cases, causal
users are able to use the technol-
ogy without much difficulty.

From start to finish
When codecs were first introduced,

tneir specific function required spe-
cific hardware. The inner workings
of a hardware -based codec have soft-
ware mside of them, but the soft-
vwelhardware marriage is optim zed
fcr tne unit's function. The hard-
ware approach is common in many
de -vices used around the station,
aid k works well.

Software designs rely on a robust
operating system and associated
hardware. In apurely hardwarepack-
age, this can be controlled. The IT
s: de has improved to make software -
based codecs practical, as we have
seen in other developing technolo-
g.es. To make it all work, interface
hardware-a sound card and neces-
sary modems, terminal adapters or
NlCs--is required.
G:ven the proliferation of PCs ev-

e7ywhere, applying the function to a
software design was inevitable, and
there are several companies today
that offer software -based codecs.
The software approach can merge
the valous elements into a simple
ir:erface for seamless operation of
t he vat ious components.

The software -based designs pro-
vide the same complete system as
the hardware designs, but it is eas-

24 April 2004 www.beradio.com
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Introducing The New Recording Standard
PMD670 COMPACT FLASH MP3/WAV RECORDER

.4111;=.74-

O4
compact flash

-_,
Oa

Why waste time rendering audio
into your editing software?

The Marantz Professional PMD670 will
record 48k uncompressed .wav audio files and

allow a direct transfer into your computer. Get

back to quality recording without the hassle.

6 hours of uncompressed 48k .wav recording
on 2 gig card

USB direct download (no real time transfer)

5-7 hour battery life (alkaline, NiCAD, NiMH)

XLR inputs with 481. phantom power

One -touch record with 2 sec. audio cache

EDL markings during record or playback

No moving parts/no maintenance

$899 suggested retail price

DaM Professional
1100 Maplewood Dr., Itasca, IL 60143
p: 630.741.0330 f: 630.741.0652
www.d-mpro.com



The Systembase C450xr includes the capability to work
with 13 international ISDN standards on -board for world-
wide use. It can operate with a path up to 384kb/s. The 20 -bit
VU meters display audio levels. Features include an external trigger dial, dial on audio/hang up on silence mode, 26 configuration memories,
a 1RU enclosure and an auto -ranging power supply. The codec also provides an X.21 connection port.

Also from Systembase: C310xr and C400xr ISDN codecs

11" .,4steniBase

+44 1747 051123
www.systembase.corn
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The Musicam USA
Netstar allows bi-

O CNIIS directional real-
time audio, contact closures and ancillary data in a 2RU chassis.
Stereo analog and AES/EBU inputs and outputs are standard.
Netstar can send and receive bi-directional audio via IP, ISDN
and all types of dedicated data circuits. This product contains
coding algorithms including G.711, G.722, MPEG 1 and 2 Layer
II, and MPEG 1 and 2 Layer III for compatibility with older codecs.
In addition, it provides MPEG 2 AAC and MPEG 4 AAC low -delay
encoding for high audio performance at lower bit -rates.

Also from Musicam USA: Roadstar portable ISDN/IP,
Superlink, CDQ Prima Series ISDN, Prima LT and LT Plus

ISDN codec, Road Runner POTS, Liberty POTS.

732-739-5600
www.muslcamusa.com

The Mayah Merk II is a codec
and built-in mixer with four
switchable mic/line inputs and
four headphone outputs, switch -
able phantom power 48V with LED
indication, one or optionally four ISDN
BRI connections, 10/100Mb/s Ethernet for audio-via-IP and wire-
less -LAN and extended mixing capabilitites. Available coding
algorithms include G.711, G.722, U, L3, MPEG 2/4 AAC, Apt -x,
Enhanced Apt -x, CT-aacPlus, MP3Pro and linear audio together
with networking via ISDN, X.21, El and Ethernet. The unit also
offers low delay -algorithms.

Also from Mayah: Sendit software POTS/ISDN codec,
Centauri ISDN/IP codec

Ode. of. goli.

4004.° e-ze

+49 0 011-55-17-0
www.magah.com

Peace, Love and Digital Radio
But not necessarily in that order.

24 -Bit 192kHz Analog -Digital Converter

NANOAMP SERIES
A1111 ADC200

24 192 ANALOG-DIGITAL
CONVERTER

24 -Bit 96kHz Digital -Analog Converter

All NANOAMP
04,205 ...,    

24196 DIGITAL
-ANALOG CONVERTER

POW tt
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L ...r.
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Ideal for Digital Workstations,
Broadcast Console Interfaces and ENG Dubbing

Hear why more Engineers and Sound Professionals are specifiying ATI.

For your nearest Dealer call 1-800-922-8001 or visit our new webpage at www. All audio.com
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See us at NAB
Radio/Audio Hall
Booth #N3705

AT LAST, A BOARD GEEKS AND JOCKS CAN BOTH DROOL OVER.

Fact is, SAS packs so much sophistication

and capability into the depths of the new
Rubicon " control surface that even the most

intensive major market

programmer or board
operator will swoon. Yet
Rubicon is so intuitive, so

comfortable, so easy to
use, the weekend intern is

sure to sound like a pro.
Here's why:
Frequently used

controls are always
right at the operator's

SAS Connected Digital Network'

Rubicon Control Surface

32K0 Digital Audio Router

RIOLink" Remote I/O

ecordt
PrS

lit L

fingertips. And for the power -user

the SAS multi -function "dynamic

control matrix" provides quick
access to deeper capabilities. In

other words, Rubicon has a bucket -

load of features for the simplest

or most complex of broadcast -

related tasks.

And should you think form
to precede function, you'll find
Rubicon's clean, easy -to -under-

stand interface wrapped up
within a custom -configured,

drop -dead gorgeous frame.

Best of all, Rubicon is engineered by
the brand synonymous with the finest in
digital audio routing and network design.
When it comes to quality and reliability,
our name is
al over it. rubiconr"

Come see for yourself Rubicon's brains
and beauty, power and performance.

It'll be love at first sight.

SAS

ingineenng great Wm.

SIERRA
AUTOMATED
SYSTEMS

For more information call 1.818.840.6749,
email salesesasaudio.corn or visit VANN.sasaudio.corn.
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The Tieline Technology Commander POTS codec with optional ISDN upgrade and wireless interface delivers
15kHz bidirectional kw delay audio over a standard telephone link. It features two midline switchable balanced
audio inputs, one balanced output, two CMOS relay contact closures, a switchable 10 -LED VU meter and full remote
controllability. The Commander can be upgraded with a plug -and -play ISDN interface card and software kit capable
of delivenng 15kHz audio over a single 56 or 64kb/s B channel or 7kHz speed- using the G.722 algorithm. A range of
datacasting upgrade ootions is available. Commander is available in a 2RU rack unit and a compact field unit.

Also from Tieline Technology: Imix POTS/ISDN codec with mixer, Patriot POTS codec

BBB -211-69139
www.tlellne.corn

Griaff.fixiarid.. r.).m-wie-..k...1w

Turning Great Ideas Into
Exceptional Innovations

Introducing
all ne
5kW'

"Th
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1111N
THE WORLD'S LARGEST
ELEGIT-CMC MEGA SHOW

Aoro lo

Bolath N2402
Main Entrance

Radio Hall

DPS BROADCAST_TECHNOtoGY

DRS
TECHNOLOG/ES

m0.733.5011 www.co.-i'elec.com

,sk

The Audio Processing
Technology Worldnet Tokyo is a
multi -algorithm, full -duplex, ste-
reo audio ISDN codec offering all
popular coding algorithms, includ-
ing standard 16 -bit Apt -x, En-
hanced 16-, 20- and 24 -bit Apt -x,
MPEG 1 and 2 Layer II/Layer III
(MP3), G.711, G.722 and MPEG 2
AAC. This allows the unit to con-
nect to all established ISDN audio
codecs. The unit will accept as
many as four BRI ISDN lines. Sep-
arate send and receive algorithms
can be used.
Also from APT: Worldnet Rio,
Worldnet Rio Lite, Worldnet
Milano, Worldnet Chicago,
Worldnet Skylink, Worldnet

Ohio, Worldnet Duo and
Worldnet Porto.

323-463-2963
vvww.aptx. corn

The ATA
Scoop E -Z is a
portable audio codec. It can com-
municate via POTS and ISDN, In-
marsat terminals and wireless/GSM
connections. Broadcasts benefit
from the maximum bandwidth
available. Audio features include a
two -channel audio mixer, select-
able compressor and limiter, phan-
tom and T -power, VU or peak LED
metering and two headphone out-
puts with adjustable output. The
unit can automatically answer and
recognize incoming call types for
ISDN and POTS. It measures 9" x
f>" x 3" and weighs less than 4Ibs.

Also from ATA Audio: Scoop
Studio ISDN/POTS codec,
Hifi Scoop 3 ISDN codec.

973-2E1E1-B009
www.aetausa.corn
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your broadcasts to new heights

101010101010101010101010101010101010101010101010101010101C 10101010101010
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EXPAND COVERAGE, IMPROVE RELIABILITY AND REACH NEW AUDIENCES WITH SATELLITE.
Increasingly, broadcasters and program producers are looking UP to discover the benefits of satellite for
delivering audio, video and data content to owned -and -operated stations, affiliates and cable headends-
across the street or across the country. At NPR Satellite Services', our comprehensive satellite solutions
provide affordable and reliable coverage of all 50 U.S. states, Mexico and the Caribbean. Frcm space
segment and equipment to engineering design and ongoing support, we provide everything needed to get
your content UP there, to help you spread the word down here. To find our more, call NPR Satellite Services
at 202.513.2626-and discover some very down-to-earth value.

npr
satellite
services

WWW.NPRSS.ORG/BE ALWAYS ON.
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The golden age of wireless
remotes, that is
By Tom Hartnett

Ten years ago, the word cell phone was defined by a clear set of technical protocols.The word meant an analog modulated
two-way radio operating in a band around 900MHz. A cell phone can still be defined this way, although it's getting harder to

find them.

Bridging the gap between

radio and the Internet.

Personal
communication
service

PCS, or digital cellular (2G), was
a response to the increased de-
mand for portable phones. Con-
trary to what digital cellular com-
panies would have you believe,
the advantage in PCS is really
theirs, as it allows them to crowd
many more phone calls into their
frequency allotments. Most of us
use 2G phones today. Around
1994, a new band was opened at
nearly double the frequency
(1,900MHz).Three distinct digi-
tal modulation techniques are
defined for this band.TDMA was
adopted by a few North Ameri-
can operators due to its easy
conversion from analog cellular.
GSM, although similar technic-
ally, was an international stan-
dard that defined a larger feature
set and became popular world-
wide. CDMA, based on an entirely
different (and arguably more ad-
vanced) modulation scheme
was chosen by some operators.
So the band became a mix of
different, incompatible digital
protocols.Table 1 shows the na-
tional players and their respec-
tive digital technologies. Note that
with the exception of Nextel,
TDMA is in its sunset years.

Real-time
challenges

To provide anything better than
cell -phone quality audio over
these networks, broadcasters
must use a data service rather
than the voice service provided
by the network. Because these
were designed for e-mail and
Web -serving applications, this is
especially challenging. GSM and

32 April 2004



WHAT'S YOUR DATA DILEMMA?
 Adding RDS?

 Installing a remove server?

 Changing remote control/telemetry?

 Need security and surveillance?

Lanlink is a bi-directional Ethernet and RS -232 serial data
link operating in the license -free 900 MHz ISM band.

And it is so close to the 950 MHz STL band you can duplex
into your existing antenna system.

Network your processing and even add Internet and email
at the transmitter site tool

Let the digital STL experts at Moseley help you solve your
data dilemma.

[ANL NK
IAN EXTENDER/DATA LINK

CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Dave Chancey 805-968-9621 ext. 213
Bill Gould 978-373-6303

Moseley
www.moseleysb.com
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CDMA providers each cfe packet-based,high-speed r -

net connections (GPRS and IX respectively', tut due to
factors such as latency,asynmetry and dynami: allocation,
they haven't proven suitable fc r real-time trans'e -.They car
be useful in non -real tim audio filetransfer.So t roadcaste7s
must rely on connectiDn-oriente circuit -switched data
(CSD) services.

A wireless CSD network cE n be coisidered a c lain of three
distinct links. The first is the actual radio link bween the

mobile phone orconec with an integrated phone and the local
cell tower.The second link exists inside the network cloud and
comprises the trunks that transfer data between the cell tower
and a modem pool owned by the wireless provider and
residing somewhere in the network. The final link is an analog
telephone connection between this modem pool and the
modem at the studio For broadcasters purposes,this would be
contained within a studio codec. Obviously, data must move
smoothly through each of these links to support real-time

audio applications.
CDMA has a problem here. Comrex's

testing shows CDMA CSD connections to
be packet -based within the network cloud,
providing many data stalls and bursts
along the chain.This means that unlesswe
want to add many seconds of delay in
smoothing buffers, CDMA isn't a candi-
date for real-time.This leaves GSM.

GSM has its own challenges.The avail-
able data rate on GSM is low (9.6kb/s)
and requires powerful audio algorithms
ti provide wideband audio. As an exam-
ple, the Comrex GSM algorithm reduces

Wireless Provider Technology

AT&T Wireless

Cingular

Ne\tel

Sprint P( s

T -Mobile

Notes

TDMA Migrat

FDMA/GSM

TDMA

CDMA

GSM

Verizon Wireless (DMA

rg to GSM

Migrzting to all GSM

Eustoni iDen Push -to -Talk

Table 1. U.S. national wir2le!s carriers

:noxville, TN
3401 -Capable

vely FM Antenna
or up to 8 stations:
-in Samp photo

Coverage,
Reliability,

and
HD Radio

Experience
When Richland Towers

set out to build
the premier broadcast facility

in Tennessee,
They chose

Shively Labs
NAB
THE WORLD'S LARGEST

207-647-3327
ELECTRONIC WED. SHOW

,, 12 100. Ls Veg.. . sales@snively.com
888-SHIVELY Visit Us at Booth N1606 www.shively.com
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EXPECT MORE FROM YOUR AM TRANSMITTER

A ARMSTRONG

VSWR

INTLK -

*20V 

-20V 

800W RF AMP

FWD REF PWR

PWR ,- AUDIO IN
PA I - - L-RFAMP
PA V - - R-RFAMP

.E.LECI

Armstrong Transmitter X-10008

X10111.3111KW AM TRANSMITTER

800W RF AMP

LOW MED- - HIGH

OWER LEVEL

RAISE

%.*1

LONER

ON

',71;1

OFF

POWER

Made in USA

1KW HD Radio ready AM Transmitter for under $1 OK

Built with dual hot-swappable 630 Watt
RF modules capable cf 150% modulation,
X -1000B can bring that major mar<et sound
to your radio station. Engineered wi:h the
latest technological innovations, X -_000B
offers high reliability, built-in redundancy and
it is HD Radio ready.

Best of all, our customers tel us that the
money they save running the X -1000B
pays for itself with savings n electricity and

maintenanze costs over an older transmitter
...and as a bonus they get exceptional
rEliabi ity and that major market sound for
free.

But, don't take our word for it. Talk to
our customers already on -the -air with the
X-100011 Call or email for a users list and
decide fDr yourself why owning this
transnitte- is a no-brainer.

ARMSTRONG
AvAik-RANSMIT-ER CORPDRATION

Tel 315-673-1269 / sales@armstrongtx.corn / www.armstrongtx. corn

HD Radio is a recistered trade mark of iBiquity DL,-ital Corporation.



FMX-30B - SON OF THE THOROUGHBRED

,F1 : 95.500'1Hz
L

0 0 e 0
As with all thoroughbred lineages there

are creat expectations for the next
generation. The Armstrong FMX -30B exciter
exceeds those expectations.

We've refined our workhorse FMX-30
exciter to create a sleek new look and added
new features like automatic power control

411111111MM eIMMIE

and E.n auto -selecting AC Voltage circuit to
ensue the excellent reputation enjoyec by
this line of FM exciters.

Frequercy change is as effortless as
tuning your car radio and the FMX-30B is
remote control ready. The FMX-30B is perfect
as a main exciter or multiple station back up.

XLINK - THE NEW GENERATION OF STLS

A ARMSTRONG
AEA

1F1 : 950.50011Hz

1.71 c+,[1

XLiik is Armstrong's new generation of
field proven STL systems. This microprocessor
contrclled system is frequency agile and
requires no tuning across the entire STL band.

It has improved sensitivity and better
selectivity than the earlier models. Front

4111111111.1

panel LCD crsplay provides easy control and
moritoring of system parameters.

The XLink is a perfect platform for your
digital conversidn as they quickly interface
with Armstrong's DX Series of Digital
encocers and decoders.

ARMSTRONG
TRANSMITTER CORPORAT ON

Tel 315-673-1269 / sales@armstrongtx.c:,-m / www armstrongtx.com
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Data
Intranet

Modem
Pool

Studio
Matrix on
land line

Figure 1. A CSD network will typically have three links.

data by a factor of 30:1 to achieve this. But GSM does indeed
provide a steady stream of data from point A to B, so it's the
best choice for remote broadcasts.

Can you hear me now?
As anyone with a mobile phone knows, cellularservice is prone
to fades and dropouts, so it's important to have reasonable
expectations in performance. Our experience so far with GSM
has been surprisingly good, with
many broadcasts able to main-
tain stable operation for several
hours. Comrex has even experi-
mented with units in moving cars,
boats and trains with reasonable
results (although we can't rec-
ommend you move your morn-
ing show to your news van).The
main issue we see is interference
with other mobile phones, sowe
recommend avoiding traffic jams
and other areas with high cell -
phone usage.

What's on the
horizon for Verizon
and the others?

The deployment of third -gen-
eration wireless service (3G) has
been predicted for many years.
The technology promises an in-
credible amount of digital
throughput, as wel l as infrastruc-
ture to support multi -media ser-
vices (like real time audio). De-
ployment has slowed due to
lack of a killer app and upgrade
costs, but tests are underway in
a few cities.While this network
certainly holds hope for remote
broadcasts, what is standardized
and what is deployed are often
different things. For example, in

several countries
where 3G is available,
the only point-to-point
high speed data offer-
ings are the videophone
service. Perhaps con-
cerned about network
capacity, carriers have
chosen not to allow ge-
neric access to the high-
speed data channel yet.
Because broadcast ap-
plications can't dictate
which offerings a wire-
less company will pro-
vide (and ourkillerapps

often differ from the general public), GSM networks
remain the best choice for making cell phones
sound good. But we continue to keep an eye on new
technology deployment in the hopes of making
wireless remotes sound even better.

Hartnett is technical director of Comrex.

r/t0P C

Free e2 CDROM's
at NAB BGS Booth # N2718

raxp/tote2
TM

Free Trial Download:
www.audionlabs.com/e2?AACode=ALRM6

Product Showcase

11,..

410 Sine Systems

Model RFC -1/B Remote Facilites Controller
 control transmiter from any telephone
 8-64 channels of telemetry and control
 programmable control by date and time
 optional printer and modem adapters
 programmable telemetry alarms
 integratec rack panel

615 228 3500
mon- infi7rmatron www sinesystems corn
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Digital
magic
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By Trcv Pennington, CSRE CBr4T.,
and Dan Good nan, CBNT

The music matters, but so does
the commitment to the commmity
and to the station employees.
www.beradio.com April ?1,114 39



Being involved in the building of a true
showcase facility is an opportunity that
few engineers ever realize in their ca-

reers. In early 2003, Cumulus Media purchased two
radio stations (WWTN-FM and WSM-FM) from Gay-
lord Entertainment to add to the existing Cumulus
Nashville cluster of WRQQ-FM, WQQK-FM and
WNPL-FM. This created the need to incorporate the
new stations into the existing group as quickly and
efficiently as possible. The company decided to
completely rebuild the facility,using the latest tech-
nology to accommodate the various needs of the
stations involved and build Nashville's top radio
facility. The result is a facility that revolves around
Wheatstone's Bridge Router and G series consoles,
where any source is available in any studio.

This is Music City, USA, where live music plays a
big part of each of the stations in the cluster, so a

The Super Talk 99.7 WTN control room.

The air studio of WNPL, Blazin' 106.7.

live performance/TV studio was incorporated as part of
the overall design.

With tie facility's needs identified,the process of mak-
ing it happen presented a challenge. The existing cluster
was located in a 27,000 square-foot,two-floor facility. The
entire first floor was used for the three studios, produc-
tion rocms, management offices and sales bullpen. The
second floor was empty and had previously housed
Billboard magazine. Because the building was occupied,
the cha lenge was to move the sales and management
teams into temporary off -site locations while ensuring
they had e-mail, fax, phone, traffic and Internet access.
Once the staff was moved, the second floor was demol-
ished and new studios for all the stations were built.Then
the station on -air operations were moved upstairs so
demolition of the first floor could begin.

'thank You Cumulus
'for selecting Scott Studios SS32 as your digital audio systems for your new studios in Nashville!

Also, thank you Emmis, Cox, Citadel, Spanish Broadcasting, Radio One, Entercom, Journal, Infinity, West Virginia Radio, several other
recent Cumulus clusters including Eugene, Fayetteville, Flint, Montogmery, Mobile, Davenport, Youngstown and others...plus Nassau, Saga,
Piedmont, McDonald, Border Media, Sheridan, Shepherd, American General Media, Triad, Sinclair, Inner City, Qantum, Millennium,
Mortensen, Crawford, South Central, Mapleton, Max Media, WMTW,

1 -888-GET-SCOTT you...thank you again... Stigibi
Bristol, Wheeler...and many others I don't mean to forget...they'll be so

mad...but thank

40 April 2004 www.heradio.com
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Once this was completed, the
two new properties were relo-

cated to the new building and the
sales and management teams re-

turned. In the meantime, satellite dishes were
moved, STL paths were established, IT was planned
and the engineering staff tended to the day-to-day
engineering duties. Sounds simple, right?

Step inside
The rooms are laid out in pods of two studios with a room in

between, an office for the program director and a show -prep space
for the talent. The rooms between the studios are used for a talk -
talent room, a phone screening room and a DJ mix room, depending
on the formats of the surrounding stations. A fully -functioning news
room, four production studios, a rack room and a large live
performance studio were also built.

The rack room is 400 -square -feet with storefront win-
dows consisting of 19 Middle Atlantic racks that house the
processing, microwave, satellite and phone equipment as
well as the CPUs for the Scott Studios automation system,
editing and Internet access for all of the studios. We use
Avocent for KVM extension. In a unique situation, the
Avaya IPOffice phone system will break out all of the BRIs
and POTS lines for the studios' Telos 2x12 phone systems.
PRIs feed the Avaya and the Avaya outputs 80 BRI circuits
for complete digital connectivity to the studios. These
BRIs feed all studio telco audio as well as all the ISDN
codecs. This system is separate, but networked to the
master Avaya system for office use. By using a PRI/BRI/IP
approach to communications we can effectively change
the number of lines allocated to studios as needed
without ordering new lines from the phone company. The
IP capability of the system allows us a great deal of
flexibility, such as providing a phone set at a remote to
answer the request lines with an Internet connection.

A large work area and the chief engineer's office areAnother view of the Super Talk 99.7 WTN control room.

I=t S" odic) ft rep

the most POPULAR furniture lines ever...

new for 2003
... all plastic surface & trim design
... modular for flexibility
... highest quality materials
... precision crafted
... professional features
... many options available

This new studio furniture line is engineered for studio decors
where non -wood trims are a design goal. Available in a wide
variety of colors, this furniture will complement any size market
application. The modular design enables the furniture to be
ordered in almost any configuration that can be imagined.

only $2,995
call 970-461-0730 ext 329

arrakis systems Inc. www.arrakis-systems.com (970) 461-0730
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FLEXIBLE A D 0 LINK F 0 MU !CAM USA
for STL, Point to Pont, of I to iultipoint

For mission -critical audio transmission, nothing beats TEAMTM and SuperLinkTM. Both give
you these advantages:

Connect directly to T1 or El transmission lines
Support multiple channels of program audio, data and contact closures
Linear PCM or encoded audio with multiple algorithms
Streaming audio
Automatic backup via ISDN

A variety of hot-swappable Function Modules lets
you design a system that meets your needs today,
and then expand it for tomorrow.

When you have audio to send, TEAM and
SuperLink are the rugged, solid and flexible way
to go. Call us. or your MUSICAM USA Distributor,
with your application requirements.

SuperLink rear panel configured for bi-directional T1
program transmission with automatic ISDN backup.

MUSICAM USA
670 North Beers Street, Bldg. #4
Holmdel, NJ 07733 USA
732-739-5600
732-739-1818 fax
sales@musicamusa.com
www.musicamusa.com

MUSICAM USA is the dilla of Corporate Computer Systems, Inc.
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The punch blocks are made by

Krone. Audio cable to the studios

located in the rack room as well.

is Gepco 24 -pair AES-3 cable
(552624GSC). Audio cabling between the racks is
Belden Brilliance 1800B AES-3. Thro 24 -pair CAT -5
cables run the logic between the rack room and
each of the studios. For voice and data,there are 12
GAT -5 cables run to each studio from a Hellermann
lyton color -coded patch field. However,almost all
of the studio audio is routed through fiber.

Local source equipment, such as mics and CD
players, connect to a Wheatstone Bridge satellite
cage in each studio. Each cage connects to the rack
room via fiber. This eliminates large quantities of
trunk cable and further shields the studios from
grounding and surge issues. We used six -strand
multi -mode fiber. Coaxial cables are extended to
each studio via a patch bay in one of the racks for
cable/satellite TV, Internet and security cameras.

Taking control
The consoles and routing system are furnished

byWheatstone. The on -air and production studios
use G-5 digital consoles, and the Performance
Studio has a D-9 digital 32 -channel console with
multiple buses. All of the consoles are connected
via fiber and CAT -5 and are on their own network

Th. rmel, rr.c.rrt ;c lisc.L;nr1 2 almcc cumll fmr-ino thc.

administrated via software by a dedicated PC in the rack.
The routing system is aWheatstone Bridge router that provides the

capability to route any source to any destination in the facility
including the Performance Studio. This allows us to route the
Performance Studio feed to any station at any time.

Turn a standard PocketPC into a fully featured,
truly Portable Digital Audio Workstation

PocketREC"
...dedicated to the professional @WM journalist

Record and cut your interviews write storyboards
attach Images and metadata then transfer to

your station with the touch of your finger with the
Same lightweight PocketPC you can also use to

manage your schedules contacts prepare and send email
and browse the Internet simply use our cable set to

connect your professional microphone and headset
to record up to 48kHz 16bit mono broadcast quality audio
keeping the expansion slots free for additional storage and/or
a digital camera

http://www.PocketREC.com
Call us today at +1-703-281-1073
or e-mail to infofrodtetREC.corn

bill111111111111311
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Need to record Pro -Audio with your PocketREC?
Then kl1c2496 - the first hi-res handheld. battery powered mic pre -amp A/C)

converter - and PDAudio-CF"' S/PDIF interface card from Core Sound are your
answers. PIDAudio-CF"" enables PocketREC"' to record up to 96 kHz in both single -
channel and dual -channel modes with either 8. 16 or 24 bit. So whether your needs
are recording high quality music or you simply require the ultimate in professional
stereo audio - Mic2496 and PDAudio-CF.,, coupled with your PocketREC1' software
are a great combination for a truly handheld pro -audio solution

Core Sound, 574 Wyndham Road, Teaneck, NJ 07666 PocketREC Inc., 2638 Five Oaks Road, Vienna, VA 22181
http.1/www.core-sound.com. tel +1-201-801-0811 tax. +1-201-801-0912 http //www PocketREC com tel +1-703-281-1073 fax +1-703-281-1074
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The Performance Studio is designed for live artist per-
formances,TV simulcasts of our talk programming, and
it serves as a studio for recording jingles.

With our Nashville location, there are plenty of country
music artists that are glad to come in and perform.
Because of this, we wanted to build something that was
the right fit for that community.The room is equipped with
Whirlwind patch panels for instrument direct input, video
and data. There are three panels located in separate
locations inside the studio. All patch jacks are routed
through a digital patch bay in the studio control room.

All of the studios and production rooms are equipped
with Scott Studios Automation. Voice tracking for any
station can be done from every room so there shouldn't
be any waiting time to voice track, which eliminates the
frequent congestion of a voice -track room that hinders
other clusters.

Meet the team
All of the wiring integration was handled by Studio -

works Broadcast Design Group of Portland,OR.Voice and
Data integration was completed by Skyline Communica-
tions of Indianapolis. The building construction was
supervised by R.C. Matthews Construction and Pan-American
Electric of Nashville.The architectural design was by KPS of Atlanta.
The studio furniture was built by European Cabinetry of Atlanta.
Gary Kline,CSRE CBNT,Cumulus corporate director of engineering,
oversaw the corporate interests and real estate matters.

Most Cumulus fadlity installations now place the rack room behind a glass
wall to provide an easy view of the equipment, which is impressive to non-
technical visitors.

It is amazing-even magical-how the entire
project just seemed to come together so quickly,
especially toward the end of the project. Strict
adherence to timelines and a team effort ensured

Acoustics First
Materials To Control Sound
And Eliminate Noise

The 1014 AcoustiKit'"

The 1014 AcoustiKit is the small control
room package with real studio Art Diffusors'.

Acoustics First combines these in one box with Cutting Wedge' loam,
Bermuda Triangle Traps- and specific instructions for installation.

The 1014 AcoustiKit is everything you need for a 10' X 14' control room,
without buying more than you need.

Toll Free 1.888-765-2900
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

r
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Great.
FlipJack FJ-500
3 channel cell phone interface

Two headphone jacks
 Two Mic inputs & Line Input

Connection To A
Standard Telephone Line.

 Operates on "AA' batteries
or external power

 Balanced Line Level Output
Small Size: 1.5"H x 4.8"W x 4.5"D

 Tuner input for off -air monitoring
 LED level indicator

www.conex-electro.com

CONEX Was' 11111
la St. P.O.Box 67 Bellingham, WA 98227

360-734-4323 FAX 360-676-4822
EMAIL conex@conex-electro.com 800-645-1061
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that construction and technical
crews were not in each other's

way. No crew had to wait on an-
other to complete its respective tasks.

Now,a beautiful new state-of-the-art facility is home
to many delighted Cumulus employees.

Pennington is regional engineering director for the
Cumulus stations in Mobile and Athens, AL; Pensacola
and Ft. Walton Beach, FL; and Nashville. Goodman is
market chief engineer for Cumulus -Nashville. The live performani c stud u out rul rE tr

INC.
YOU KNOW WE KNOW RADIO'

ANSWER: SlAl'O'Slle0 '11 elsemi,uoo - AeuoiAl si ew!1

 28 Years of
 Experienced
 New & Rebuilt

Personal Service  Extensive Rental
Technical Staff  Rep for 600+

Audio and RF  Trade-in's Welcomed

Fleet
Companies

WEST COAST CENTRAL MID -SOUTH SOUTH -ATLANTIC
Doug Tharp Bernie O'Brien Bob Mayben Art White
Voice 866-6739267 Cell 731-695-1714 Voice 877-391-2650 VoicelFax 770-632-1295
Cell 818-398-7314 bef normbeoearthlink net Fax 256-543-0595 Cell 770-630-9942
dtharp yr san rr.ccm bobmaVbrm et usa corn whdearthur a bellsouth.net

MID -WEST
SOUTH-WEST Mary Schuette NORTH-EAST
Tyler Calls Voice 1-800-245-4307 Dan Lohse
Cell 817-312-6338 Fax 513-583-1343 Voice 908-722-6015
tylercallis mlegay.com msclinellOmarysctirlW can Pager 877- 192-8024

scmsnorth Oar)! can

CORPORATE SALES OFFICE
PINEVILLE, N.C.

4008 Toll FREE 800-438-6040 NEE
1/4/4 Fax 704-889-4540 V'

Email sales@scmsinc.com
www.scmsinc.com

Equipment
List
Airtools 6100 broadcast delay
Aphex 10/4 laterface Model 124
ATI ogitardistrimition amp
Audemat Co -den Eagle FM
Avocentkitoview 400
Avocent Longview
Behringer PowerPlay Pro -XL four-
.rhannel headphone amp
3roadcast Taols SS 4.1 III swttr her
3roadcast TDols SS 4.2 switcher

, BroadostTpols SS 8.2 switcher
Com-ex Matrix POTS coder
Denon DI\ -4351 CD player

'IVERCATU-i .5'JO tuner
ESE C" k

Funn in PC -PROD line ( onditioner
Hafler I' I OM -x kwer amp
Hafler 133000 ;power amp
Harris CD L'n< STL
Harris IntravIcx T-1 STL
I lenry Supe- Relay
PR 44 1 Ostudio monitor
IBL 4412 studio monitor
Lucid AD 962.
L _mid DA 9624
Moseley Stalink 9300 STL
O.C. White mic rophone arm
P oneer DIM -1109 mixer
RAM SR64 switcher
Sage EAS Endec
Scott Studios SS32 w/VT-12 Voice Track
Scott Saudioi TLC &VT -32 Voice Track
Shure KSM-44 microphone
Sony CDR -W60 CD recorder
Sony MDS-12 Mini Disc
Sony SW N-900 VHS recorder
ScundtubeCM55WH ceiling speakers
Tascam 112 MK II cassette
Technics SL1200MK5 turntable
Telos 1 <6 phcne system
Teios 2 <12 phonesystem
Tens X3ort POTS coder
Tens Xarearn ISDN
Wheatstone t -r. console
Waeatstonet -9 console

--.KNIANKKKUKK,
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ISDN &
AudioTX Communicator Software ISDN and IP Network audio codec for

Windows 98/NT/2000/Me/XP  Uses Standard Sound and ISDN cards
 Connects to all. MPEG 2, MPEG 3 and G.722 codecs

 Ideal for Studio or On -the -road use in a Laptop

£500 $725 795

IP AUDIO CODEC
AudioTX Communicator is

big on audio quality,

reliability and ease of use -

but low on price.

As an ISDN codec,

Communicator offers

MPEG 2, MPEG 3 and

G.722 coding plus G.711

telephony and is

compatible with virtually

all other manufacturers'

units for outside

broadcasts, studio links,

voice-over work, reporting

and news -gathering.

As an IP-based codec,

Communicator works over

any IP-based network -

from Ethernet to ATM or a

Satellite link, Leased -lire

connections or even over

the internet using ADSL,

DSL, Cable Modem or C ther

high speed connection

All you need to get

connected is a stancard

Sound card and an ISE N

card installed in your PC or

Laptop, plus AudioTX

Communicator.

Audio

Communicator

Download a FREE, fully working
trial version today.

vvvvw.auclio I A.CO

Tel: +44 121 256 0200 (GMT)

Email: sales@audioTX.com
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Iti heCompact Disc Recordable (CDR) remainsIthe most
common optical media format used in audio/radio produc-

on environments. Ever since the CD -R became common
as a storage medium for digital audio and data, questions and
opinions have addressed which brands and types of CD -R are
best, the optimum speed to burn a disc, as well as appropriate
ways to label and care for the disc. These concerns are actually
increasing as optical media evolves along with the plethora of
drives available in the marketplace.

For some, this subject may seem a little mundane. You may
have used one type of optical media for ages and haven't had
a problem. Or you plan to purchase the least expensive media
available, unaware of the variables of optical media. Up until a
year ago, I consistently used the same brand media and burned
at the same speed without a hitch. I based my choices on
research published a few years prior, tempered by personal
experience. Then, I encountered problems that I hadn't seen
before and was stuck with a hundred -plus CD -Rs with audible
errors when played on consumer players. After some re-
search, I found that the composition of the CD -R I was accus-
tomed to had been altered.

With the increasing number of optical formats, faster drives
and combination drives on the market, the demand for higher
speed media has risen, and media manufacturers have produced
optical media to accommodate, making it crucial to monitor the
optical media stock you purchase for valued audio productions
and archival usage-even if you haven't changed brands.

Faster, taster
With higher speed media, manufacturers have changed the

data -recording layer of a CD -R. The data layer of a CD -R is
different from that of commercially released pressed/molded
CDs and CD-RWs in respects to their composition. A standard
CD has a read-only data layer made up of a molded aluminum
substrate. CD-RWs data -recording layer is made up of a
rewritable phase changing metal alloy. With theCD-R, this layer
is made up of an organic photosensitive dye, which can be
changed only once by the writing laser of a compact disc
recorder. This organic dye will degrade over a long period of
time. This degradation can be accelerated considerably by

By Alex Kosiorek

improper care and storage -eventually
making t -.e disc unusable.

This raises the question: What is the
best way todetermine the best disc for a

specific application? First, one of the main
variables that comes into play is the type of

CD -R recorder be mg used. There are basically
two types of drives: stand-alone CD recorders that

record in real time (1x)and internal/external computer drives
that burn at multiple speeds. Chcose wisely when purchasing
CD -R media and ensure that the media type is formulated
specifically for that drive type.

Recordable discs used in a stand-alone recorder should be
formulated specifically for slower burn speeds. A disc that is
labeled high speed compatible or 1.x to 48x is highly unlikely to
be formulated for slow burn speeds. Many users of stand-alone
audio CD recorders have problems when using media formulat-
ed for speed ratings in excess of 24x or 32x. Even if the higher
speed -rated disc records and finalizes appropriately in the
stand-alone CD recorder, considerable amounts of errors may
exist on these discs such that the. are unplayable in certain
players or the playability may deteriorate over time.

Also, because stand-alone recorders use lower -powered lasers
than that of multi -speed computer :ounterparts, using higher
speed -rated discs strain these units. which can reduce compo-
nent life. Where does one find t hese .ower speed discs? Various
manufacturers have them available, many labeling them as music
CD -R or audio CD -R. Verbatim produces them under these names
as well as Digital Vinyl. Be careful, however, because some of these
discs have high-speed ratings. It will take a little investigation to
find the lower -speed discs, but a general rule of thumb is: the lower
the speed ratingthe better, and if you seea speed rating higher than
32x, the discs are not formulated for slower speeds.

With computer drives that burn at variable speeds, especially
new drives that can burn as fast as 52-c, determining the best disc
and burn speed becomes more difficult. With all the different
types of discs available, there isn't a specific speed that will always
produce the best result. Results will vary from one drive model
to another, with different media, and in some cases even with
different drive firmware. There are several dedicated test tools
that evaluate media performance, mede by companies such as
Clover Systems and Stagetech, easily costing $5,000 or more.
However, there are affordable and practical methods that can help.

Careful evaluation
The first step in evaluating media fora particular high-speed CD

recorder, is to read the manual or manufacturer's website to see if
specific brands of media are recommended. Ideally, in those cases,
the manufacturer has tested the media and tuned the unit for
satisfactory results. Be careful, howevezof who the manufacturers,
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Cover your assets.

Eventide Broadcast Delays.
Because what they don't hear

ca i t hurt you.

Some people call it speak ng thei- mind. But when
the FCC hears, it's called trouole.

Fortunately, Eventide® inveited tie obscenity delay.
Today, the 3D500 Broadcast Delay an delete obscenities
multiple times while Jur pa-..-Ited catch-up gains back
your delay And the even mo-e affordable BD960
provides up to eight second; of delay with AutoFir.
Eventide Broadcast [days. ?i.e can keep you out of
ttouble...and more importantly, or the air.

BR9ADCAST

www.eventide.com  201.641.1200
E.he -aide is a registered trademark and Autofill is a trademark of Eventide Inc 2 ENV In



or anyone else for that matter,suggests. Most
of the media commonly found in big box

consumer stores are made by a wide variety of
othermedia manufacturers. Fuji, lmation, Maxell, Memo-

rex,Sony andTDK are several that do not make their own optical media.
Those brands are made by CMC Magnetics, MAM-A (formerly Mitsui),
Prodisc, Ritek, Taiyo Yuden and lesser -known manufacturers. Even ti
though another manufacturer makes the media, it may not be made to
the same tolerances as if it were branded with their own name on the
package. In several cases, especially with generic discs, the lowest bidder
will create the media, thus the actual manufacturerand quality can change

Crik -71'"e St 1.104;x. 0, 9.11. n I Wil

Solving The Integration Puzzle
EXCELLENCE: Award Winning
Design/Integration

VERSATILITY: Multi -Studio Complexes
to Single -Studio Upgrades

CUSTOMER SERVICE: 24/7 Customer
Support I Iodine

INNOVATION: Finding the Best Solution
for our Clients' Requirements

IMAGINATION: Knowing that Art
and Engineering are never far apart

KOSI On -Air Studio - Entercom Communications - Denver

CREATIVE STUDIO SOLUTIONS, INC
www.CreativeStudioSolutions.com

Phone: 303.425.5004
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A CD identifier program will reveal the true
manufacturer of the media.

without notice.To determine who makes the
media you are using, download a CD iden-
tifier or CD info application, which can be
found and downloaded through a Web
search. A CD identifier will tell you the
manufacturer of the disc, as well as organic
dye configuration, and other information.
Again, buyer beware, some lesser -known
media manufacturers can produce a disc
that can fool a CD Identifier to indicate that
it is made by a major manufacturer.

If you purchase the media recommended
by the optical drive manufacturer,and burn
at or below one-third of the drive's maximum
rated burn speed (i.e. 4x to 16x in a 48x -rated
drive), your chances for having problems
will be low. For valuable audio productions,
use name -brand media from manufacturers
that make their own media. Key manufactur-
ers of media include MAM-A,Ritek,SKC,Taiyo
Yuden,and Verbatim Data Life Plus (Mitsub-
ishi Chemical). Stay away from generic discs
or those that are store -name branded. This
is especially true for critical applications.
To determine the best media and burn

speeds further,there are some basic tests you
can perform. To do so, buy small quantities
of quality name brand media.Take the small
quantity of CD -Rs you bought and record
onto them at different bum speeds (using
increments of 4x if possible) with the soft-
ware and hardware you commonly use,
producing playable audio discs. When burn-
ing the discs, ensure that the only variable
changing is the burn speed. This may be
difficult to specify,depending on your appli-
cation. Easy CD Creator, for example,allows
you to select a specific bum speed, but in
many cases, you will see the burn speed
fluctuate as you increase the requested bum
speed. Use the same files and software
version for each test. Also,use lengthy audio
files that will consume the majority of the CD -
R's capacity.
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Swishing and swirling audio is the sad result of bit rate reduction combined with the wrong processing. Unless al
sources, storage media and transmission systems are I near the audio will be bit rate reduced at Iea;t once, probab y
several times. Each pass generates more artifacts. Lower quality processing, multiband compre;siol, limiting and
clipping can make those artifacts even more apparent. But level control is st II essential.

Introduc;ng the new Co-npellor* 320D - the -world standard AGC is now available with both digital and
analog i/D, for almost two decades the Compellor las sustained its unrivaled reputation for 'invisible' operation.
The same cleanliness of circuitry and intelligence of processing algorithms that make it 'invisible' also make it
perfect for processing in the digital domain. The Compellor will not 'unmask' the masking from upstream reducticns
and it will feed a signal that will sail through downstream reductions.

The 320D tits any plant from all digital to all analog and anywhere in between. Perfect for all HD applications, the
Compellor 320D will help keep your great audio great at a price that won't wipe you out.

-he NEW AFhex Model 32)D Compellor - 2 Chanrel Compressor/Leveler with Digital aid Analog I/O

APHEX Improving the way the world soundssm
11068 Randall St-eet, Sun Valley., CA 91352 U.S.AS YSTEMS 818-767-2929 Fax: 818-767-2641 www.aphex.com

Compellor and Aphex are registered traderr.arks of Aphex Systems



Also note that when producing
these discs, it is important that

you create playable audio,not data
discs, for two reasons. First, audio discs

use a different type of error correction than data
discs. Second, audio discs are the main type used
in our production environments.

Critical efforts
Whenever you are testing or making a critical CD -R

(especialiy one for archival storage or for replication),

bum the discs in disc -at -once mode instead of track -at -once mode
method, which is available in many audio and duplication applica-
tions. Disc -at -once mode will bum the disc in its entirety without
switching the writing laser off. Track -at -once will burn each track
separately;switching the write laser on and off.Track-at-once produces
errors on the disc, often rectified on playback via error correction. In
addition, track -at -once discs do not conform to the Red Book specifi-
cations (the standard for audio CDs), thus making them incompatible
with various players and not excepted by various duplication facilities.

Another thing to avoid is creating errors when labeling a disc. Do
not use a ballpoint pen or an alcohol -based pen. Because the data -

recording layer of a CD -R is located close
to the top (label side) of the disc, ballpoint
pens can scratch and damage that data
layer. Alcohol based pens can dissolve
the disc coating, causing data loss. Use a
water-soluble ink pen instead. Several
media distributors have CD marking pens
available. Other precautions include keep-
ing media away from sunlight/ultraviolet
light, heat and moisture.

There are several applications that can
assist when testing discs. The most thor-
ough program, allowing for evaluation of
media, is Plextools Professional by Plextor
(wwwplextor.com). Its one drawback is
that the testing functions of this program
only work with Plextor's Plexwriter Premi-
um drive and with its upcoming DVD+/-
RW/CD-RW drive model PX-71 2A. Note that
the Plexwriter Premium drive is affordable
and highly rated among audio recording
and mastering engineers, Nero/Ahead
Software and others. Some other useful
tools include those listed below.

Mif
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101 Dernorest Square, Ste. E, Demurest, GA 30535

Phone -888-RADI095 in the US

Globally, phone 1 386 426 2521

.Orklajo to www.radiosoft.com

Search for FCC license data online
 Locate potential frequencies
 Automatic interference calculations
 Accepted and used by the FCC
 Real time 3D displays

 Fast, accurate, cost effective mapping

Considered by many to be the industry leader.
I Broadcast Professionals can count on RadioSoft for fast,

a.-_,Turate radio mapping.

Useful tools
 CD Speed, an application from Nero/
Ahead Software is a free download
www.cdspeed2000.com
 CD/DVD Diagnostic from Infinadyne
www.infinadyne.com

Copy
www xactaudiocopy.de

Among Plextools Professional test func-
tions are those that check for CI (orsome-
times referred to as BLER), C2 and CU
errors, along with jitter and beta tests
(checking the symmetry of the pits and
lands of a disc). Cl errors are commonly
found on a disc. However, high amounts
of these errors can create uncorrectable
errors when the discs' playability de-
creases.The same holds true forC2 errors,
however,these along with CU errors (which
are more critical) shouldn't exist on a
newly burned disc. CD Speed also checks
for Cl and C2 errors, but only if the drive
supports these test functions. The other
useful feature from Plextools is the jitter
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The lower burn
speed (at right)

shows better
jitter and beta

level performance
than the higher
speed (above).

1
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and beta tests. Jitter and beta allow fine tuning to find which bum
speeds are best for the media and drive.

I performed these tests using recommended media on a wide
variety of computers/drives in our production studios and at home.
A greater amount of errors occurred on older drives and inexpensive
OEM drives. When using recommended media on newer drives,C1
errors were low and all other errors nonexistent. It was the jitter and
beta tests that were most revealing. A lower jitter level (seen in blue)
and consistent unwavering beta level (in red) are preferred. For

NeoRs

NAGRA ARES-PII
The NAGRA ARES-Pll records
mono/stereo PCM linear or
compressed files onto PCMCIA ATA
or Compact Flash cards. Linear
recording up to 48kHz (stereo) and
compressed recording up to 384kb/s
(stereo). The unit offers a built-in
speaker, separate line and headphone
outputs, powering option for 48V
Phantom microphones, line input,
and auto record function. Operation
made simple with 4 sets of settings
templates.

Please visit www.nagrausa.com
for more information.

Nagra USA, Inc. 800 813-1663
NAB2004-April 19-22
Booth SU10424

instance, test results show that the best jitter and beta
levels using Vertabtim Data Life Plus 48x 74 -minute
Inkjet Printable Media, burned using Nero 6, in a
Plextor PX-708A, in our particular computer config-
uration is at 8x and 16x. I have observed higher jitter
or wavering beta levels at other burn speeds.

Notice the same media used in Rimage Amigo II
duplicator produces poor results in this test. These
discs produced audible errors when played in
certain consumer players.

Another useful, simple test available on Plextools,
CD Speed and Exact Audio Copy is the ability to
perform a Digital Audio Extraction (DAE) with a
basic error report. DAE is a process of extracting the
audio from a disc and then saving that audio onto
a computer's hard drive in various formats (WAV,
MP3). Each program checks, reports and can
correct errors while extracting the audio in a slightly
different fashion. However,a general rule of thumb
is that a DAE of a newly -created disc should report
no errors. Users should perform these tests on more
than one computer/drive, or at least perform the
tests on a different optical drive from the one that the
disc was originally created on.

The last of the mentioned programs, CD/DVD Diag-
nostic offers a unique method to check for errors. It
performs what the program calls a readability test.
During this test, the program basically disables many

MEASURING THE DIFFERENCE
in Digital Audio Cable

Performance...
The critical link in digital audio

interfacing, Gepco 1100
twisted -pair and 75a
coax feature exacting
impedance, bandwidth, and
attenuation specifications
to deliver low -jitter, minimal
pulse rounding, and
exceptional performance in

high -resolution, digital
audio systems.

 Precision 1100 or 750 Impedance
 25MHz Bandwidth for 192kHz Sampling Rates
 Low -Jitter
 Minimizes Pulse -Rounding
 Multi -pair Designs up to 24 Pairs

140U

110(1

IOU

CHARACTERISTIC
IMPEDANCE

JIPSEPCO
INI k'NATK )NAI , INC. TRANSMITTING CLARITY
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of the data recovering methods
normally used by the reading

drive. It then reports on what is
called soft and hard errors. Soft errors are

those that the reading drive normally would correct
without informing the computer. Hard errors are
those that may be recovered from if additional reads
of the disc are made. CD/DVD Diagnostic and its
more expensive counterpart CD/DVD Inspector pro-
vide a statistical model of the tests performed to
determine if a disc is good or bad. Following the
instructions of the program, I found on that newly
created discs burned at speeds between 4x and 16x
produced little or no errors whatsoever. Soft errors
did occur with a discs burned at 32x and above on
certain burners, indicating that faster bum speeds
produce read errors in various drives. Also, the
Rimage-created disc noted previously as having
higher jitter levels also produced higher amounts of
soft errors using this program.

Because of the multitude of variables with CD -R
media, drives and ancillary components, the com-
plexity of determining the best media and drive
combinations increases. Performing these tests
can be an educational experience. The optical
media arena is changing and expanding. How-
ever,there are some basic affordable test tools now
available to help maintain this equation. Overall,

11111Ir

air lora Rau Tr
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The same media from the charts on page 53 shows poor results
when used in the Rimage duplicator.

the following guidelines will produce the best results:
 Purchase media formulated for your drive and application.
 Use higher rated drives.
 Be cognizant of how the discs are created.
 Burn discs using the lower 1/3 of the drives writing ability.
 Label and care for your discs appropriately.
By taking these measures, your CD -R masters should last a

considerable length of time and be able to be read by a wide variety
of players.

Kosiorek is the audio recording and mastering engineer at the Corbett
Studio at WGUC-FM, Cincinnati.

PREVENT LIGHTNING DAMAGE,
IMPROVE RELIABILITY!
STAY ON THE AIR!
NEW! PowerClamp surge suppressors prevent
lightning -induced AC spikes and surges from
damaging your equipment!

PowerClamp virtually eliminates the transients,
surges, and waveform distortions that cause
transmitter and studio gear failures, computer
lockups, and unexplainable malfunctions.

PowerClamp will protect your investment and keep you on the air!

HENRY
MIN

1

For user testimonials and detailed information,

visit www.henryeng.com

Broadcasters
lung General Store
Call BGS for great deals on all Henry Engineering products!
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www.bgs.cc 352-622-7700
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Burning Up our Money On Engineering

Databa MipepOice fees?
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Let rfSoftware show you
how to put out the eke,
nvestigator

rflnvestigator is one of the most flexible programs
of its type. An extensive you
to find opportunities overlooked by less acaptable
programs. FCC contours. Longley-Rice coverage.
interference analysis, and automatic DA design are
just a few of the advanced tools available.

rflnvestigator is twice the program at half the cost!
r

PLNSSRUR
This advanced module allows you to create path -loss
files for propagation analysis in rflnvestigator.
Save money over and over again!

Db-Builder is a "behind -the -scenes" util ty program
that downloads data from the FCC website and creates
rfSoftware databases for our various products. With
Db-Builder you will never buy another database!

rfSoftware, Inc.
communications solutions

Visit www.rfsoftware.com today!

Training classes available call
352-336-7223 for information.

ttiestigator
LIGHT

rflnvestigator-Light gives you the power of
rflnvestigator for only a fraction of the cost.
Now single station owners and smaller engineering
offices can have an affordable tool for serious
exploration of station upgrades and much more.

rchler
rfProfiler-light gives you a serious STL path
analysis tool that includes a link budget calculator,
terrain roughness calculations and a handy units
converter. Registered copies receive tech support,
four blocks of 3 -second terrain data plus additional
features. Download a copy today!

rfDetective-FM is an engineering tool to help you
comply with FCC 73.207 rules when applying for
a new commercial FM broadcast station or making
changes to an existing one. It allows you to search
its database of FM stations and applications based
on the FCC's CDBS. Download Yours Today!

See us in Las Vegas at
rzli /REC.

cRown BRORDCRST

NAB Booth N712



's Zephyr's 10th Birthda

What clients are saying
about Zephyr Xport and
Zephyr Xstream:

"We do a lot of remotes... we use Zephyr
Xports for about half of our remote broad-
casts. My remote tech tells me 'It doesn't
retrain or drop. The connection is very stable."'

Vie Je. err fahlet D,/ , Rath(' One, Ithint,/

"We sent stereo music and two presenter
microphones into the Zephyr Xstream and
applied basic limiting using the built-in
processor - the mixer is very flexible and
easily configurable, making it simple to set
up in the field."

Alex Laker. Chtel Engineer: Vitglit Radio

"Xport's audio quality is outstanding. The
aacPlus algorithm provides great fidelity...
Every hit, the metal sticks hitting each other,
conversations from the field, all were repro-
duced with great clarity over the POTS line."

Michael Black, GM, WEDS, Geneva, New Yuck

"I was wary of using a compressed link, but
the Zephyr Xstream's AAC algorithm is
incredible. The on -air audio is the best
we've ever had ."

James Turravtlle, Engineer:

WAY -FM Media Gmup

"We were out in the mud [at the Bonnaroo
Music Festival] and the phone line had been
run over by a thousand cars. But the
Zephyr Xport worked great!"

Jake Glanz, Engineer Sirius Satellite Radio

"Zephyr Xstream is in a class of its own, the
only codec really worth having for main
broadcast ISDN."
Graham Methaclunt, Settif,r Sound Supenisor: BBC Nill.%

When we first married MP3
to be the most -loved audio cc
more than 10,000 Zephyr c(

A birthday this sign
Birthday F You'll g(

of knowi
using inc

coding.
Zephyr Xport with built-in t'
remotes, sporting events, int(

to any POTS phone line for
you'll get stunning audio and

1111121,--
6 6
 

6

66
El6 -

Get two award -winning codecs - Zephyr Xstream & Zephyr
Xport POTS - for just $4, 995 US MSRP. Add ISDN capability
(with G 722 and low delay MPEG AAC-LD coding) to your
Xport for just $399 more, or...

Best of all, you'll receive yo
the special price of just $4,9'
(There are more special Zep]
ask your Telos dealer.) But d
only good through Er..14r-tittry.,



(Hut you get the prese
with ISDN in 1993, we had no idea that their offspring would grow up
)dec ever. But it has, and its popularity keeps growing - there are now
)(lees in radio stations and production studios around the globe.

ificant deserves a special present, so here it is: the Zephyr 10th
3undle, a complete codec package at a once -in -a -decade price.

A the best-sellirg Zephyr Xstream for your studio, and the satisfaction
ng you can mace CD -quality ISDN connections to virtually anywhere
lustry-standard MPEG Layer 3 or MPEG AAC
\nd for your remote kit, the award -winning
vo channel miler - perfect for sponsored
!rviews and live appearances. Just plug in

aacPlusTM link to your Zephyr Xstream;
rock -solid connections.

ur Zephyr 10:h Birthday Bundle for
US MSRF' - over $1,800 in savings.

ilyr bundles to fit specific needs; just
lon't delay - this special offer is

30
.,a

11-, '

11111;;D     ,   ,  
...Upgrade to the Ultimate Remote Bundle: a rack -mount
Zephyr Xstream for the studio and a portable Zephyr Xstream
MXP with 4 -channel DSP mixer and onboard audio processing
by Omnia, for only $7,294 US MSRP.

AUDIO I NETWORKS

telos-systems.com

T,los, the Telos logo, Zephyr, Zephyr Xstream, Zephyr Xport are all registered trademarks of TLS Corporation, © 2003, TLS Corporation.
All rights reserved. aacPlus (TM) Coding Technologies.



More gems from

By Kari Tavlo-

So many new products to see at NAB2004, yet
so little time. Don't wait until you arrive at the
convention to decide what you need to see,
many of them are right here in our follow-up of
product peeks and hidden gems of NAB2004.

On -air control surface
Wheatstone
Booth N2802

Generation 8:Thiscon-
trol surface offers four
faders dedicated tocall-
in segments to provide
error -free interface to
four callers or remotes,
each with independent
callerfeed, independent
fader feed, user -select-

able talkback communication and adjacent chan-
nel linking. A dedicated LCD display screen keeps
the operator informed and in control. One CAT -5
cable conveys all the control from this surface to the
company's Bridge System. Users can bring any
system audio source (inputs or mixes) to any con-
sole fader or monitor pot. Set destinations for mixes,
aux sends and mix -minus feedss to anywhere in the
facility. The surface can store and name switch and
fadersettings for each operator's task and recall them
by spinning an encoder and pressing a take button.

252-638-1000; fax 252-637-1285

wwwwheatstone.cam; saleawheatione.com

Audio workstation
Mackie

Booth SL5913
dxb*200 and
dx13*400: The
two units share
the same basic ar-
chitecture and foot-
print. Both feature dual
touch -screen interfaces,
96kHz operation, on -board au-
tomation and effects, 25 100mm Penny+Giles faders configurable
I/O card cage and a Firewire I/O card option for streaming to
desktop or laptop computers. Both are compatible wth select VST
plug -ins and both integrate Madcie Control Universal unctionality
for controlling Pro Tools and Logic.The dXb*400,feattres a 96 x 96
channel I/O matrix and 72 channelsof EQ and dynamcs at 96kHz.
The unit is also equipped with more advanced surround sound
functionality that includes 24 buses, flexible panningassignment
and complete surround monitoring features.

800-898-3211; fax 425-481-4331; vmw.mackie.com; productinfo@Packie.aosi

Studio monitor
Tapco

Booth SL5913
S-8: The 8" monitor is a two-way, bi-amplified monitor with dual high -precision internal amplifiers
that deliver a total of 120W RMS. The speaker offers a 1" waveguide-loaded silk -dome tweeter that
provides smooth, non -fatiguing high end. Rear -panel controls allow for acoustic tailoring with
low -frequency boost and high frequency cut and boost switches. Inputs include '/4" TRS/XLR
balanced and RCA unbalanced. All rear -panel controls and connections are recessed into an
amplifier panel. The front panel includes separate power and clipping LEDs.

425-481-4333; fax 425-4E7-4337; rwatapcogeaccom; talesQapcogeaccom
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Audio adapters
Audioscienc

Booth N405
AS15000: There are initially three products in this series.
The ASI5044 provides four stereo inputs and outputs in
balanced analog and AES/EBU digital formats. A digital -only
version, the ASI5041, has four AES/EBU inputs and outputs
and the ASI5042 has balanced analog I/O only. With the AS15092
and ASI5044, the analog interface is balanced and uses 24 -bit over
sampling converters that support sample rates from 32kHz to
192kHz. Low noise analog circuitry delivers more than 100dB of
dynamic range with THD+N better than 0.002 percent. The transformer coupled AES/
EBU interface on the AS15041 and ASI5044 can operate at rates from 32kHz to 192khz.
The card's sample clock can be synchronized to any of the four AES/EBU inputs. A
200MHz on board DSP provides 12 play streams and eight record streams coupled to
a mixer that allows any play stream or physical input to be mixed to any physical output
or routed to any record stream.

302-324-5333; fax 302-738-9434; www.audioscience.com; sales@audiosciencenr

and mixer interface
Marti Electronics

Booth N1902
Cellcast Remote
unit: This dual -func-
tion product is a GSM
compatible Digital
Cellcast digital mixer
and cellular remote
unit. The GSM up-
grade completes the
remote unit's local
compatibility with

major cellular providers such as AT&T,T-Mobile and Cingular.
217-224-.ciff fax 217-224-9601

www.martielectrmics: a it Kles@martelectronics.com

Dual -transmission audio processor
Omnia Audio

Booth N1416
Omnia-5EX HD:
Paired parallel pro-
cessing paths, one
optimized for con-
ventional broad-
casting and the oth-
er for DAB, webcast-
ing and satellite sys-
tems, route processed audio from the multiband mixer section to
discrete output stages. The FM section receives distortion -con-
trolled final limiting with pre -emphasis, and an upper -frequency
response of 15kHz.The DAB section features a program -adaptive
look -ahead limiter and user -selectable frequency response up to
20kHz. New processing a,gorithms provide clear processing for
solo voices and instruments. Bass management controls, with two
bass limiter functions, tight and g,rth, allow users fine control over
low frequency processing. Dynamic bass limiter algorithms can
change waveform characteristics based on frequency, resulting in
deeper bass on smaller speakers.

216-241-334k fax 216-241-4103

wwwoinflaskawinimbasnniasio.com

Open-air headphones
Sennheiser Electronics

Booth N2812
HD 650: Based on the design of 'he
HD 600, these dynamic open-air
headphones combine a flat fre-
quency response (10Hz to
39.5KHz, 0dB to-10dB) with nat-
ural dynamics. This model fea-
tures an enhanced bass response
and includes an upgraded cable
and reduced distortion in the high
frequencies, making it useful for editing
and mastering applications. Additional fea-
tures of this unit include matched trans-
ducers with tight tolerances (*I dB), computer -
optimized magnet systems for minimizing har-
monic and intermodulation distortion, lightweight
aluminum voice coils to ensure accuracy and fast
transient response and Neodymium ferrous mag-
net systems for high efficiency.

860-434-9190: fax 860-434-1758

www.sennheiserusa.com; Frtaximheiseneacom

Voice processor
Symetrix
Booth N1610
Air Tools 6200: This dual -channel, DSP-driver. voice
processor can handle signal processing of micro-
phone or line -level signals in dual -mono or stereo.
Processing blocks are editable from the front panel or
from a Windows -based GUI accessed via USB or
Ethemet ports, and changes are stored in any of the
1,024 onboard preset locations. Processes include
filtering, parametric equalization, compression, de-
essing, gating and room simulation. The processor
also supports Homer Link, an interconnect protocol
that makes it compatible with the Studio Matrix system.

425-787-3222; fax 425-781-3211

www.symenixautho.coa.; symetrix@symtdriauthomm
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Wireless microphone system
Sen nheiser Electronics

Booth N2812
Evolution Wireless G2:

1, This second -generation
ilmic offers broaderswitch-
ing bandwidth (3MHz),
which in turn creates

1,440 channels avail-
*able to the user. The
bodypack transmit-

ters and mobile receiv-
ers have been reduced in size by about 30 percent.
The scan function automatically searches for free
channels, and the system features intLitive user
menu and large backlit displays.The unit also offers
a new battery concept. The body -pack transmitters
and mobile receivers are powered by two AA cells
to ensure a longer operating time and stable RF
performance. In addition, a powerful rechargeable
battery pack, the BA 2015, is now available for the
hand-held transmitter,the bodypack transmitter,the
plug -on transmitter and the mobile receiver.

860-434-9190; fax 860-434-1159

vAwisennheisenisaconr, lit@sennheisenisa.com

Wall cabinet
Middle Atlantic Products

Booth SL2180
DWR series: This well -mount cabi-
net features the Topl-Free Quick -
Mount System, permitting easy and
quick mounting of the center sec-
tion to the backpan on the job site.
Additional enhancements to the
redesigned DWR series include
cable management advancements,
a new 24" usable depth and op-
tional granite gray powder coat.
Advanced cable management
capabilities are also an integral fea-
ture of the series, which comes in usable depths of 15", 20" and an
additional new 24". Two pairs of fully adjustable rackrails can be
recessed to allow cable managers to be rack mounted. The series
features lacing points throughout the centersection and knockout
universal connector panels on the backpan that can accommodate
BNC, XLR and other connectors.
913-839-1011;fax973-839-1916;www.middleatlantic.com: sales@middleatiantic.com

Data management system
Broadcast Electronics

Booth N1902
Audiovault RBDS: A software -based management system for advanced data services, this system includes data content
management and encoding, and it can be adopted for IBOC applications. A traffic announcement function allows a station
to cause RBDS radios to pause a listener's CD or cassette in favor of radio prigramming so that the listener will tune into
a station's traffic announcements.Tbe system will also show the alternative frequency function of RBDS that allows a listener
driving out of a particular FM station's geographic reach to be automatically tuned to the station's secondary frequency
in a nearby geographic region. The RBDS system comprises of content management, at the individual station via a local
server on the station LAN, or for multiple stations/clusters via a central server.

211-224-9600; fax 217-224-9601; wwwbdcast.com; bdcad@bdcast.com

cc

Music Master

Where is Your Weakest Link?

Is your on -air product riding on obsolete DOS -based technology?

Haven't found Windows -based music scheduling software that can do the job yet?
We can help!
Contact us for a FREE demo 1-800-326-2609

www. mmwin. co m

Stop by oursuite at
as Vegas Hilton.
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Digital source selector
Sonifex

Booth C5236
RB-DSS 10 and RB-SS I 0:The RB-DSS10 10 -way digital source select unit is a 1RU 24-bit/96kHz-capable device that produces
a single AES/EBU and S/PDIF level digital audio output from 10 selectable AES/EBU or S/PDIF digital input signals.The unit

will also route remote signal inputs through the remote connector to the selected input source.The RB-SS 10 10 -way analog
source select/mixer unit is similar to the RB-DSSI 0, but has analog audio inputs and outputs, and can also mix the inputs
to the output as well as route them.

207-173-2424; fax 207-173-2422; wwwindepeadentaudionm: infiaildePendentadocom

ossio *4-t2111          

Audio workstation
Tascam/Teac
Professional
Booth N2418

2488 Fbrtastudio: This four -track, 24 -bit,
36 -channel workstation offers a capa-
cious hard drive, powerful signal pro-
cessing and built-in CD-RW drive. The
recording and mixing workstation runs
24 tracks at 24-bits/44.1kHz. Eight inputs
can be simultaneously recorded into the
inputs.Twenty physical faders control the
mixdown channels; each channel has
three -band EQ and access to three built-
in effects processors. A 40GB internal
hard disk gives the user ample space for
up to 32 24 -track songs and virtual tracks
for comping. Plus the 2488 has a USB 2.0
port for back-up via computer. Loop
effect provides reverb, delay, chorus and
more on an aux send and return.

323-126-0303; fax 323-727-7635

www.tascam.com; tascamlit@tascanuom

20 Years of
Technical Excellence

PIC

The original technology award is still the most coveted.

The Radio magazine Pick Hits will
be determined and awarded

during the convention. Look for
the winners in the June issue.

AudioVAULT:
Because you wouldn't drink from the other guy's mug.

Just because you sit in the same chair, it doesn't mean you have to work on the same
screen as the other talent. Whether you're eft- or right-handed, left- or right -brained,
the latest AudioVAULT lets you create a custom interface that matches your workstyle.

AudioVAULT enhances automation and content management with a second -generation
CD ripper, true IP networking, enhanced quick -start pallets, and other new benefits
including RDS and HD Radio data service 41tegration. Now is the time to get serious

about stepping up to the reliability of AudioVAULT. Already own AudioVAULT?

Contact BE for upgrade details.

Broadcast Electroms. Inc.  4100 North 24th Street, PO. Box 3606. Quincy, %nod 62305-3606 U.SA

Telephone: (217) 224-9603  Fax: (2' 7) 224-9607  E -Mail: bdcast@bdcast.com

lkosOcao Eloctrorocs, ma BE logo and AudioVAULT are respstered Oaclornork, of &oath,. Lin Iron., In.
HO Ratko regnIefert tracksnork of il3Konfy Ovid Corporabon
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Energy storage system
Active Power
Booth C1217

Clean Source DC: This line of
battery -free energy storage sys-
tems has been enhanced to in-
clude expanded power levels
and incorporate several chang-
es in the evolving product line.
The models provide tightly reg-
ulated, adjustable dc voltage to
replace or augment batteries
configured with uninterruptible
power supply (UPS) systems

backing up critical applications in the 100kW to
2,000kW power ranges. These systems are avail-
able with unit power ratingsof 100, 140,200, 250,425
and 500kW,and can be paralleled in combinations
up to 2000kW. They accept an input float voltage
from 400Vdc to 600Vdc to supply a charging
current of I 5A to 100A per fl}wheel.

512-744-9461: fax 512 -836-4511

www.activepower.com; iloaerCractivepoweccom

Extended -time
profanity delay
Prophet Systems

Booth N3312
Content Check: The pro-
fanity delay equipment al-
lows users to record, listen
and edit programs while they are happening, tailoring the programs
to the audience, market and time slot. With more than 60 minutes of
user configurable delay, the equipment allows the user to edit more
than seven to 20 seconds of content, users can remove the whole joke,
bd or segment from the show. This product is configurable for
uncompressed or compressed operation.

810-651-4403; fax 308-284-4181; wwaprophetsys.com; sales@prophetays.com

commen
bid
mien
enes

Sweeper/imaging service
T VI Century
Short Bus Rad iD:ShortBusRadio.com is a sweeper/imaging service.
It is available in five styles, each market -exclusive: active alternative
rock, classic rock, CHR, country and news/talk. More formats will be
available in the future.

972-406-6800; fax 972-406-6890; vwnv.ancetaurycom; tmci@TMCentury.com

IT ALL STARTS AT THE
Heil Sound Has
THE Microphone For

Every Purpose.

PL -20 PROLINE
% PL 2T & SM I

MICROPHONE!

Join us on Wednesday night of

the NAB Show for the Ham Radio

Reception at the Las Vegas Hilton.

Sponsored by Heil Sound

1618)257-3000
www.heilsound.com

Our U.S. Distributor..
Broadcasters General Store
www.BGS.cc (352)622.7700

r More Great
Products from

CONEX

AS -101 10 Channel1,
Stereo Audio

Switcher

4P -ties.
.

.
' .....

DT -55 Telephone
Remote Control

,DB1 Digital Barometer

crag
\ile%)oofe

www.conex-electro.com

CONEXEM1211111
1602 Carolina St PO. Box 67 Bellingham, WA 98227
360-734-4323 FAX 360-676-4822
EMAIL conex4conex-electro corn

L
800-645-1061
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Analog STL system
Armstrong Transmitter

Booth N706
X Link STL system: An analog STL system, the X Link is a IOW system that replaces the FML
10 system. The transmitter and receiver feature microprocessor control that evolves the
FMLI 0 to a user-friendly menu driven system. Frequency, power output, signal strength and
all metered parameters are available on the front panel LCD display and via remote control.
The system's receiver is more sensitive making it useful for long STL paths. This system
interfaces easily with the company's two and four channel digital converters to allow a station to add digital audio to the
analog platform The transmitter and receiver operate on 24Vdc, 110Vac or 220Vac.

315-673-'269: fax 315-673-9972

wwwarmstronoccom; sales@armstrongbccom

Audio analyzer
Rohde & Schwarz
Booth C2532
R&S UVP:'Th is is a compact instrument for
all measurements occurring in the analog
and digital audio world. Features include
a digital audio interface with up to a
192kHz sampling rate, expanded mea-
surement bandwidths and analysis tools.
This unit can perform several measure-
ment functions simultaneously, and pre-
sents the results in conclusive graphics
that can be intuitively operated using the
Windows operating system.

(301) 458-8800: fax (301) 459-2810

vitwustile

Tube mics
Pearl Microphone Labs

Booth N1300
CT40 and DT40: These
tube microphones com-
bine the classic Pearl rect-
angular dual capsule and
quality Nuvistor vacuum
tube resulting in a flat,
warm sound. The CT40
has a fixed cardioid pat-
tern while the DT40 can
be configured for five
patternsto accommodate
a variety of recording sit-
uations. Both models are
supplied with flight case,
power supply, cable and
shock -mount. Specifica-
tionsof these mics include

a sensitivity of 28mVPa; frequency re-
sponse front 20Hz to 25kHz; and an im-
pedance of 200f2.

201-773-2424: fax 207-773-2422

wawindependeniado.cam

ithaindependentautioixin

RADIO DATA DIMEMISIOILii
Managensant System
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Radio Data Dimensions:
Making radio read and write.

411::1111

011101/

If you're not taking advantage of KOS on your analog I'M channel, you may be
losing listeners and revenue. BE's Radio Data Dimensions simplifies feeding your

station's branding, title and artist information, sponsorship and promotional messages,
Amber Alerts, and more. Increase income and listener loyalty using text messages with
traffic, weather, or even gas prices from third -party providers. Part of BE's total Radio
Program and Data Integration, Radio Data Dimensions puts you in control of today's
RDS and tomorrow's HD Radio opportunities in one integrated management suite.

Contact BE to put your data to work for you.

Broadcast Electronics, Inc  4100 North 24th Street. PO. Box 3606, Quincy. Illinois 62305-3606 USA

Tslsohsins (217) 224-9600  Fax' (217) 224-9607  E -Mail' bdrast()bdcast ccen
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Compact Flash recorder
Maratitz

Booth N3026
PMS670: This solid-
state recorder offers
a one -touch digital
audio recording

capability of more
than 70 hours on 108

Compact Flash cards.The unit
can record in linear PCM and compressed MP3, MP2
and BWF audio formats using 40 assignable audio-

quality settings. The recorder features a non-stop
record function with four hours of battery life and
includes an EDL marking system for creating new
files on the fly during recording, providing easy file
selection during playback. The system offers vari-
able bit -rate recording with user -adjustable sam-
pling rates from 16kHz to 48kHz. The recorder
includes a USB connection that allows it to be
linked to a PC or Mac for easy file transfer.

630-741-0330: fax 630-741-0652

www.marant2pro.com: info@marantzpro.com

Modular digital
Studer
Booth N700
On -Air 3000:Thisconsole
is aimed at the mid -to -
upper -segment of the ra-
dio market.The console's
operating concept now
includes color GUI screens. The system is a modular design and
uses the new fanless S -Core DSP engine.The standard fader module

is comprised of six channel strips. As many as eight modules may
be fitted to provide a maximum console size of 48 faders. Layout
options range from an engineer -operated continuity console to a
single -fader panel for announcer and newsroom use or a PC-

operated system with no physical desk controls.The console offers
three main stereo mix buses and an audition facility, fou r stereo aux
buses, 16 mix -minus sends configurable as auxes and three
independent studio monitoring/talkback circuits, including two
PFLcircuits forsplit desk operation. Individual channels are each
equipped with four -band parametric EQ, full dynamics, de-esser,
HPF and input/output routing.

818-920-3212: fax 818-920-3208

www.studetch: sales@studetck kholmes@harman.com

console

IN
Wpm 1111111.411WO Vireft

11011,%* II t:1:t:

IMMIMMIN ~aka
°IP

WWW.RAMSYSCOM.COM
800 779 7575

STUDIO DESIGNS

PRE -WIRED SYSTEMS

 BROADCAST FURNITURE

 SWITCHERS

 METERING

 AMPLIFIERS

WIRE & CABLE

MICROPHONE ACCESSORIES

PUNCH BLOCKS

 EQUIPMENT RACKS

 STUDIO ACCESSORIES

 USED EQUIPMENT
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Cross -platform file sharing
Studio Network Solutions
Booth SL1 762
SANmp: This multi -platform software allows workstations with different operating systems to
concurrently access information from a Storage Area Network. With this software, users can
upgrade to the latest OS or add Windows workstations to their Mac environment. In addition,
the system does not require a server or Ethernet connection. Features include the ability toeasily
configure and manage the storage network, set access privileges at the user level, and share and
access audio and graphics files from a centralized storage location. Another benefit is the ability to integrate Mac OS and

Windows workstations, regardless of whether the systems are running Nuendo, Sonic HD, Final Cut Pro, Pyramix, Avid or

Pro Tools.
877 537 2094; fax 314 423 4867

www.studionetwodolulans.com

Mic boom
Heil Sound
Booth B2718
PL-2T.Using a system

of balanced inter-
nal springs rather
than outboard
springs, the boom
handles micro-
phones up to
1.5Ibs. The mic
cable is threaded
inside the boom by removing
top and back plates. This hollow
channel eliminates the use of wire
ties to secure the mic cable. The
equipment isshipped with the stan-
dard C -clamp mount that will ac-
cept a 1.5" thick table. An optional flush
mount is available which screws to the
top of a surf aceThe unit accepts 5/it"-27
threaoed mic clips orshock mounts.The
chrome -threaded stem can be locked
into its position depending on the type
of microphone or shock mount.

618-257-3000; fax 618-251-3001

mwileilsound.com; info@beilsounicom

Stereo display
DK-Audio
Booth C3843
PT0600M: Sharing the same mother-
board as the MSD600M++ surround
sound meter, this unit combines the
jellyfish surround display with a rotary
control knob on the front panel, en-
abling it to act as the master volume
control for speakers in stereo configura-
tions.The meter is built into a half -rack
width package.

+45 4485 0255; fax +45 4485 1250

wvnv.dk-autho.amr, info@fi-audis.cam

1=E
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Big Pipe:
This is not your ather's STL.

Big Pipe is not just another studio -transmitter link. With scalable, bidirectional capabilities
up to a whopping 45 Mb/s, you can interchange analog and digital audio, HD Radio data,
Ethernet, serial data, video, and telephony via a wireless or wireline path. Scalable, flexible,

and reliable, Big Pipe works just as well for studio facility interconnects and many other
media transports needs. Because it comes from BE, you know that Big Pipe is designed

for the realities of radio, including tight bLdgets and rock solid performance.
Contact BE for details.

Program Generation & Data Generation a

I=E
Broadcast E unx.x. Inc.  4100 North 24th Street. PO. Box 3606. Quincy. Illinois 62305-3606 USA

Telephone: (217)224-9600  Fax (217) 224-9607  E -Mat bdcast@bdcast corn
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PC mixer
Henry Engineering
Booth N1100
Studiodrive:Thisstere).audio mixer
fits in the drive bay area of any PC. It
features six inputs (one mic and five
line;, and his on -air and soundcard
outputs. S n rces can 1E mixed for a
live broacc3st or recoiled and ed-
ited on the PC.There is also a built-

in telephone coupler, a mix -minis output, and
provision for remote ml: control The monitor
system features automatic muting when the mic is
on, plus control of on -air warning lignts.

626-355-3656: fax 626-355-0077

viviwhenyeng.canr, isfahenrpg.urn

Stand-alone automation
Arrak is Systems
Boons N2022
Char: !Dior.: This cn-
air woristation ccm-
bines the ccmpany's
Digilik XtrE me soft-
ware and the the Ciamp-6
worksat:on tardw-sre. It fea:tres
an embedded PC and aud o playbacl,
system ir. a faniess unit. It has four stereo sound
cards built in with play and record, arabg and digital
audit I/0 and logic control for all four audio channels. ti is
Wind :.ws XP 3S compalble with built- i -1 networking for aldio
and s:h3clule inter'acing.

370-461-0M fax 970-663410
wvw.arra( s-systEn-s.:im sales@arralis-systems.com

Pro Tools effects plug-in
Eventide
Booth N704
H3000 Bank Delays: The plug-in will provide Pro Tools users with the feature set and functionality of the Band Delays
algorithm from the 113000 n a plug-in tormat.The plug-in features hot keys, which provide four editing controls,providing
quick access to scalable multiple parameter manipulation of the four most important adjustments tothe effect.The product
also features eight tempo -based delays each with programmable resonant filters and independent panning controls.

201-641-1200: fax 201-641-1640: wwir.evantidtonn:audia@eventide-cam

klYSTaC-:

Since - 979 Mager Systems,
Ir c. has been custom
deEign ng and fabricating
aeird winning furniture for
It e broadcast industry

:t cnwide. We are still the
rn palms and leaders in
serd sifface tops and
applications which comes
A4th a 10 -year warranty

c Drnolete one -stop -
:1.6p ircludes installation,
tisfikey pre wiring,
swi:ch s aid
compoients,conference
roo s, reception desks. and
office furniture. Our blending
of a: form with cutting edge
le ThniqJes. and a clear
ur ctrstanding of each
clent's application allows us
to produce your showplace
ta lc red to your budget.

WBAA

Purdue University

ktich Sensitive Switches &Keyboaris

TEL: 623-780-0045
FAX: 623-780-9860

mager@magersystems.c am
www.m stems.com

. .
r w ore intorm3tios

introdu
our new

award wino's,
"Sound Choicr

furniture. Our
modular in stork
furniture boasts

unsurpassed quality
for the economical

budget with a 10 -yea
limited warrairy.

See details on
our websiie.
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Portable powered mixer
Soundcraft USA

Booth N1018
Gigrac: This integrated mixer -amplifier features eight input channels. The first four
inputs are mono mic or line inputs. Inputs five through eight accept mono or stereo
sources. Each input has a two -band equalizer. There is a seven -band master graphic
equalizer on the output as well as a selection of preset digital effects.The model 300 has
single 300W power amp while the model 600 has two 300W power amps.The lid of the unit's
road -ready case is designed to stow microphones and cables.The mixer can be removed
from its case for fixed installations. It occupies 4RU.

818-920-3212: fax 818-920-3208

vnvwsoundcraftcom

soundcraft-usa@harman.com

Internet transmitter
monitoring
Burk Technology
BoothN3702
ARC -16 Web interface: Providing Web -
based control and monitoring for the
ARC -16 transmitter remote control system,
all connected ARC -16 units can be linked
to a single Web interface to allow site
control from a standard Web browser on
any networked PC. LAN/WAN capability
provides users the means to control their
sites via their local network, the company
intranet or from anywhere using the Inter-
net. The Web interface also sends alarm
notifications by e-mail or SMS to any e-
mail -enabled device.The interface needs
only one serial connection to the ARC -16
for Web -based control of all connected
units, and the connection from the Web
interface to the system may bedirect orvia
a full-time modem. This allows the user to
install the system at the transmitter site, at
the studio location or anywhere an Ether-
net connection is available.

800-255-8090; fax 978-486-0081

www.hurk.com; control@burt.com

Download the
Radio magazile
FASTtrack and

Exhibits Directory
for

www.beradio.com
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HD Radio:
Guaranteed.

This year, you might implement HD Radio. Dr you may upgrade your analog plant and

go HD Radio later. Either way, you want to buy confidently, without the risks of rapid
obsolescence or unpredictable expenses. That's why BE makes this guarantee: Any AM

or FM transmitter you buy from BE today will be compatible with your future HD Ra-
dio plans. And you'll get a firm price quote, valid for three years, on BE HD Radio gear.

Choosing BE today will serve you well into the future

Irwrommivtirerimmerwa

I=E
Broadcast Electr3Ncs. Inc  4100 North 24th Street. PO Box 3606. Quncy, Illthcas 62305-1606 U SA

Telephone: (217) 224-9600  Fax: (217) 224-9607  E -Mail: bdcastgbdcast.com
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Power condition-
ing system

Staco Energy
Products

Booth C1211
Firstline: Protecting against
voltage fluctuations, brown-
out conditions, harmonics
and transient surges, :his sys-
tem isolates the cor nected
load from the primary ac sup-
ply. The system can be config-
ured for any 208,400or480Vac
application. It can ha -Idle an

input voltage range of ±20 percent, while holding
output a tigt t regulation of ±-0.5 percent for bal-
anced lcLds and ±3 percent for unbalanced loads.
It has a tatal tarmonic distortion of less than 3
percent for linear loads, and less than 5 percent for
non-linear 'coeds. It also regulates frequer.cy to a
stringent ±0.05 percent.

917-253-1191; fax 937-253-1723

dal energy saleastacoenermum

Studio furniture
Omnirax

Booth C2014
Presto: The desk surface of
this product is wide enough
for large keyboard controllers, con-
trol surfaces orsmaller mixers, while
providing eight rack spaces in two bays within easy
reach. The shelf ab3ve the rack spaces can hold
computer monitors and nearfield monitors. The shelf below is
available for a computer and storage.The dimensions of this unit
are: height 3713", depth 31.38", width 55.9" weight 125Ibs.

800-332-3393; faxll5-332-2601; www.omnirax.com; info@omnirax.com

Music library
Manhattan Production Music

Booth C2545
Liver ax:Containing music performed by live studio music ians,the
genres in this library span everything from cutting -edge rock to
orchestral. New CDs will be created and distributed to subscribers.
The library will be available for blanket and laserdrop music
licensing, depending on the project. Some CDs will feature fullsongs
with lyrics, allowing fora more soundtrack -like feel.

800-221-1954; fax 21-262-0814; wwwmpmmusic.com; mpmusc@aol.com

New! FM Explorer
Online Visual Allocation Tool

Always Current - No Data Downloads - No Software to Buy
FM EXPLORER

4441:
sacs..

w
IF S. -PS

101100
C144441 ID 

C.* 
Nun

/Am S

004e40:
not-ann.

nnrns no. fnes bp  s an.

estsw opt&

www.dataworld.com info@dataworld.com
800-368-5754

PO Box 30730. Bethesda. MD 20824

Coaxial Dynamics'

Line of Liquid/Air
Terminations are

quickly becoming the
industry standard for
testing, adjusting and

alignment of R.F.
Transmitters.

Liquid/Air Cooled
Loads are available to
handle requirements

from 600W to 1 2.5kW.

COAXIAL DYNAMICS
SPECIALISTS IN OF TEST EQUIPMENT & COMPONENTS

15210 Industrial Parkway, Cleveland.
216-267-2233 800 -COAXIAL FAX:
E -Mail: coaxial©apk.net
Web Site: http://www.coaxial.com

OH 44135

216-267-3142

Cripodi VISAawe(
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-  Composite Audio Switcher:DA
Broadcast Devices

r 0--
4 ti?

eas Cf/S05:3CA 11111o, Booth N2718
J CDS-300 and CDS-302: These composite audio

switcher distribution systems switch and distribute FM base band stereo,subcarrier,
RBDS and SAP signals.The CDS-300 is a standard two -input switcher that accepts two composite inputs that can be distributed
to two composite input exciters.The CDS-302 is identical in function to the CDS-300 but also features a silence sensor and

automatic switching capability. Add one of four auxiliary modules available for both units and interface composite signals
to AES digital equipment.

914-737-5032; fax 914-736-6916; wwkboadcast-devices.nn: salesekoadcast-devices.cam

Audio router
AEQ
Booth N1312
BC 2000 D Router. More than an
audio switching router, this unit al-
lows centralized or decentralized
audio management, the link and
communications of all studios, as
many as 2,048 x 2,048 channels
with no limitation of simultaneous
connections. The unit offers a de-
centralized system linked by MADI
connections between all the sub -
racks. It handles digital, analog even
microphone inputs and outputs, as
well as non -audio signals such as
Dolby E and MPEG. Its signal pro-
cessing capability includes mixing,
equalizations, filters, compression,
expansion, limiting, reverb and de-
layThis product can be configured
to be totally redundant, and it has
automatic error correction capabil-
ity, plus remote diagnostic and re-
mote repair abilities. It may be used
as an intercom router using dedi-
cated panels.

954-581-7999; fax 954-581-7733

%WNW sales@aalbroadcatcom

RF monitors
Audemat-Aztec
Booth N1426
Navigator 100,Navitgator 1000:These
FM Navigators offer DSP technology,
front panel LED display (10 charac-
ters) and navigation interface, RS232
serial link and antenna or MPX input/
MPX output. The 100 FM features a
GPS receiver, removable flash card
for measurement and a loudspeaker.
The Navigator 1000 is the same ver-
sion as Navigator 100 without GPS. It
is useful for monitoring RBDS subcar-
rier and decode RBDS data.

305-692-7555: fax 305-682-2233

wvntaudemat-aztec.com

contact@audemat-aztec.com

- - 411.- 4- 0... t.

NeumannlINA

Think Of It.
As A Stealth
Fighter For
Your Voice
Introdheinv the 1101 101

Iiroadeast Mil. from Ni.inal

Neumann has been doing s la: of
Pstening lately. We've beenli.steninig

the radio, and what weve her,..nd
is that the world really dpcs need
a better broadcast- mic. A mi_di
1,--..tter one. Introducing the fer-4-
Neumann mic built expressly for
6-oadcast applications. Cllr 1W -Al

ECM 104 is a condenser wile :mat
can handle any talent thats throAn

it, and make it shine. Asd
co-' all, it does it at a price tlasf s

3roadcaster friendly."

Gain the clear acIvantaLw -
tie new Neumann BCM ')4,
and discover what a d fiere-ire
...leumann can make foryiscr-voic2:

TE I. 860.43452:0  FAX Ka 434 3148 www.neumennusa.com
Cefiada F14 -42E-3013 :a.c .1:14-426-3953  Mexico: Tel (5251 639 0956 Fax 5E3 6M-542
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Field Report

RFSoftware RFlnvestigator
By Don Mussell

Proughout the years, I have filed hundreds
of FCC applications. In the old days (20+
ears ago) I had to use whatever tools I
ould piece together to perform the alloca-

tion studies, find open channels, plot the
terrain graphs, create contour maps and
crunch the numbers. It took several days
to do all of the calculations and obtain the

Or11. art 'a.

be Odom Mb

gelAla MN 11
_21

- la. ,
If :  , 14.1 44  - -

rokrorr

studies, which needed timely license and application data
from the FCC reference room. That meant gathering the
data by hand in person or using a Washington, DC,service
to gather,copy and mail the countless paper files required
to provide a detailed and timely source for the study.

Those old days are gone. There are some powerful
software tools now available that do most everything that is
required to search for new allocations, and also provide the
ability to modify and upgrade any existing AM or FM station.

I was given the opportunity to evaluate the RFlnvestigator
2.0 suite of programs, and it is an impressive package.
Included under the hood of this powerful set of programs
are a group of software tools that can be used to complete
commercial and non-commercial channel allocation
searches. All of the tools I need are here, including open
channel searches and studies, contour maps, automatic
directional antenna pattern design, terrain profiling and
other helpful features. In short, everything that I need to
gather,analyze and prepare the data for FCC applications
for clients is right here at my fingertips.

By purchasing the optional DB-Builder, I can download
the FCC database from the FCC website myself and use it
directly with the programs.Thisalone pays for itself quickly
because the FCC downloads don't cost anything.

Making it easy
To test the program, I used my 2.4GHz PC notebook and

the supplied CD from the company. The program comes
with a short movie that explains a typical set of tasks for the
program and provides a glimpse at some of the features.
The manual is helpful as well, and after a few minutes the

software was loaded and configured. I was ready to

Performance at a glance
Analyzes STL microwave paths

Calculates population within contours and
contour overlaps

Includes 30 -second terrain data

Three -second terrain data is available

Antenna pattern tool to design DAs

Performs free -space and Longley-Rice path
loss calculations

try my hand at an FM class upgrade for one of my
commercial FM clients. For the most part, the program
suite is fairly intuitive and easy to follow. After a few
more minutes, I had the station of interest up on the
screen, and the open allocation spacings around the
station were plainly in view. A couple more mouse
clicks and I had an answer for the upgrade question.
The answer was yes, but the station would require
contour protection and a directional antenna. This
might take some time, I thought. But a few more
mouse clicks and something I thought impossible
was created before my eyes. A directional antenna

pattern meeting FCC rules concerning minimum two -
degree variation and power levels was finished and wait-
ing for my inspection before I could even begin to think
about all of the calculations needed to do it by hand.

As a test, I decided to try moving one of my client's
stations to an adjacent site to determine if the situation
would be better or worse from a coverage and interfer-
ence basis. Once again, I found it fairly easy to compare

topographic maps, and then sometimes a
few weeks more if there was a complicated
set of protections to be figured into the mix.
Non-commercial applications were even
more difficult, because those applications
required spacing and contour interference
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To help determine potential new tower sites, existing
tower and transmitter site locations can be
quickly mapped.

the sites using the array of tools available
within the program. By examining the sites
using theTerrain Profiler, I determined that the
alternate site had a problem with terrain
blocking the signal from full
line -of -sight coverage to the
city of license.To confirm my
results, a mouse click provid-
ed a color terrain view that
confirmed the size and loca-
tions of the hills that would
be a problem.

So not only did I quickly
figure out a way to upgrade
the station, but I also saved
valuable time in research-
ing the viability of the alter-
nate site, and all without
having to switch between
different programs and op-
erating platforms.

In thinking about finding a
site for another client to relocate, a new
tower would need to be constructed. With
another mouse click, the software showed
the locations of all the nearby AM broadcast

RFSoftware

352-336-7223

352-367-1725

www.rfsoftware.com

info@rfsoftware.com

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive Radio
magazine feature for radio broadcasters. Each
report is prepared by well -qualified staff at a radio
station, production facility or consulting company.

These reports are performed by the industry,
for the industry. Manufacturer support is limited
to providing loan equipment and to aiding the
author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine to
publish the results of any device tested, positive
or negative. No report should be considered an
endorsement or disapproval by Radio magazine.

towers, which was
handy for determining
if a collocation was
possible, or if the new
tower would be close
enough to an existing
AM broadcast tower to
require a de -tuning
network to be added.
In short, every time I
came up with a seem-
ingly difficult question.

the software seemed to have the
answer ready and waiting.

It is obvious that the company
has brought some considerable
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The Terrain Profiler provides an easy view of the
relative terrain between two points.

engineering expertise and expe-
rience to this set of programs.
Much of what I am used to doing,
even with the assistance of vari-
ous software programs I have on
hand, was made faster and easier
to accomplish using the RF In-
vestigator. For the serious alloca-
tion consultant, or the group en-
gineer or owner seeking to max-
imize the facilities of anystation,
the RF Investigator is a fully -load-

ed and powerful tool to accom-
plish everything needed to get
the most out of any facility.

I only wish I had this wonderful
suite of programs to use back
when I was doing applications
and studies by hand.

Mussell is a consulting engineer in
Bonny Doon, CA.

TEST FASTER

FOR LESS

DSCOPE SERIES III
AUDIO TEST SYSTEM

Applications:

Research & Development

Automated Production Test

Quality Assurance

Servicing

Installation

Suitable for:

Analogue and Digital testing

192kHz sampling; AES3; SPDIF

CD; SACD; DSD; DVD; MP3;

Multimedia Audio

Prism Media Products Limited
Tel: +44 (0)1223 424988
Fax: +44 (0)1223 425023

Prism Media Products Inc.
Tel: 1-973 983 9577
Fax: 1-973 983 9588

Call or e-mail NOW
sales@prismsound.com
www.prismsound.com
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Field Report

TDM Data Solutions EAScriber Pro
By Kirk Chestnut, CSRE
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Performance at a glance

Real time EAS activity database logging

Monitor as many as eight stations

Redundant file logging system

Helps to improve compliance with
Part 11 EAS regulations

Database easily integrates with a website

data from third -party EAS equipment and stores it as a
Microsoft Access database file or as a text log. Equipped
with a modest computer running Windows and a multi -
port serial card, it is possible to monitor as many as eight
EAS decoders. Once the data is captured, the worries of
manual logging or replacing printer rolls disappear.

Any Pentium -class computer will do the job. Station
clusters with more than two decoders will need to consider
the purchase of a multi -port serial card. TDM can supply
the needed hardware if necessary.

The base ?rice for EAScriber Pro covers one EAS de-
coder. Discount prices apply for use with three or more
decoders. TDM provides basic software support free of
charge. An annual software maintenance fee of 40 percent
per year guarantees upgrades and off -site support. Com-
pared to the !evel and frequency of FCC fines for EAS non-
compliance, I found that the purchase price more than
justified any potential fine.
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Reporting feature for creating reports filtered by date
and station ID

thing you need to worry about could also
be the most critical. Wouldn't it be nice to
have all of your EAS equipment logging to
a computer?

EAScriber Pro from TDM Data Solutions
addresses this problem. EAScriber takes

Put into use
EAScriber is a snap to install. Plug in the serial cards and

attach the serial cables to each EAS decoder. Install the
serial card drivers and then install the EAScribersoftware;
it's that simple. The program provides four easy to
navigate panels fordata listening, event logging, reporting
and configuration.

The data listening page displays the text output from each
decoder in real-time. This information is identical to the
printer output. One can view activity simultaneously from
as many as eight decoders on this panel.
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The event log page shows the raw EAS text as
received from each decoder as well as opera-
tional notes inserted by EAScriber Pro. Once the
log has been reviewed, you may write the log to
a file. This provides a means for that regular
weekly chief operator review. Log files are
named using the date the file was saved.

The reporting page allows the user to custom-
ize reports by station, time frame or missed tests.
Filtered reports can be generated showing re-
quired weekly tests (RWT) sent and received
with more than seven days elapsed between
tests. The same is true with the 31 -day required
monthly test (RMT) interval as well as a 60 -
minute RMT relay violation.

The configuration page manages data port
configuration and labeling. The user enters
station call letters associated with each re-
spective port as well as the data baud rate. A
configuration option is available for the Sage
Multi Station Relay Panel system where mul-
tiple stations use the same decoder. The
system isTCP/IP configurable where RS -232 is
not practical.
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for less than

$3000

DSPX Digital Audio Processor
CD 18 x 24 -bit OSP! prording 1 GGA-MIPS of power

0 Comprehensive BLUE audio metering and sc -een

CD Digital and anzIX IC

0 Wide and multi-bandAGC's wit -1 intelligent gating

0 Multi -band prcogri.m-te dependent limiting

0 Look ahead limiter a -c distortion canceled flipping

0 DSP stereo encoder .with composite clipoinc control

0 Back -panel and rack -Dom (Iron: panel) serial control

0 LAN / Net websersei for remote control

0 Full range of user pr-mets with lye A/B switc ling

0 Software upgradeab-e

IT

hie from tor "r I Ts 3r facts -y direct f-

www.broadcastwarehouse.com

NEI:SINIATN
THE WCR-O'S LARGEST
ELECTFKII/C MEDIA SHOW

Apra 7-22 JO.. L.. 00000 NV

Version 1.0
now available

1-888-8661672
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Field Report

Out of the box
The hardest part of the installation pro-

cess was getting the data from each air
studio to the central equipment room
where the logging computer was located.
We stretch the limits of RS -232 on a regular
basis around the building with runs of 100'
or more. To boot, the RF in our facility can
create a lot of problems so we run all of our

serial data through shielded CAT -5 cable.
The logging computer we use is a 333MHz Pentium II

running Windows 98. The multi -port serial card,which we
purchased from TDM, is a RocketPort eight -port PCI card.
This computer is connected to our network so files can be
shared among the engineering group. We can back up
these files to external storage media.
Ours was a perfect application for this product. We

manage eight radio stations under one roof, so you can
imagine the mounds of paper we would go through just
to stay compliant with FCC rules. Situated in tornado

alley, Kansas City sees its share of severe
weather each year. Invariably, a single
storm event will generate enough EAS
activity to run a roll of paper thy before the
night is over. I'm lucky to get the air staff to
take an interest in knowing EAS operations
let alone training them to feed a new roll of
paper in those little printers.

Once everything was installed, we began
testing communications between the com-
puter and the decoder by cycling power
on the decoders one at a time. Almost
without fail the system worked flawlessly.
In a couple of cases, communication was
established once I corrected my own wir-
ing mistakes.

Because the computer now logs every
move the EAS decoders made, we have
deactivated the printers.This made us realize
how dependent some of our board ops were
on the paper printouts.The whirring noise of
the printer was their cue that something was
up that demanded their attention. It has

ThuSelling Digital Logger
in Radio

Innovative Automation System
on the market

-;:fuMedi C

all at the OMT Technologies booth

0rci
at NAB!

The HOTTEST profanity and indecency Tool for your Station
It's the original, and the number one selling digital logger on the planet
- brought to you by the company that invented iMediaTouch, the world's
first broadcast automation system.

Used in stations and radio groups all over the country, including all of the top
10 markets, this award -winning product allows you to:

 Simultaneously record up to 12 stereo/mono audio sources
 Supports multiple compression formats

 MP2, MP3, Windows Media Audio, Real Audio and PCM
 On one record input, create four recordings

 Example: 24/7 log, mic skim, best of shows and an Internet stream
 Schedule time or closure based recordings
 Remotely configure and manage your iMediaLogger system on LAN/WAN
 Records audio files compatible with all major automation systems

laTomeh
Connecting Radio Groups through Superior Technology
New innovative live assist features, stellar satellite interfacing, non-proprietary
architecture, great console interfaces and now, a very affordable price make
iMediaTouch the most advanced On Air system for any format, any size, or any
broadcast cluster. The iMediaTouch system is known for its ability to run, and run
and run without constant engineering supervision or IT management.

Provide your station with the future of radio automation with iMediaTouch's four
proven modules: On -Air, Production, Logtools and Voice Tracking.

Upgrading? iMediaTouch gives your station ease of transition from any current
automation system!

Come see an array of new features added to our already popular iMediaTouch 2.0!

For Sales Inquiries - Toll Free 888-665-0501 or visit www.imediatouch.com

N B Come See La at booth N709 In the Radio Half
Th. Ongtnal Ti,. Standen!. T,

TDM Data Solutions

P

E

303-995-9221

www.tdmdatasolutions.com

info@tdmdatasolutions.com

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive
Radio magazine feature for radio broadcast-
ers. Each report is prepared by well -qualified
staff at a radio station, production facility or
consulting company.

These reports are performed by the indus-
try, for the industry. Manufacturer support is
limited to providing loan equipment and to
aiding the author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine to
publish the results of any device tested,
positive or negative. No report should be
considered an endorsement or disapproval
by Radio magazine.

Download the NAB
exhibits FASTtrack to

- your PDA.
Follow the link at

www.beradio.com.
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most serious EAS events,
however other means are
in the works to give the
operator a visual cue to
an EAS alert like storm
watches and warnings.

For years, we've talked
about the tapeless studio.
Now we are moving to-
ward the paperless stu-
dio. The final crowning
achievement will be the
development of an EAS
pop-up screen for the
board op's Internet com-
puter. This will give our
board ops the informa-
tion they need without the
extra paper storage.

Chestnut is is an engineer
with Entercom Kansas City.

ITSIIKEEPER!
INNKEEPER PBX easily converts your multi -line PBX
type telephone system into a professional, affordable

talk show console. Simply connect between your telephone

handset and the phone base. So simple, anyone can do it.
Winner of Radio World's 2003 Cool Stuff Award.

JK Audio
REMOTE AUDIO & BROADCAST GEAR

Toll Free (USA & Canada): 800-552-8346

Tel: 815-786-2929  Fax: 815-786-8502

www.jkoudio.com  'nto@jkoudio.com

MONITORING TO THE POWIE OF 8

/

The ultimate audio monitoring card. Times eight. AudoScisice makes broadcast
monitoring easier than e.er with the amazing AS18702/8713 6-c-lannet tuner adarter
boards. Monit3r, log, verify ads and identify content on 8 audic channels simultane-
ously from just about any source: AM. FM, even TV (A5137L3-. An onboard 225Mhz

DSP processes the and o and routes it out thru D8-9 and 50 -pit connectors. Drivers

for Windows :000, XP End Linux are available. Custom conigt rations available. Call

us at +1-302-324-53333r go to www.audioscience.corr.

(ivirfamfaloaft 40failar
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Low bit -rate audio coding Ls an enabling tech-

nology fora number of applications like digital
radio, mobile multimedia applications and In-

ternet streaming (Web radio).
The limited overall bandwidth available for a

digital transmission system makes it desirable to
use a low bit rate per channel to distribute the
audio in the given transmission data rate. There-
fore. system designers have to use highly efficient
perceptual audio codecs, such as MP3 or AAC, at
low bit -rates.

In Internet streaming applications, the connection
bandwidth that can be established between the

How1) rj
1j±jjj

stands out in a crowd

Web radio server and the listener's client application depends on
the listener's connection to the Internet. In many cases today,
people use POTS modems or ISDN lines with a fairly limited data
rate; lower than the rate that would be desirable to produce an
appealing audio quality by means of conventional perceptual
audio codecs. Even with connections to the Internet through
high -bandwidth connections such as DSL, the ever-present con-
gestion on the Internet limits the connection bit -rate that can be
used in a stable manner over a longer time period.

In mobile communications, the situation is similar to the digital
radio scenario. Because the overall bandwidth available for all
services in a certain geographic area (a network cell) is limited, the
system operator has to take measures to allow as many users as
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possible in that network cell to access mobile communication
services in parallel. For comm-reiLl rE ,sons, the network
operators have to ensure that they use :heir available spectrum
as efficiently as possible by means of speech and audio
codecs. Considering the effect that the advent of multimedia
services has on the data rate demands in mobile communica-
tion systems, it becomes apparent that even with G3 phone
technology, cellular networks will have to use perceptual
codecs at a fairly low data rate.

The technical challenge
Using perceptual cadecs at low bit rates, however, is not

without its downside. State-of-the-art perceptual audio co-
decs achieve CD -quality or transparent audio quality at a bit -
rate of about 128kb/s (about 12:1 compression). Below
128kb/s, the perceived audio quality of most of these codecs
begins to degrade significantly. The codecs either start to
reduce the audio bandwidth and tomodify the stereo image,
or they introduce annoying coding artifacts resulting from a
shortage of bits in the attempt to represent the complete audio
bandwidth. Both ways of modifying the perceived sound can
be considered unacceptable above a certain level. At 64kb/s
for instance, MP3 would offer an audio bandwidth of about

OMNIRAK
INTRODUCING OMNIRAX BROADCAST FURNITURE
AVAILABLE TO ICC DIRECT FROM THE SOURCE!

See us at NAB 2004: Booth C2014

Custom Image Room
Furniture

Custom On -Air Room Furniture

Presto MF

Force 36 MF

penwaso 14 mai 113011.
wry mom. AA

AwIal4 ti  4 Immeer  =Await .110. Simm.* Mae* - mg w_

OinniDesk MF Suite

( ,L

Awarly torlImor i
misimm .1.1. Owe a.e. Ibiammr

Mole bomica ow wino

'avoid .11111 /amens.111.. Awe .101

rinewni 4.01..pmeol 0111.11
Rad IILV-11/ 11 mom Awl

Why Omnirax?
II Excellent collakiratwe CUSITMI design ability,

sti you get exsctly what you want
 Unique combination of style, functionality

and ergonomics
 Fanatical attention to detail
 15 years of experience
 100% satisfaction guaranteed

P O. Box 1792 Sausalito, CA 94966
800.332.3393 415332.3392 FAX 415.1321607

wwixouinirax.cxxo info( 011111iTaII.COM
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10kHz or introduce a fair amount of coding arti-
facts. Each of these factors severely affects the
listening experience.

The technical solution
Spectral Band Replication (SBR) is a neweraudio

coding enhancement tool. It offers the possibility to
improve the performance of low bit -rate audio and
speech codecs by increasing the audio bandwidth
at a given bit -rate or by improving coding efficiency
at a given quality level.

SBR can increase the !imited audio bandwidth
that a conventional perceptual codec offers at low
bit -rates, so that it equals or exceeds analog FM
audio bandwidth (15kHz). SBR can also improve
the performance of narrow -band speech codecs,
offering the broadcaster speech -only channels
with 12kHz audio bandwidth used, forexample, in

0 5000 10000 f (Hz)

Audio bardwidth IKmiting is common in many forms of audio
transmission.
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multilingual broadcasting. As most speech codecs are bandwidth
limited,SBR is important not only for improving speech quality,but
also for improving speech intelligibility and speech comprehen-
sion. SBR is mainly a post -process, although some pre-processing
is performed in the encoder to guide the decoding process.

From a technical point of view,SBR is a method for highly efficient
coding of high frequencies in audio compression algorithms.
When used in conjunction with SBR, the underlying coder is only
responsible for transmitting the lower part of the spectrum. The
higher frequencies are generated by the SBR decoder, which is
mainly a post -process following the conventional waveform
decoder. Instead of transmitting the spectrum, SBR reconstructs
the higher frequencies in the decoder based on an analysis of the
lower frequencies transmitted in the underlying coder. To ensure
an accurate reconstruction, some guidance information is trans-
mitted in the encoded bit stream at a low data rate.

The reconstruction is efficient for harmonic as well as for noise-

like components, and allows for proper shaping in the time domain
as well as in the frequency domain. As a result, SBR allows full
bandwidth audio coding at very low data rates, thus offering a
significantly increased compression efficiency compared to the
core coder.

The performance
SBR can enhance the efficiency of perceptual audio codecs by

about 30 percent in the medium to low bit -rate range.The exact level
of improvement that SBR can offer also depends on the underlying
codec.For instance,usingSBR in conjunction with MP3 can achieve
a quality at 64kb/s stereo that compares to conventional MP3 at a
bit rate of more than 100kb/sstereo.SBR can be used with mono and
stereo as well as with multichannel audio. SBR offers maximum
efficiency in the bit -rate range where the underlying codec itself is
able to encode audio signals with an acceptable level of coding
artifacts at a limited audio bandwidth.

Currently in the process of standardization. Enhanced AAC Plus will
further reduce bit rates and increase audio quality for bandwidth-

constrained channels for bit rates as low as 20kb/s to 32kb/s.

Applications
The Digital Radio Mondiale (DRM) consortium has defined a global

standard for digital radio in the short -and medium -wave frequencies.
These frequencies are currently used for low -quality, wide -range
radio transmissions, mostly by large global broadcasters like BBC

4
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SBR restores the high -frequency content that was removed to accommodate the encoding path.

Wbrld Service. Radio France International, Voice of America and
Deutsche Wefle The transmission channel characteristics and the
current channel spacing, which will be maintained in the digital system
for reasons of co -existence in the transition period, do not allow a high
data rate, making this system a good candidate for the use of SBR.
Within the DRM system, SBR is used in connection with AAC.

XM Satellite Radio began using a customized AAC Plus audio
encoding algorithm with neural audio optimization in April 2002.
AAC Plus combines the AAC algorithm with SBR technology. AAC
Plus is commercially available for Internet streaming applications,
and it is used by Telos, Orban and RealNetworks.

The audio encoding algorithm used by Ibiquity for IBOC is called
HDC, which combines Ibiquity's proprietary encoder with SBR.

At the end of 2003, mobile network operators launched the first
services to download songs to mobil phones, using AAC Plus. These

Simian 1.6 is the result of input from
numerous BSI users. Thanks to their
input. Simian now includes an on-
screen weather display that updates
from the inllernet.

The new Simian also includes
sophisticated new Voice -Tracking
functionality allowing Voice -Tracking
days in advance, even from remote
studios, and an improved ability to
verify logs before air play.

Simian is still the most feature -rich
automation system in the industry
and provides powerful, reliable
broadcast automation for stations in
the US and around the world.

providers include
mm02,Vodafone, and
SK Telecom.

A combination of
MP3 and SBR in a back-

wards com patible way,
MP3 Pro has been in-
tegrated into the exist-
ing MP3 market. Con-
ventional MP3 players
can still render a use-
ful output from an MP3

Pro bit stream, while MP3 Pro players can decode
the added in formation. he performance of MP3Pro
is significantly higher than that of MP3. MP3Pro at
64kb/s performs better than MP3 at 96kb/s, offering
the user a convenient way to improve the storage
efficiency of his portable player. MP3 Pro will also
be able to improve the fidelity at 128kb/s, allowing
true CD -quality storage and replay. At the lower bit
rates used for streaming applications today,MP3 Pro
will help to increase the audio bandwidth of the
compressed signal, giving it a substantial subjective
quality boost over current streaming formats.

Kunz is the VP of strategic marketing for Coding
Technologies, Nurnberg, Germany.

Broadcas: Software International
192t7 Bailey Hifl Road, Suite A
Eugena CR 97405
www.bs usa.com
888-3SI-LSA1 (888-274-8721)
infc@bs usa.com

New

Simian
broadcast
automation

Simian 1.6

Just $1499 including technical support and updates for 1 year

Thousands of users have discovered how
easy and versatile BSI Simian really is.

Test and try
before you buy. A

BM I
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New Products
By Kari Taylor, associate editor

FET condenser mic
Brauner Microphones
Phantom C: A fixed cardioid, phantom -
powered FET mic, this product offers 8dBa
self noise, 28mV/Pa cardioid sensitivity
and 142dB max SPL at 0.5 percent THD.
Complete with carry case and shock
mount, this mic is targeted at on -air and
voice-over applications.

102-365-5155; fax 102-365-5145

www.braunerusacom; sales@transaudiogroup.com

Compact power amplifers
Crown Audio

I -Tech Series: Each ampli-
fier in this series occupies
2RU of space and weighs
less than 281bs. The units
feature a Class I switching
output design to deliver
power while generating a
fraction of the heat of con-
ventional designs. The
power supply delivers full

power regardless of ac mains voltage from
120V to 277V and from 50Hz to 60Hz.
Power factor correction allows these units
to draw current from the mains efficiently,
providing more power from a single 20A
breaker. The front panel provides an LCD
display and menu -based system with full
amplifier diagnostics. AES/EBU digital
audio inputs are standard, along with bal-
anced analog XLR inputs and passive -
through outputs.

800-342-6939; fax 219-294-8250

vnwinownaudio.com; mamiller@crowninicom

STL receiver filters
Integrated Microwave

Cavity bandpass filters:
These filters are narrow
bandpass cavity filters
for 900MHz STL receiv-
ers. Designed as prese-
lector filters, these cavi-
ties offer low loss, steep
skirts and a rugged hous-
ing.Typical uses include
rejection of other STL
signals, paging services

and cell phone noise. Each filter is sold
pretuned to the user's exact STL frequency.
Ultimate rejection is better than 80dB.

858-259-2600; fax 858-755-8619; wvAtimcsicom

RF connectors
Pomona Electronics

BNC: These space -saving connectors are designed for
specific applications such as cross -connect panels requir-
ing multiple BNC connections. The 6700/01BNC within-

series adapters have ni-
ckel -plated brass bodies
with gold-plated center
contact pins and sockets
with a PTFE insulator. The
connectors permit parallel
routing of cables, horizontally
or vertically, for well -organized
cable dressings with less stress
on conductors. They also offer a
50W impedance, zero to 4GHz
frequency response, a voltage of
500V and insulation resistance of 5,000M11 minimum. The
6717/18/19 coaxial 50W connectors with adapters come
with white valox or metal cases, nickel -plated brass bodies
with gold-plated center contact pins and sockets with a
PTFE insulator. Users can mount two BNC connectors in the
same PCB space that was required by one. The voltage is
500V and insulation resistance of 5,000MS2 maximum and
it offers a shock og 50G, vibration 20G from 80 to 2000Hz.

800-490-2361; fax 425-446-6010

vimpornoaselectraaks.com; infapomosatestcom

Realtraps
Microtraps: This prod-
uct is 2' x4' and 1" thick,
making them lighterthan
the company's Minitraps
while occupying less
space. A dual -layer
membrane enhances its
low frequency absorp-
tion. Like the original
Minitraps, these are made
with rigid fiberglass and metal, so they have a Class A fire
rating and can be installed in public venues.

860-210-1810; fax ; www.realtraps.com; salearsaltraps.com

Acoustic treatment

Disk editor
SAW Studio
Saw StudioVersion 3.6b:The latest version of this product
features slower mixer settings and a scrolling -adjustment
mode to be less sensitive to small mouse changes. This
results in an overall feeling of more control. The SRP/Rec
latch operation has been enhanced to automatically de-
tect a marked area and override the latch function for auto
punch -in at the marked area. Also, the SRP punch -in code
has been adjusted to help eliminate record bufferoverruns
under certain conditions on certain systems.

www.santalio.com; support@sawstudio.com
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Midfield monitors
Adam Professional Audio

S2.5 and S2.5 -A Nearfield: The
high frequencies in these mon-
itors are reproduced by the
A.R.T. tweeter, a transducer that
squeezes air in and out in a 4:1
ratio instead of pushing it in. a

piston -like 1:1 ratio. The woofer
has an 8" diameter and uses a
Hexacone diaphragm. Its dia-
phragm is 3mm thick and con-
sists of a honeycomb core that is
coated with Kevlar on both sides.

These monitors are useful for small to medium control
rooms and production or broadcast studios. In its active
version, it has a control panel on the front that carries a
stand-by switch, as well as tweeter level and shelving filter
controls to adapt to different room acoustics.
493086300910: in 4930 9630097/: wser

Structure security alert
Resonant Results

Tower Watcher. This security
alert system protects a site from
liability, base jumpers,damage,
intruders and vandals. The unit
detects movement and acti-
vates a remote control system. It
is a structure security alert witl
a large -object detector. It mon-
itors tower activity and features
a remote -control interface,
along with universal mounting.
The system is on duty 24 hours a day, seven da)-, a v ek.

608-839-3950: fax 608-839-394twaressimesdrum

Talkback monitor
Coleman Audio

TB4: The TB4 has four stereo inputs and two
alternate speaker outputs that are all bal-

anced on XLR connectors. The control room signal path
is passive and uses a stepped attenuator that tracks to
0.05dB for level to the speakers. There is also a balanced
stereo cue input and output on '/4" RTS jacks with a master
level control for the headphone amplifier feed.The remote
talkback mic is connected with a 12' cable and has a
separate level control. The engineer headphone output
can select the main signal or the cue signal.

516-334-7109: In 516-344-1420: rewaralamitas

Plug -ins
Sound Toys
Ultra FX:Featuring eight plug-ins,the first to
be released is Filter Freak. This is a digital
plug-in that captures the sound of analog
filtering. Built around a steep 48dB per
octave analog modeling filter, nearly any
filter character and sound can be created.
Some modulation features of this product
include programmable rhythmic filtering,
triggered envelopes and tempo -controlled
LFOs.The unit supports Digidesign's HTDM,
RTAS and Audiosuite plug-in formats and
Pro Tools HD, LE and Mix systems. The
Phase Mistress plug-in combines the
warmth of analog phasing with tempo -
locked modulation and programmable
LFOs. This plug-in's features include true
stereo output, programmable modulation
modes, MIDI tempo synchronization for re -
mix and dance music, the ability to design
sweep shapes for infinite variations of filter
sweep effects and adjustable control of the
intensity and depth of the phasing effect.

1177-0001.-0:1u 102.9513191

wwasisdinnsi siles@ismschicum

Music
scheduling software

Micropower
Powergold: This 32 -bit Windows music
scheduling system can handle simulta-
neous, multi-user access, and it supports
Novel networks, Windows
95/98/ME/NT/2000 networks
or peer -to -peer networks
with or without Windows NT.
The software allows the user
to share songs from one
central music database. Us-
ers can create a music sched-
ule in one database and send
it to other databases in the
company. Each station then
has the ability to automatically merge
user -defined portions of that schedule
into its own schedule. Open and edit in
multiple windows at the same time, such
as the schedule editor, the music library
and the clocks. Rotate and schedule non -
music events with the same power and
control assong scheduling from one piece
of software.

000-079-1031 floc 5111-721-3211

mammal=

CD
CL1=.

O
O
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New Products

Amplifiers
Crest Audio
ST series: Designed for use in live and fixed
installations, this series of amplifiers offers
a resonant mode power supply. This tech-
nology results in an amplifier sounding
like one with a classic linear power supply,
without the size, weight and thermal waste.
Long-term reliability and efficiency is im-
proved, plus a 20dB lower noise floor is
achieved .The amplifiers are built with large
storage capacitors in the powersupply that

contribute to solid low -frequency perfor-
mance. Topping off at 1,000 WPC at 4fl,the
largest model, the ST2000, weighs 24lbs. in
2RU.All ST series amplifiers have a frequen-
cy response of 10Hz to 20kHz.
201-N9-1700: fax 201-909-8744: wvni.crustaudio.com

Noise filter
Drawmer

Monitor
NHTPro

M-20: This near- and
mid -field monitor fea-
tures a flat, wide baffle
across the tweeter and
a narrower baffle sur-
rounding the woofer,
providing more even
dispersion and en-
hanced imaging over
an extended listening
area. There are no parallel surfaces inside the M -20's
cabinet, so internal standing waves remain random, af-
fording an improved overall midrange frequency re-
sponse of 45Hz to 20kHz ±1.5dB. The monitor is sold by
the channel, and includes a 250W monaural control
amplifier that fits in a single rack space. The amp features
boundary compensation, listening distance proximity
and switchable input sensitivity as well as a diagnostics
window to display the average power output, heat sink
temperature and line voltage.

800-648-9993; fax 707-748-5945; www.nhthifi.com

DF330: The DF330 offers

pass filter circuitry that sets
itself to open and close

bandwidth to the highest frequency of input audio. A nine -segment LED shows the high frequencycut
off of this auto filter. The unit also offers a downward expander section used to reduce as much as 40dB
of broadband noise during momentary silences in the program. When the program begins,the expander
release restores full gain. The attack time of the expander is self -setting and the release times are variable
with a five -segment LED gain reduction meter. Other features include an overall bypass switch, rumble
filter bypass, separate expander bypass and variable filter bypass, plus a stereo link switch. Inputs and
outputs are -10dB ('/4 -inch unbalanced) and +4dB (XLR balanced) so outputs from -10dB tape machines
can be de -noised and converted to +4dB.

+441124 318669: +441924 290460: wiw.drawmettom: infoadrawrner.com

Free, Full Function,
Trial CDROM's of

VoxPro e2
Free Trial Downloads at:

www.audionlabs.com/e2?AACode=ALRM6
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New Products

Radio transmitters
Nexus Broadcast Products
NBEA 2kW: With its solid-state Mosfet design,this amplifier
offers a switching power supply of 90V to 220V. It covers the
entire FM broadcast band and features an output power of
2kW 10.5dB. Other featu res of this amplifier include a female
N input connector, an input/output impedance of 500; an
AM signal-to-noise ratio greater than -55dB synchronous
and asynchronous, a Mosfet efficiency from 60 percent to 70
percent and RF unit cooling 2h.p. axial fans.

BOO -219-7461; fax 903-524-2260

www.nexusbroadcast.com idatheadfoofkagnol

Equalizer and mic preamplifier
Toft Audio Designs
AFC-2:This unit provides two independent channels each
with switchable mic/line input, selectable 48V phantom
power and instrument input. Input phase reverse operat-
ing is possible on mic and line inputs on each channel.
Musical four band sweep equalization ranging from 40Hz
to 15kHz in overlapping ranges is also available. The amp
is a compact 1RU system with internal power supply. Other
features include balanced XLR input formic input and jack
for line input and line output and '/4" -thick anodized
aluminum sculptured front panel.

877-563-6335; fax 310-373-4114; wymtoftaudiodesips.com

11,000

For more detailed information visit us at

Tower lights
alarm monitoring

Jabco
Alarmsoft: Unattended alarm monitoring
of tower lights is enabled with this central
station monitoring system. This feature
allows tower companies to self -monitor,
labor free, their alarm eventssuch as lights,
temperature, power, burglary or fire. This
product can be used to monitor tower
lights, HVAC, pump stations, refrigeration,
temperature, or any event that
would normally
be monitored by
an alarm comp-
any or an answer-
ing service. It can
also keep a log of
employee access to the tower
or other sites. During an alarm event, the
system will auto -locate a representative of
the tower firm for response to the alarm.

800-234-0064: fax 757-855-7314

www.ahmsoft.ca

Ap owe or me MOST POPLLAQ
CONSOLES e veopp

[VI

www.arrakis-sysiems.com or cal' (970) 461-0730
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Hew Products

Media transfer
Teksouth
IQ Light Speed: Designed to provide high
speed and secure transfer of media and
broadcast data, this system allows the user
to transfer filesseven to 39 times faster over
the Internet or local networks. The system
integrates extendable encryption and pro-
prietary algorithms to ac hieve reduction in
media transfer times. This product can
transfer all types of media files while man-
aging the security and bandwidth limita-
tions implicit to FIT and VPNs. It allows
transmission of multiple compressed, en-
crypted files asynchronously, with built-in
resiliency. This product has an automatic
restart (fail over) feature that leads to high
fault tolerance. When there is an unex-
pected interruption of the media transfer,
there is a restart of the transfer from the
point of communication failure.

800-842-1470: fax 205-631-1514
wvweeksouth.com

411/11110 ITAs t__1 PROGRAM=RAD10-1 12:00:0
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Portable
digital audio recorder
Core Sound
PD Audio CF: Rather than being a single piece of hardware,
this system is produced with inexpensive hardware and
software components the user can select to assemble a
compact recorder. The centerpiece of the PD Audio
system is the PD Audio -CF a Type I Compact Flash S/PDIF
interface with optical and coaxial inputs. The unit can be
mounted in PDA hosts that run Windows CE,PocketPC or
Linux, or used with laptop and desktop computers run-
ning Linux, Windows 2000 or Windows XP. The PDA-
based PD Audio operates on rechargeable batteries and
can quickly transfer audio data to a laptop/desktop
computer via removable solid-state memory cards, re-
movable PC card hard drives, CF card hard disk drives,
high capacity external 2.5" hard drives using the PC card
interface, SD cards and via wired and wireless LAN.

888-937-6832: fax 201-801-0912

www.care-sounicam

Satellite receiver
Profline
TRS:TheTranslineTRS,DVB audio receiver
demodulates a single -channel and multi-
channel -per -carrier DVB transport stream
to the stereo audio output and data output

and was developed for closed network broadcasting applications. An AES/EBU digital audio output, ASI
output and X.21 MPEG audio output extends the functionality toward full digital transport and remulti-
plexing of the transport stream in DVB or DAB without decoding and re -encoding artifacts.The wide symbol
rate from 256kb/s to 30Mb/s allows for single carrier per channel and multi -carrier per channel operation.
The receiver supports MPEG Layer 2 and Layer 3, analog and digital audio output, X.21 and ASIoutput.

31 26323 6969: fax 31 26323 3952; www.profime.at ide@prafine.n1

Interactive media service
Yes Networks
Yes: With more than 1,000 radio stations tracking more than two million songs per week in every genre
of music, listeners can now identify, interact with and purchase the music playing on the radio, as well as
the products and services associated with their favorite songs and performers. By adding two lines of
programming code, a station can provide its listeners an easy -to -use tool for identifying songs playing
on the air and buying the CD, merchandise and concert tickets. The service works by monitoring radio
stations across the country. Using digital fingerprints of each song,the technology identifies the pattern
of a song as it plays, matches it against its database and within seconds, presents the name of the song
and links directly to the products and services associated with it.

610-699-1908: www.vesiet canfact@yes.com

Stereo line mixers
Terratec

Sine SLM162, SLM82,
SLE82: Housed in com-
pact enclosures, this
trio of stereo line mix-
ers caterto studio and field applications that require flexible mixing in a small space. Offering 8 or 16 inputs
with a stereo output, the 1RU mixers offer a signal-to-noise ratio of greater than 97dB and frequency
response ranging from 20Hz to 20kHz, ensuring incoming signals are routed through with no signal loss.

+49 2151 8119-918: fax +49 2157 8179-22

eaterratec.net presse@tenatec.de

itsas as %oh 1110
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New Products

Digital accessories
LA Audio

Digibcoces: These digital toolboxes are housed in com-
pact aluminium cases, and are comprised of an AES
channel divider, AES and S/PDIF converter, AES three-
way splitter, S/PDIF four-way splitter, word clock/super
clock generator, word clock/super clock converter and
four-way clock distributor.

+44 20 8418 0178; fax +44 20 8418 0624

mwdaaudo.coic sales@faania.co.d

Graphic equalizer series
Sabine

Graphi-Q3100:This equalizer provides the
user instant hands-on, front panel control,
or the user can choose the blank front
panel versions for the ultimate in system
security. RS -232 remote computer control,
70 on -board program memories and

remote switching via contact closures are
standard in all units. The GRQ-3102 and
3102S are dual channel units and the GRQ-
3101 and 3101S are single channel units.

800-626-7394; fax 904-418-2001

twitualine.cafi sabile@sabine.cas

Backup system
Tunetracker Systems
Tunebacker: Tunebacker is a double -redundant backup system consisting of two removable hard drives,
allowing radio stations to keep one drive attached, to accept daily backups, while the other drive is kept
stored in a fireproof box or other safe location. The new system,which is intended for use with the Tune
Tracker Radio Automation System,works completely automated and requires no user intervention once
installed, other than to swap drives once a week.

866-835-5618; mwdunetrackersystems.com

Need to
DUMP?

...Get an
ARSE!

THE MOST SOPHISTICATED

PROFANITY DELAY SYSTEM ON THE

MARKET, WITH FEATURES SO

ADVANCED IT'S LIKE BEING ABLE TO
'EDIT' YOUR LIVE PROGRAM.

UP TO 30 SECONDS OF STEREO BROanr.ST-OUALITY
DELAY - SIMPLE TO USE, EVEN FOR PRESENTER SE

OPERATION - BUILDS DELAY INAUDIBLY USING ALGOR

OPTIMISED FOR SPEECH OR MUSIC - OR CAN BUILD DEL,,

BY PLAYING YOUR FILLER AUDIO FOR YOU AUTOMATICALLY -

COUNTDOWNS TO CUE POINTS ON BUILD/EDIT/DROP DELAY

www.profanitydelay.com

Experience Exceptional Quality, Reliability and Service!
Experience Armstrong Transmitter!

-tEll

111111

Our single tube high power FM trE namitters offer
you exceptional quality and affordeb e prices.

Built fc r the "real world" environment, these RF
workhc.rses offer long term reliablitv and features
not found in any other single tube War smitter
availat le.

Features include:

 1/4 Wave Grounded Grid PA.

 Fibe Optic PA Arc Detection.

 PA -emperature Protection.

 Advanced Control System with -emote
computer interface and auto log.

 More internal status sensors tan any other
trarsmitter.

 CD Quality Audio. (AES/EBU optional

 Ava lable from 15KW to 3510A. Ccmbined
systems to 60KW.

FM 30000 TX

Armstrong Transmitter ... the best RF products, the best around-the-cicck support,
and the best prices ... because you deserve nothing less!

ARMSTRONGAla TRANSMITTER CORPORATION
4830 Ncrth Street, Marcefius, VY 13108
Phan( : Z15-613-1269 Fax: 315-673-9972

Web Site: irmstrongtx.com
email: sales4aronstrongtx.com
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Reader Feedback

AM longevity

Clean and accurate
Microphones make the difference

in sound pickup

Now 1t1tn, Non -Proprietary
Now 100% Windows Standards
Now...Even More Affordable

Seat Stadium

comments?
radio@primediabusiness.com

aving read the Reader Feedback section in
the Ja nuary issue of Radiomagazine, I must

wholehearAdly agree with Jim Jenkins.
AM racTrOliTir from dead, despite what the
million dollar so-called consultants may
tell us. I know of many AM stations, like the
formerWBYM,that made a very good profit
by playing country music with real jocks 18
hours a day. The key to AM radio is to not

treat it like a joke to
begin with. Thinking
that no one listens to
AM is flat wrong. The
aforementioned sta-
tion won many listen-
ers from the FM offer-
ings out there by be-
ing community -mind-
ed and just by getting
back to the basics of
old-fashioned radio.

Corporate radio is
ruining this business.
So many good stations
have been destroyed
by taking on new cor-
porate owners, such as
WCMS in Virginia
Beach. Despite being
the oldest continuous
country station in the
world, it has been re-
duced to automation

only, and even its very high ratings didn't
stop the suits from tearing it apart. How I
long for private radio ownership to return
in this country.

David R. Lyons
fmrproduction director,WBYM

Carrollton,VA

I'd like to second Jim Jenkins' letter in the
January issue of Radio magazine. A"con-
sultant" is all too often the trendy guy -du -
jour who uses your watch to tell you what
time it is, and then walks off with it. After 38
years in radio, I have observed that most
stations in most situations would be better
off spending the money they allocate for
consultants, to hiring the best people they

can and letting them do their jobs, rather than retaining
some off -premises guy to second-guess their own people.

As far as digital goes, the critical issue is whether the
listener and sponsor will see enough benefit, net of the
serious technical complications that the IBOC system
apparently presents, to justify purchase of relatively expen-
sive new radios. The consensus seems to be,at least so far,
"almost certainly not:'The average listener who wants to
hear a few tunes and the traffic and weather on the way to
work or who wants to check out Rush or Paul Harvey
doesn't care about technology. He just wants a little
information or entertainment that sounds acceptably good.

Again,1 agree with Jim: as an industry, our shortfall isn't
technological; it's programming-starting with some of
the vile stuff that's generating so much unnecessary
controversy these days. That's where we should be
focusing our attention, rather than trying to fix audience
problems by simply buying some new box for the chief
engineer to install.

Robert C. Savage
owner,general manager

WYSL-AM 1040
Avon,NY

IBOC shrni-boc,
I'm not convinced yet

I am careful about panning new ideas. There are some
smart folk out there that have created an amazing day and
age with digital dexterity. Still, IBOC worries me on a
number of levels, some of which I cannot quite put my
finger on. With roughly 20 stations as a contractor,the first
problem in developing a working understanding of IBOC
is time; there ain't any and I don't think I'm unique. I don't
think I largely care about that, yet, even with my first small -

market hybrid transmitter install coming up within a week
or two. The hybrid is a handsome,40 percent efficient box
with enough bundled connectors to remind me of my first
Heathkit. It came with lots of manuals, including a 100 -

page schematic book in large format. A 1.5kW TPO will
require about 10kW of utility service. I'm sure it will work
even though I swear the factory tried to hide Serial No. 1
on the nameplate.

I don't care about fully understanding the box because
there will never be any field repair applied to it at the
discrete component level. From a small and medium
market perspective, my concerns go past this.

I am old enough to have witnessed the migration from AM
to FM, then back to AM when, once again, we all discovered
that what created listeners was creative programming (e.g.
AM talk radio). So, the serviceable but relative low fidelity
AM medium has no trouble reigning king when it is
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programmed well. The lesson is that the
modulation method is important but it is
not the key to success. The migration to
digital, by any method, is axiomatic; it is
going to happen. But I submit that the
necessity of IBOC is secondary to the
shear technical momentum and some
questionable thinking that is driving it forward.

The hype about digital quality strikes me as non sequi-
tur, promising audio bandwidth I cannot hear from pro-
gram sourcing that can barely reach analog's 15kHz
bandwidth as it is. Is this a solution looking fora problem?
It will be consumed by listeners largely in a mobile
environment, which is not exactly a quality listening
room. Optionally, it will be in the office on a clock radio
that falls short of a Bose. Sure, some folks will ultimately
listen on their home digital receiver system, assuming
they are not using the DVD at the time.

Many programmers now drool over the ability to further
destroy the dynamic range because it can now be done
so well, digitally. And they will want to do it with MP3
source material, re -encoded into an editor for real-time
analog recording into a compressed WAV or MPEG2
automation so it can be played through an analog
console feeding an Apt -x STL. With any luck, the AES out
will then get re -encoded by the new digital processorAES
input, come out at yet another rate where it can then
achieve final conversion to 44.1kHz at the exciter AES
input. This is a real scenario.

Without fail, when I try to explain why this might not
be a good idea, the conversation stops immediately with
a blank stare from the audience. During the silence, I am
tempted to ask,"Is anyone home?"With any luck he will
respond with by saying,"But,it's digital! It has to be good!"
Right.

We're all on the same page; we are all going for quality
with this mess and now we are going to add 1BOC to further
this aim.

This is less likely in the major markets where there is
money and where the additional data capacity of IBOC
when analog finally disappears might actually be profit-
able. In small and medium markets where current analog
and/or digital subcarriers are a vast wasteland as it is, one
can be assured that today's small -market corporate bean
counters, who have never seen a transmitter, will always
select the lowest common denominator when it comes to
operational quality. So,please don't insult my intelligence
by suggesting adding IBOC to this is a necessity. Try

something else.
The development of digital studio LAN source routing,

uncompressed digital STLs and companion processors
has, in its own right, done tremendous good in improving
the radio facility, providing the station starts with some-
thing other than MP3 or MP4 sources. From there, I'm not
so sure, and editorialists can do me a favor: quit telling me
how wonderful IBOC is. Start telling me how wonderful
it could be if only stations would do it correctly. And teach
me how in as few a words as possible. Remember, I'm a

EYE (DM

contractor. I don't have time but I have
fooled myself into thinking I'm intelligent.
Don't stop with me. The guy to whom you
really have to get is the corporate bean
counter and I don't know anyone who
likes the thought of that job.

Be very concerned about solid-state
IBOC obsolescence. In 2001, I retired a
low -efficiency 1990 solid-state FM when
its modules could no longer be repaired.
After puckering over the cost of a full refit,
the choice was clear. It was more practical
to put in a decent 1985 tube transmitter. It
cost less, runs better and the power bill
went down. This problem now affects
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THE DAW BUYERS GUIDE

A free online guide to
digital audio workstations,

hardware & software packa  e
tapeless recorders

DAW controlle
with a searchable data

+ ro a uc

http://SYPHAonline.com
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Reader Feedback

perfectly good analog FM exciters, IPAs
and consoles. My crystal ball is boiling
with images of $30,000 solid-state 1BOC
refits for Class A stations, that create a
seizure in the manager's office.

I managed stations for 20 years until I
returned to engineering. M a contract
engineerlam very much an oxymoron but
consider it might give me a little different
perspective than the technical purist.
When the subject of IBOC on a small -

market station is raised,) ask,"How will this
purchase go to your bottom line as a
startup operation? You can always add
digital, later: Those blank stares really
spook me.

IBOC comes with the anvil of high cap-
ital cost with a license that looks suspi-
ciously similar to a BMI/ASCAP contract.
Do you think the licensor will really care
about you when the introductory deal is
over? Sure it will. I have this horrible
image of someone showing up with a
miner's hat digging for the bottom line. In
a small market,that could require alchemy,

creating gold out of nothing. In the pending install, the
licensee is now puckering a little suggesting that the STL
might be Internet streaming.

What made me think that this might happen? But, that
hybrid sure is pretty.

Richard J. Boekeloo
owner

DB Broadcast Services
Brunswick, GA

Variation on a theme
Besides the big cost to stations and listeners, which

really does little for the audio quality FM IBOC is not really
IBOC, but puts digital data on the two adjacent channels.
This has already resulted in complaints from listeners.
And the audio time delay of the system is another
headache. 1 have already said that I will not install it. The
big ones to gain are the equipment manufacturers.

StanleySwanson
KBNL,Laredo,7X

sswanson@hcjb.org

The on -channel and adjacent -channel debate resurfac-
es from time to time. Its true that the data is placed on either
edge of the analog signal, but because it borders the
center channel and occupies nearly the same.spectral

NEW! Circuit-WEI-1<Es Tc-lc-phonc Solutions

10 00 11111 1111

ThE TelTap - Manual Telephone
Coupler & Passive Tap Interface

The The TelTap is a versatile and
inexpensive telephone coupler.
Once connected to a standard
RJ-11 plug, the you have a choice
of seizing the phone line or just
tapping the line. The TelTap can
be used to either send or receive
audio regardless of which mode is
selected. A ring LED indicates
the presence of an incoming call.
The TelTap lists for just $89.00.

mormill11111M

The Telco -6 - Ringer Relay

Calls come in, you get
relay outputs. It's that
simple. Accepts up
to six independant
telephone lines. Each
incoming ring closes
the associated relay.
Each relay has two sets
of form "c" contacts.
Relays stay steady on
during rings. All
interface connections
on screw terminals.

For complete information about all of our products, including lownloadable tech manuals,
brochures and pricing for all of our products, visit our website at www.ciricuitwerkes.com.

CircuitWerk Es, Inc - 2805 NW 6th Street. Gainesville. Florida 32609. USA. 352-335-6555
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mask, it is considered on -channel. The ongoing efforts to
call it an in -band adjacent -channel channel (IBAC) tech-
nology will not change it.

The system audio delay has been discussed as well.
Stations that want to adopt IBOC will need to make some
changes to deal with the inabilitytomonitordirectlyoff the
air. System delays from digital processing,digital SR -sand
remote feeds have been introducing small amounts of
delay for some time. If a station is going to install IBOC
technology, it will have to account for the system delay and
build it into the overall costs.

Opinions on IBOC vary greatly and cover the extremes of
support and opposition. We at Radio magazine follow the
developments closelyand report on what is happening, but
the final decision to install the technology or ignore it is up
to individualstations.

ChrissScherer,editor

'Appy about the killer app
Hey Chriss,we loved your March 2004 Viewpoint on the

killer app. Is your Viewpoint on the Web anywhere? We'd
like to put it in our daily clips about tech stuff.

JennyLawhom
senior managermedia and public relations

NPR
Washington,DC

Leading the
HD Radio

Revolution!

FM Antennas
Combiners

Filters
HD Radio

Shively Labs
www.shively.com

sales@shively.com
888-SHIVELY Fax (207)647-8273

Radio
What's in store for NAB21104
Technology uiveiled

laperionacr as dart &LSIbasnasteirracirei
Far Ilse Meal WO
,,tit Sc* al Bea& KM;

Seat SagiaLl

Indeed it is. Each issue in its entirety is
posted online at wwwberadiacom. Addi-
tional material isalso available online, such
asadditional photos fora FacilityShowcase,
Industry Links and our Buyers Guide. #

Chriss Scherer, editor

CD
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Going Digital?
Go GoldWAV!

Prirldie v

26,000 songs in 16 bit, 44.1
stereo .WAV files with all the

song data embedded.

Also available in GoldDrive
MPEG Layer 2, Mode 2

And with the purchase of any
GoldWAV or GoldDrive library
you can acquire a matching,

back-up, GoldDisc library
for half price.

'411 CIENTUIRY'-

Golffsc - Golderive - Go dWAV
The World Plays Our Music!

www.TMCentury.cone
972.406.6800 TMCUTMCentury.com

VC$
Quality Equipment

Mar ufactured by

DRS Broadcast Technology
Dallas, TX

(800) 733.5011

NS BROADCAST TECHNOLOGY

DRS
TECHNOLOGIES

w ivw.contelec.com
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The AES-302 Digital Audio
Switcher/Distribution System

Two Input Switcher
Automatic or Manual Switching
Optional Silence Sensor
Status Monitor with Memory
Front Panel Headphone Jack
High Quality 24 bit 96 KHz DA Converter

Introducing the next generation digital audio switcher from
BDI. Now you can have complete confidence in your signal
path with the AES-302. Feed main and back up AES streams
to the inputs and the selected feed is routed to four digital
outputs and an analog stereo output. If a fault occurs, the
automatic switcher selects the alternate feed. There is
extensive front panel error and operational status and a
headphone jack for confidence monitoring. The AES-302 has a
remote control interface for easy attachment to remote control
systems. The AES-302 is future proof too. The digital compo-
nents mount to a plug in pc board which can be upgraded in
the future should digital audio standards be enhanced or your
requirements change. Call your local broadcast equipment
dealer to order. Call us or visit our website for detailed
information.

Broadcast Devices, Inc.
Tel. (914) 737-5032 Fax. (914) 736-6916
Website: www.Broadcast-Devices.com bdi

Mini Mix 8A
Proven...Affordable...

00;101:J!""fr
NOI10610

6 *
ej r , .ri r3

Ip I,       

800.327.6901
www.autogramcorp.com
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Our client list continues to growCO) We would like to Thank -You
. for your confidence and your

MOORETRONIX purchases.

We now have in stock, SHURE, SM-5B, wind screens.
These are from -he OEM vendor and are priced at
$60.00 per set. Make the best voice over microphone,
new again!

We recondition Pacific Recorders BMX AMX,
ABX and RMX mixing consoles. Let us re -work your
console's modul3s. Obtain that added value from a
proven winner. Quality built products last and last and
last!

Check our WEB site for great buys on pre -owned
broadcast gear. All equipment is repaired, tested and
shipped with the manual.

Stretch your broadcast $$$ on quality, pre -owned
equipmen-....sold with a warranty.

TEL 800-300-0733 FAX 231-924-7812
WV'W.MOORETRONIX.COM

Transcom Corporation
AM 6 FM Transmitters

Visit our new Internet site at www.fmamtv.com
Send your email request to: transcom@fmamtv.com

line Used AM & FM Transmitters. Authorizal Representatives for all
major equipmert manufacturers. Let us send you a customized quote!

USED FM TRANSMITTERS
1.5kW 1987 BE FM1.5A
2.5kW 1978 Collins 831D2
3.5kW 1988 BE FM3.5A
3.5kW 1992 Harris HT3.5
5kW 1983 Harris FM5K
10kW 1980 Harris FM 10K
10kW 2000 Harris ZD10CD
20kW 1978 Collins 831G2
20kW 1982 Harris FM2OK
20kW 2000 Harris Z20 CD
25kW 1980 CSI 7 -25 -FA

(Amplifier Only)
25kW 1982 Harris FM25K
30kW 1986 BE FIV130A
50kW 1982 Harris Combiner

w/auto exciter -transmitter
switcher

USED AM TRANSMITTERS
1kW 1987 Harris SX1A
5kW 1982 Harris MW5A
5kW 1996 Nautel ND5
10kW 1996 Harris DX10
50kW 1985 Continental 317C2
50kW 1987 Harris MW5CC3
50kW 1986 Nautel AMPFET 50

NEW TV TRANSMITTERS

ANALOG AND DIGITAL
VHF and UHF. 10 W to 10 kW

TV Antennas

TV STL
USED TV

1kW UHF 1992 Acrodyne

10kW UHF 2000 Itelco T614C

USED MISC. EQUIPMENT
BE FX30 Exciter

Continental 802B Exciter
Belar AMM3 Mod. Monitor
Denon 720R Cassette Recorder
Harris AMS-G1 AM Stereo
Inovonics AM Stereo Processor.

Model 250-01

Kintronics 50kw AM RF Switch.
Model RFC8-1

Optimod 9100B
Potomac Phase Monitor AM1901.

Digital. 2 Tower

Potomac Phase Monitor AM19.
2 Tower

Potomac TU-16 Remote Control

P.O. Box 26744, Elkins Park, PA 19027
800-441-8454 (215-938-7304) Fax 215-938-7361
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A RECTIFIER TO FIT YOUR

TRANSMTITER

No matter
what transmitter
you own, we can
provide quality
rectifiers from stock.
We have a reliable, cost-
effective solution to meet the
requirements of most AM and
FM transmitters built since the
1950s at prices better than the
manufacturers'.

WE HAVE
CCA RECTIFIERS

QUICK, COST-EFFECTIVE & EXPERT SOLUTIONS

www.rectifiers.com
800.649-6370

Frea-Mount 100: Drop -Ceiling
Speaker Bracket System

CSS, Inc. has developed a new
speaker mount bracket system

that allows broadcasters to
ceiling mount their speakers in

an industrial "drop -ceiling"
environment. The mounts can

handle up to one
hundred pounds each.

Contact CSS, Inc.
for more information

at 303.425.5004

LBA Technology, Inc. is your proven

supplier of innovative. digital -ready

AM antenna systems. Our products

include tuning units, phasing systems,

multiplexers, AM/wireless isolation

systems and components for every

power level. We help hundreds of
broadcasters in the USA and
worldwide to --

Reach further -
sound better!

LBA Technology, Inc.
Broadcast and Telecommunications Antenna Products

LBA TunipoleTM
Folded Unipole Systems

Diplexer, Triplexer and
Phasor Systems

--..
y"

Antenna Tuning Units II

LBA
3400 Tupper Drive, Greenville, NC 27834

800-522-4464 / 252-757-0279 / Fax 252-752-9155
Email Lbatech@Lbagroup.com / www.Lbagroup.com
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Affordable Custom
BroadsdaisiFurniture

Delivered
and

installed
by

529 Rosedale Road

ECHNOLOG
TEL: 610-925-2785  FAX: 610-925-2787

email:sales@studiotechnology.com
www.studiotechnology.com

VSCOMMUNICATION,
/10. EinglCamemlemiler &WM e Engineering Softwaresod omrhs

rr
CsimIlleg

Oft The Leader in Broadcast

Professional software packages for FCC
applications and predicting coverage.

f Create stunning "real -world" coverage maps and
interference studies using Longley-Rice, PTP,
Okamura/Hata and FCC with Probe 3TM

f Search for FM channels under spacing and
contour to contour protection using FMContTm.

Prepare AM skywave and groundwave allocations
studies and map FCC contours with AM -Pro T"1.

Plot STL paths over 3D terrain with Terrain-3Dim

Quality custom mapping and FCC
engineering consulting available.

WWW.V-SOFT.COM (800) 743-3684

Buy simplicity,
reliability and service.

EAS
Price $1750.00

Equipment in -stock
for immediate delivery.

Phone 740-593-3150
GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.

257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701
FAX 740-592-3898

Now available
with

optional DTMF
control

via a phone line.

r GORMAN REM ICN MEG CO AI NS 0.0

E

A

S

L ENCODER DECODER FCC ID MVZEAS

 5 two-way RS inputs/outputs for computer, remote
signboard & character generator

 6 audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs are
transformer isolated from encoder -decoder board

 Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended operation
 4 line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting
 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set input levels
 Now available with optional built in character generator which

can crawl alert messages and station ID on the hour

 Will handshake with automation equipment
 2 year warranty
 2 minutes of digital audio storage

25 pin parallel printer port for external printer
 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other

equipment by removable plugs
 BNC fitting with 600 OHM balanced audio cut

for second transmitter

Web Site: www.gorman-redlich.com E-mail: jimgrn Borman-redlich.com

°Also available: weather radios, antennas for weather radios, crystal controlled synthesized

FM digitally tuned radios, remote signboards, cables for interconnection, Character generators.
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RE PRRTS'
COMPANY

 Audio v Broadcast
 Industrial v Communications

Audio Tubes  Transistors
Modules  Gasfets  Coax
Capacitors  Rectifiers

Svetlana  Taylor  R FP Eimac
Amperex  MA/Com  Motorola

Toshiba  Thompson  Mitsubishi

 Se Habla Espanol
 We Export 3

V", An,,,,

760-744-0700 800-737-2787
Fax: 760-744-1943

E-mail: rfp@rfparts.com

www.rfparts.com

In Broadcasting...
Silence is the enemy.
Eliminate Silence.

Get a Plan B!
Call your dealer or visit www.danagger.com
Danagger Audio Works 1 -888 -89 -AUDIO

Still Using DOS?
Move Up to Windows

Contact us for a FREE demo

1-800-326-2609

www.mmwin.com

top
b

suite
r- our

at the NABot
Las Vegas Hilton..

9 NAM
NAGRA ARES-BB

Constructed from brushed aluminum, the
ergonomic layout of the ARES-BB with
a pivoting keyboard permits operation
while over the shoulder or sitting on a
table. A large LCD display gives
information about the state of the card,
recording levels and operating mode of
the machine. Software driven menus
(including 4 templates) guide the user
through a visual set-up of the machine.
The ARES-BB comes standard as a
linear PCM recorder up to 48kHz stereo
16 bit. Mic/Line inputs and line outputs
are equipped with XLR connectors.
The Flash card can be formatted FAT16
and is automatically recognized by
Windows or MAC 0/S. Files are saved
as Broadcast Wave Format (.wav).

The ARES-BB is a rugged tool for
Broadcast and ENG applications. Come
see for yourself.

Nagra USA, Inc.
NAB2004-April 19-22
Booth SU10424

800 813-1663

THE HYATT AUDIO COMPROC 2.0

Experience a new level of loudness and seaaration.

For those who demand total market control without sacrificing quality.

Distortion Free
Loud
Clear

Composite
Processing Power

Hyatt Audio Don't just hear it, FEEL it
(719) 241.6225 Call for a dealer near you

Bay Country
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

Your #1 Source
For Quality
Used Radio
Broadcast
Equipment.

View our latest list of equipment on-line at:
http://www.baycountry.com
or call and we will fax it to you.

All equipment sold with a 15 day return guarantee.

7117 Olivia Rd.  Baltimore, MD 21220  Ph: 877-722-1031  Fax: 786-513-0812
http://www.baycountry. coin  e-mail info@baycountry.com
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Solid State FM Transmitters

Adik*

 114' I

11111111

11111111

8,000 watt 44,990.00
4,000 watts 24,990.00
2,000 watt 12,990.00
1,000 watt 7,000.00
500 watt 4,000.00
250 watt 2,500.00
100 watt 1,900.00

Solid State
2,000 watt
1,000 watt
500 watt
250 watt
100 watt

FM Amplifiers
12,000.00
6,000.00
3,000.00
1,750.00
1,250.00

FM STL
Transmitter and Receiver

Both Transmitter and Receiver
$3,500.00

High Performance
FM Transmitters

Grounded Grid
Models Feature
 Solid State High

Performance Exciter
 Solid State Driver
 Ease of Installation
 Fast Delivery
 Motor DrivenTuning
 Complete Front Panel

Metering
 Low Pass Filter
 Soft Start Up
 Cost Effective Pricing
 Financing Available
 LED Read out on

front panel shows
operating parameters

1.111.11?111

Fall Special Limited time offer
10,000 watt Transmitter $18,990.00

Broadband FM Antennas
Ideal for Digital or
multa station operation

Circular polarization - DC ground for
lightning protection - mounts directly to

tower leg - Power input 4,000 watts per bay
Priced as low as 795.00 for a single bay
Multi bay operation up to eight bays

17194 Preston Rd. Suite 123-297 Dallas, TX 75248 Ph 972/473-2577 800/279-3326
Fax 972/473-2578 800/644-5958 e-mail Boynt superiorbroadcast.com website superiorbroadcast.com

datawopld
4iStb

F ngine_erine Tools
Feasabilitv Studies
I-ongley-Rice RSL

Maps & Population
Area -to -Locate Studies

Marketing Tools
Custom Mapping
Demographic Reports
Zip Code Pinpointing

wwwdataworld.com

Management Tools
DataNpert'''
Coverage Maps
FLAGsm F(:(: Monitoring
I,MA/Duopoly Studies

info@dataworld.com
800-368-5754  301-652-8822 fax: 301-656-5341

1
5

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

5

.4IMO
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VISA

V

REMEMBER THE
CORTANA FOLDED
UNIPOLE ANTENNA?
WE STILL MAKE IT
WITH THE SAME
HIGH QUALITY
MATERIALS AND
WORKMANSHIP.
IT FEATURES...

 BROAD BANDWIDTH
for better sound.

 GROUNDED ANTENNA
for lighting 8 static electricity

 ELIMINATES ISOCOUPLERS
in VHF & UHF antenna lines

 BEST ANTENNA FOR
DIRECTIONAL ARRAYS.

ALSO

DETUNING SYSTEMS FOR
ANYTHING THAT DISTORTS YOUR AM

COVERAGE PATTERN: TOWERS,

POWER LINES, TANKS OR ANY METAL

STRUCTURE.

FOR INFORMATION CALL, FAX OR WRITE:

4001 La Plata Hwy
Farmington, NM 87401

phone 505-327-5646 tax 505-325-1142

/f 110-ming stri4es on your

tower are causing equipment

damage and last air time -
the cost of Stati-Cat

system may be recovered

during roar first lightning
season.

AFFORDABLE - RUGGED

LIGHTNING PROTECTION

The Stati-Cat Lightning
Prevention System

provides a continuous, low-resistence
discharge path for the static electric

charge on tall structures.
DISSIPATION POINTS ARE 1/8"

STAINLESS STEEL RODS (not wires)
ground to needle sharpness.

Clirtina
Corporation, Inc.

Write or call toll -free for a free brochure!
P.O. Box 2548, Farmington, N.M. 87499-2548

Call 888-325-5336 Fax (505) 326-2337
cortanacorporation com
cortanat @ earthlink.net
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Towers

Above the Rest

Monopoles
Guyed Towers

Self -Supporting Towers
Structural Analysis
Tower Reinforcing

Since 1943, ER1 has provided
excellence in engineering,

reliability in service, and years
of manufacturing integrity.
Our past experience is
your future guarante

Electronics Research, In
7777 Gardner Road
Cnandler, IN 47610

812-925-6000 www.ERlinc.coni,

300,000+ Electronic Components
Over 1,000,000 Cross References

MOUSER

CAESI
New Procucts,
New Suppliers,

New Technologies,

New Catalog Every 90 Days!

MOUSERELECTRONICS
(800) 346-6873 www.mouser.com

Use Once a Day to
Alleviate Traffic

Congestion
Traffic and billing made easy with the affordable

Traffic C.O.P. for Windows

Take the headache out of controlling traffic with Traffic C.O.P.
for Windows. Whether it's scheduling logs, printing invoices, or
managing receivables, the Traffic C.O.P. will work for you. And,

because it's Windows based traffic software. you get a
modern. reliable and easy to use program all backed by the
superior customer support of Broadcast Data Consultants.

Isn't it time you get rid of congestion?
Cal' for your FREE CD damo today.
For more information, please visit our web -site.

Toll Free: 800-275-6204
www.broadcastdata.com 1.10
Broadcast Data Consultants, TRAFFIC C.O.P.
51 South Main Ave.. Suite 312. Clearwater, FL 33765 ,
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Propagation Systems, Inc -

Quality Broadcast Antennas
for the Digital Future

Corporate Office
719 Pensacola Road

Ebensburg, PA 15931 USA
Tel: 814-472-5540 Fax: 814-472-5676

Email: sales@psibroadcast.com  Web site: www.psibroadcast.com
Come see us in Las Vegas at NAB Booth #C1335.

WarpFleacho )
'Servicing Radio Stations

Since 1999

4y,

Pa,
Bridging the Gap

and the Internet FIFIA

Mt

Between Radio

%Marpradio.com/radiomag
10940 S Parker Rd. #516

Parker, CO 80134

email: salesgwarpradio.com

303.799.9118 Fax: 303.790.8543

BALSYS

Balsys provides any combination
of turnkey, project oversight and
coordination, or individualized
services on a nationwide basis.

O Workflow & Systems Analysis
0 Equipment Recommendations
0 Furniture Design & Fabrication
0 Wiring Design
O Prewiring & Test

0 On -Site Installation & Test
0 Training

 Studio Facilities
 Technical Operat on Centers
 AM & FM Transmission Sites

 Prefab Buildirgs
 Towers & Antennas

Studio Installation
Studio Furniture

RF Installation
A unique combination of

technical design and
installation services with

custom furniture design &
fabrication, provides full
service capabilities that
assure new construction
efficiency and quality as

well as expansion of
existing facilities at

affordable cost.

Balsys Technology Group. Inc.
Balsys Wood Arts. Inc.

930 Carter Road #228 - 232
Winter Garden, FL 34787

Tel: 407-656-3719
Fax: 407-656-5474
sales@balsys.com

www.balsys.com
Puluyences Pr000yo Upon Request - Palsy, Fully bowed

"Value Is The Realization Of A Job Accomplished Professionally,
Cn Schedule. And Within Budget"

2 Patriot POTS
Codecs, Flight Case &

::
aj

Mic Headset

...:
And Get a
Battery Kit

PLUS
Software Package

1

-1-

OValued at $1000

FREE
....
%.

9 call: 800-750-7950

ii.
while stocks last!

*conditions apply
www.tieline.com

%-.-...---.-------------mem

EAS LOGS JUST GOT
EASIER!

EAScriber Pro
A Quick, Easy, and Efficient
Way To Record EAS Activity

Multiple Station Centralization
Printed Tabular Logs
Discrepancy Reports
Supports Sage TFT, and Burk
Satisfied Customers in 17 States

FREE 60 -DAY DEMO
www.tdmdatasolutions.com
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EAS MONITORING
YAGI ANTENNAS

WEATHER CHANNEL
FREQUENCIES 162.0? MHZ

FM FREQUENCIES
88 TO 108 MHZ

ALL FREQUENCIES FROM 88
TO 1000 MHZ AVAILABLE

SAMCO ANTENNAS, INC.
(817)-336-4351

www.samcoantennas.com
email:samyagi@flash.net

AM
Ground

Systems
Reliable, On -Time Installation

Quality Workmanship
Ground System Construction,

Evaluation & Repair

www.a mg ro und systems.co m

1-877-766-2999

Find out how advertising
in the Marketplace section

can work for you!
Contact Jennifer Shafer at 1-800-896-9939

jshafer@primediabusiness.com

advertise
in the

Classified
section
contact:

Jennifer Shafer at
1-800-896-9939

jshafer@prineciabusiness.ccrn

Classified
Professional Services

Structural Analysis

Cis
Electronics Research, Inc

7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610

(812) 925-6000
www.ERlinc.com

T.I17Appeadwireiess tfaxel..: 330011 486655 41 o4 21

Kevin McNamara
President & CEO

Applied Wireless, Inc
providing options

PO Box 926
New Markel. MD 21774

kemmeeaPPbedwirelessmc com
www approedwirelessmc corn

4006

BELT LINE

SUITE 160

ADDISON

TEXAS

75001

972/661.5222
yam rbdg com

RUBS BERBER DESIGN GROUP

 PKOPIIING NO SOADCASI FROUIY

AROSTRTUIE/1ITROF6 FOR KOUSILY.

 RCM /DISKS NO %MO ISO, :

 NC& NOM

JOHN H. BATTISON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV

Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork
2684 State Route 60 RD '1

Loudonville, OH 44842
419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419
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Radio Classified
Help Wanted

THE LAST JOBYOU'LL EVER NEED
INDEPENDENT, ROCK SOLID, BURLINGTON VERMONT AM FM COMBO
SEEKS CHIEF ENGINEER. AM DIRECTIONAL, FM C-3.YOU PROVIDE EXPERT
COMPUTER AND TECHNICAL BROADCAST SKILLS...ENCO DAD PRO 32
EXPERIENCE A PLUS.WE PROVIDE AN EXCELLENTCOMPENSTATION PACK-
AGE, LARGE SUPPORT STAFF, ALLTHETOOLSYOU NEED AND ONE OFTI-E
MOST LIVEABLE AREAS INTHE COUNTRY. A DREAM COMETRUE FORTHE
RIGHT CANDIDATE. SISON BROADCASTING IS A 40+YEAR FAMILY OPER-
ATION ANDAN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

PLEASE APPLY TO:
PAUL GOLDMAN  SISON BROADCASTING INC  PO BOX 620

118 MALLETS BAY AVE  COLCHESTER, VT 05446  802.655.1620
paulg@95triplex.com

Employment
Have you or your engineers

passed THE TEST?
SOCIETY OF BROADCAST ENGINEERS

CERTIFICATION
The InduNte.) Benchmark

www.shr.org (3 I I 81(4-9000. X 1 4

Ra
THE RADIO TECHNOLOGY LEADER

J3 3r'73 p.c..DWDY
L.1%,S,S111FIIIIE;COS,

-1/17_DT33 s_DI]

Raiff° Call
Jennifer Shafer

800-896-9939

A PRIMEDIA
Publication

www.berado.com
ralesedmediahusiness.com

Editor - Chriss Scherer, CSRE CBNT, cscherer@primediabusiness.coi;
Technical Editor, RF-John Battison, batcom@bright.net
Associate Editor - Kari Taylor. ktaylor@primediabusiness.com
Sr. Art Director - Michael J. Knust, mknust@primediabusiness.com
Assoc. Art Director- Robin Morsbach, rmorsbach@primediabusiness.com

Technical Consultants - Harry C. Martin, Legal
Kevin McNamara, CNE, Computers and Networks
Mark Krieger. CBT, Contract Engineering
Russ Berger, Broadcast Acoustics
Donald L Markley. P.E.. Transmission Facilities

Senior Vice President -Peter L May, pmay@primediabusiness.com
Publisher- DennisTriola. dtriola@primediabusiness.com
Marketing Director -Christina Heil, cheil@primediabusinesscom
Sr. Director of Production -Curt Pordes, cpordes@primediabusiness.corn
Group Production Mgr. - Melissa Langstaff, mlangstalf@primediabusiness.com
Production Coordinator -Melissa Williams. mwillams@primediabusiness.com
Classified Ad Coordinator -Michelle Hooper. mhooper@primediabusiness.corn
VP Audience Marketing -Jeny Okabe. jokabe@primediabusiness.corn
Audience Marketing Dir. - Barbara Kummer, bkummer@primediabusiness.corn
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MEMBER ORGANIZATIONS

 Acoustical Society of America
 Audio Engineering Society
 Society of Broadcast Engineers
Member. American Business Media

PRIMEDIA
BY111. Magaunes & Mocha

COO-Jack Condon, jcondon@primediabusiness.corn
Executive VP -John French, jirench@primediabusiness.com
Sr. VP, Business Development -Eric Jacobson, ejacobson@primediabusiness.COM

41230

For Sale

AcousticsFirst
NomlFbre888-765-2900

Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

SPACEWISE
"The Price and Quality leader...

In Broadcast Studio Furniture!"
IJ HOME OF

THE
"BUDGET

CRUNCHERS"
Affordably customized systems in several price ranges.
Professional Quality furniture shop construction, com-
ponents, real woods, and premium laminates. Built to
order and easy to assemble. Economically and safely
delivered crated to your wHY PAYMORE ELSEwHiRE?
25...YEARS OF RADIO BROADCAST EXPERIENCE GOES
INTOTHE DESIGN OF OUR PRODUCTS,

CALL US - 800-775-3660
SEE US - WVV1N.SPACEWISE.COM

Your online resource

PRIMEDIA Business -to -Business Group -
745 Fifth Ave., NY, NV 10151

rimedia.com

PRIMEDIA

PRIMEDIA Inc.
bon, dean.nelson@primedia.com

President & CEO - Kelly Conlin, kelly.conlin@primetha.com
Vice Chairman & General Counsel - Beverly Chell, beverly.chell@primedia.com

SUBSCRIPTIONS: Free and controlled circulation to qualified subscribers. Non -qualified
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Advertiser Index

Contributor Pro -file
Meet the professionals who write for Radio

This month: Maximum Burn, page 48.

Alex Kosiorek
Audio Recording
and Mastering
Engineer
Corbett Studio,
WGUC-FM
Cincinnati

A graduate of the
Cleveland Instituteof
Music/Case Western

Reserve in Audio Recording, Kosiorek has
focused on music production that uses high -
quality reproduction, mixing and mastering
through advanced media, audio systems and
artistically sensitive recordings. He has
worked on several award -winning projects
and with organizations including the Smith-
sonian Institution, Telarc International, New
World Symphony and the University of Arizo-
na (KUAT Communications Group).

Rad!
THE P.D.0 T.C1.101.00.11..AD.01

Written by radio professionals
Written for radio professionals

Radio, Volume 10, Number 4, ISSN 1542-0620 is published
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Sinn Off

Shaping radio today and tomorrow
By Kari Taylor, associate editor

Do you remember?
The Sound Technology 1500A

was a microprocessor -controlled
audio measurement test system.
According to an ad in 1981, the
unit was conceived to be the
ultimate precision test instru-
ment for tape recorder analysis.
It was designed around ad-
vanced microprocessor hard-
ware, and showed the user"the
whole story on an integral CRT
with adjustment cursor"

Applications of the system in-
cluded tape recorder mechani-
cal and electronic performance checks;
thorough phono cartridge analysis; one -

Sample and Hold
The shape of radio today

Radio continues to be

a popular medium.

Home

computer

Online

Books

Magazines

Radio

TV Newspapers

Time spent (in hours and minutes) indicates average use among survey
respondents who partake in the activity.

Source: Ball State University's Center for Media Design, 2004.

third octave spectral analysis; acoustical room
analysis, including mic and loud-

speaker measurements;

evaluation of
audio quality forVTRs; and research and development for
the audio tape manufacturer.

That was Then
Forty years ago this month,the first official meeting of the

Society of Broadcast Engineers came to order. After
writing an editorial suggesting the formation of a new
organization and then later running application form in
Broadcast Engineering
magazine, John Batti-
son convened the first
official meeting of the
Institute of Broadcast
Engineers (IBE) at the
NAB convention on
April 5, 1964.

They voted at the
first meeting to
change the name to
the Society of
Broadcast Engi-
neers. Battison be-
came the organiza-
tion's first president.

On the occasion of
the SBE's 40th anniver-
sary, Battison remi-
nisced,"The Society of
Broadcast Engineers
was conceived in my office in Washington, DC, in 1961.1t
was born in 1964 in The Willard Room C in the Chicago
Hilton, courtesy of NAB, and today, on its 40'h birthday, it is
a strong and hearty force in broadcast engineering thanks
to the members who followed after me:'
The SBE will commemorate its 40th anniversary dui

the membership meeting on April 20 at NAB2004.
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GENERATION -8: The On -Air Control
Surface for High -Traffic Studios

fJm PcJW",:.1fr ;l

YAM _Fgs-r11

ONE CAT -5 WIRE conveys all the control from this
surface to Wheatstone's Bridge System. You can bring
any system source (inputs or mixes) to any console
fader or monitor pot (source visibility software
controlled). You can set destinations for mixes, aux
sends and MXMs to anywhere in your facility. For
example, you could allow (or software disallow) your
news console to go to your on -air chain, or feed any
mix desired to a talent or remote position.

THIS MAJOR MARKET CONSOLE can handle all
the call -ins and remotes you'll encounter. Four faders
dedicated specifically to phone segments provide
errorfree interface to four callers or remotes, each
with independent caller and fader feeds, user

1/1/h c)t_x-tc)r-)

Qui lity is Easy to Identify with stainless
steel construction, easy servici- g, and a

clean yet compact layoLt.

Li/arm] ..C.DLEZJI:4

selectable talkback communication and adjacent
channel linking. A dedicated LCD display screen keeps
the operator informed and in control.

YOU CAN STORE AND NAME switch and fader
settings for each operator's task and recall -.hem by
simply spinning an encoder and hitting a TAKE
button. And like our larger G-9, the G-8 has 12 user
programmable switches for salvos and intercoms plus
additional programmable TALK buttors for IFB
functions. And with full color LCD display screens the
operator will know for certain that his signal is clean,
his sources correct, anc his preset signal is ready and
waiting. The G-8 has tine layout and features to let
your operators work fast and accurately!

the digital acidic) leaders
600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina, USA 28562
tel 252-638-7000 / fax 252-635-4857 / sales@wheatstone.com
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D-8000
pinitnl Rndin Console

I

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY! WHEATSTONE'S fourth
generation digital console has what you need: dual -domain
input modules that accept both analog and digital sources; built-
in router integration with 8 -character displays; a choice of fea-
tures like auxiliary sends, equalization, dynamics control and
event memory/recall-all without the aid of an external computer.
The D-8000 is an all -modular design with no active components
mounted inside. And best of all, it uses Wheatstone's exclusive
VDIP'setup software, letting you easily configure individual
console modules, logic modes and automatic functions. Contact
Wheatstone-the digital audio people!

sales @wheatstone.
tel 252-638-7000

.wheotstone.corn
copyright m 2004 by Wheatstone Corporation


